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Dear Readers,
I am Professor Peter Carfagna, the Harvard Law School Faculty Advisor
to the Journal of Sports and Entertainment Law (JSEL). JSEL had a
momentous year and I am exceedingly proud to write the preface to Volume
8.
In our Fall Issue, JSEL published three articles and a note. Professor
Steve P. Calandrillo and attorney Joseph Davison wrote Standards of Review
in Law and Sports: How Instant Replay’s Asymmetric Burdens Subvert Accuracy
and Justice. They argue that the current play review standards in professional
sports are overly stringent and hamper fairness and propose adopting an
alternative zero-deference policy for referees that would lead to further
accuracy in professional sports’ games while maintaining pace of play. John
Juricich’s piece, Freeing Buskers’ Free Speech Rights: Impact of Regulations on
Buskers’ Right to Free Speech and Expression, analyzes how street performers
(“buskers”) first amendment right to free speech is being curtailed by
municipalities’ unlawfully vague ordinances. Our final article, Irrevocable
But Unenforceable? Collegiate Athletic Conferences’ Grant of Rights, was authored
by attorney Mark T. Wilhelm. It takes a critical look at the pitfalls of the
Grant of Rights, a document enacted to prohibit collegiate conference
realignment, and offers alternative mechanisms that would address the
realignment issue while alleviating some of the current Grant of Rights’
shortcomings. We also published Sara Zerehi’s note, Valuating a Celebrity’s
Right of Publicity for Estate Tax Purposes, which delves deeply into the various
methodologies used to value celebrity’s posthumous right of publicity and
examines their unique challenges.
In a Special November Edition, JSEL published Chris Deubert,
Professor Glenn Cohen, and Professor Holly Lynch’s groundbreaking article
Protecting and Promoting the Health of NFL Players: Legal and Ethical Analysis
and Recommendations. The report is the principal component of the Law and
Ethics Initiative of The Football Players Health Study at Harvard
University, a multi-million dollar and multi-year project focusing on the
health and safety of NFL players. Specifically, the study addresses three
questions: Who is responsible for the health of NFL players; Why?; and
What can be done to promote player health? Many JSEL members played
an integral role in the piece’s creation and the authors were this year’s
recipients of the Weiler Writing Prize.
In our Spring Issue, JSEL published one article and two notes. John
Burritt McArthur’s article, The Tom Brady Award and the Merit of Reasoned
Awards, utilizes the arbitration award arising from Deflategate to show that
reasoned arbitration awards, as compared to awards that omit the rationale
behind their final outcome, further the arbitration process’ legitimacy.
Second, Garrison Shepard wrote a note, Putting Hurdles in a Marathon: Why

the Single-Entity Defense Should Not Apply to Disputes Between Athletes and NonTeam Sport Leagues, which argues that the single-entity defense in sports
leagues involving individuals competing against one another should be
narrowly construed in order to allow athletes to bring antitrust suits against
their leagues. Lastly, Hamish Nieh’s note, A Less Perfect Union: Why Injury
Risk Prevents NFL Players From Driving As Hard a Bargain as MLB Players in
CBA and Contract Negotiation, offers a comparison between collective
bargaining negotiations in the NFL and MLB and explains how the risk of
injury in the NFL leads to lack of leverage for players and short-term
strategic thinking.
I wanted to thank the students involved in JSEL who worked tirelessly
to ensure its success. Specifically, I would like to thank Elisa Hevia, Rebecca
Johnson and Scott Sherman for their superb work as Co-Editors-in-Chief.
Nathan Ableman did wonderful work as Managing Editor, and we are
excited for him to be the Editor-in-Chief for JSEL’s 9th Volume.
Additionally, I would like to convey my thanks to other members of JSEL’s
Executive Board: Loren Shokes (Executive Editor for Online Content and
Online Interview Editor) and Samuel Lifton (Executive Editor for
Submissions).
Last but not least, thank you to Loren Shokes for her continued great
work on JSEL’s interview series, including interviews with Spotify General
Counsel Horacio Gutierrez, LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton Inc.
Senior VP and General Counsel Louise Firestone, Major League Baseball
Players Association General Counsel Dave Prouty, Jacksonville Jaguars’
Senior VP and Chief Legal Officer Megha Parekh, ABC’s primetime show
Notorious Co-Creator and Show Runner Josh Berman, University of
Massachusetts-Amherst Professor Steve McKelvey, and Travel Zoo General
Counsel Rachel Barnett.
Once again, fantastic work, and I look forward to next year’s issue!
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I. Introduction

The ruling that National Football League (NFL) Commissioner Roger
Goodell issued on July 28, 2015 against New England Patriots quarterback
Tom Brady, and the underlying decisions on May 11, 2015 to suspend
Brady for four games and to dock the Patriots a million dollars as well as
two draft picks, are fascinating for many reasons. A major reason for lawyers
to be fascinated is that the sanctions, issued after a hearing held because
Brady challenged his suspension, ended up being affirmed by the Commissioner in a highly publicized arbitration award. It is rare for the process of
arbitration to be thrust so clearly into the national spotlight. Arbitration
usually is not public and its awards usually do not become news items. But
in law and in politics, as in cultural life, events that do overflow into public
consciousness can produce quick changes beyond the reach of ordinary
events. The Brady award publicized arbitration in a way beyond the power
of the countless arbitrations that go on around the country day after day.1 It
created a national learning experience about arbitration. Arbitrators should
try to learn from it, just as should other Americans.
The award sheds light on the old struggle between arbitrators who
insist that silent “standard” awards should be the default format for awards
and those who urge reasoned awards that explain the decision reached.
Outside the United States, this is no contest: reasoned awards are expected.
Reasoned awards are the default format in international arbitration.2 Two of
1
This model of political change is perhaps most persuasively articulated in John
Kingdon, Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Poliices (1995), itself substantially an application of Michael D. Cohen, James March, and Johan Olsen, A Garbage Can Model of Organizational Choice, 17 Admin. Science Q. 1 (1972). Before
policies get enacted, a problem has to get on the policy “agenda,” which often
occurs when an unusual or shocking event grabs the public mind. Kingdon, supra,
at 94–100. The Brady award brought unusual attention to a specific arbitration and
to the process of arbitration.
2
The United Nations UNCITRAL Code requires arbitrators to state their reasons, absent contrary agreement. UNCITRAL Arb. Rules, Art. 34.3 (rev. 2010).
So do the London Court of International Arbitration rules. LCIA Arb. Rules, Art.
26.2 (2014) (award “shall state the reasons upon which such is based” unless all
parties agree otherwise in writing). The ICC agrees. ICC Rules of Arb., Art. 31(2)
(2012) (“The award shall state the reasons upon which it is based”). The ALI/
UNIDROIT Principles for Transnational Civil Procedure require a “reasoned explanation of the essential factual, legal, and evidentiary basis of the decision.” ALI/
UNIDROIT Principles of Transnational Civil Procedure, Prin. 23.2
(2010).
Tellingly, the AAA, CPR, and JAMS international rules also make a reasoned decision their default model. AAA, Int’l Disp. Resol. Procs., Art. 30.1 (2014) (tribu-
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the major domestic providers, CPR and JAMS, also treat reasoned awards as
the ordinary model for arbitration.3 A new entrant, Palo Alto’s FedArb,
whose roster of arbitrators includes over fifty former federal judges as well as
a select group of experienced practitioners, bases its rules upon the Federal
Rules and requires an opinion with “findings, reasons, and conclusions” in
addition to an award (although FedArb of course lets the parties opt out of
this requirement, just as it lets them customize other parts of its rules).4
But the AAA and FINRA treat silent awards, not reasoned awards,
as their “standard,”5 and the idea that silent awards are preferred crops

nal “shall state the reasons upon which an award is based” unless parties agree
otherwise); CPR, Rules for Non-admin. Arb. Int’l Disps., Rule 15.2 (2007) (all
awards in writing and “shall state the reasoning on which the award rests unless the
parties agree otherwise”); CPR, Admin. Arb. of Int’l Disps., Rule 15.2 (2014)
(awards “shall state the reasoning on which the award rests,” no mention of parties’
being able to agree otherwise); JAMS, Int’l Arb. Rules, Rule 32.2 (2011) (“The
Tribunal will state the reasons upon which the award is based” unless parties agree
otherwise). If the parties opt for CPR’s accelerated international rules, awards will
be reasoned unless parties agree otherwise, although in this setting reasoned means
“as concise as circumstances permit.” CPR, Global Rules for Accelerated
Comm. Arb., Rule 16.1 (2009).
3
CPR, Rules for Non-admin Arb., Rule 15.2 (2007). CPR’s rules for administered arbitration have the same provision. CPR, Rules for Admin. Arb., Rule
15.2 (2013). For JAMS, see JAMS, Comp. Arb. Rules & Procs., 24(h) (2014)
(requiring “concise written statement of the reasons for the Award” unless all parties agree to dispense with reasons). JAMS policy statement on consumer cases requires a statement of the “essential findings and conclusions on which the award is
based.” JAMS Pol’y on Cons. Arbs. Purs. to Pre-disp. Clauses, Min. Stds.
of Proc. Fairness 10 (2009). Even JAMS streamlined rules assume arbitrators will give
reasons: Streamlined Arb. Rules and Procs., Rule 19(g) (2014).
4
FEDARB Rules, Rule 11.01 (2015) (“Unless the parties agree otherwise, the Arbitrator or Panel shall also issue an opinion in writing . . . that should include the
findings, reasons, and conclusions upon which the Award is based”).
5
AAA, Com. Arb. Rules, Rule 46(b) (2013) (arbitrators need not write reasoned award unless both sides ask for one before appointment, or arbitrators otherwise determine that “a reasoned award is appropriate”); FINRA, Code of
Arbitration Procedure for Customer Disputes, pt. IX (Fees and Awards)
§ 12904(g)(1), (3) (rules only require explained decision if both parties request by
time of prehearing exchange of documents and witness lists; and even then explained award does not have to contain “legal authorities or damage calculations,”
id. § 12904(g)(2)), available at http://finra.complinet.com/en/display/display_main
.html?rbid=2403&element_id=4192,{https://perma.cc/3NNG-PDUU}. The construction rules do not require reasons, although they do require, unless waived, a
“concise written financial breakdown” of monetary awards. AAA, Const. Ind.
Arb. Rules & Med. Procs., Rule 47(b) (2015).
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up often in judicial decisions about arbitration in the United States,
too.6
The Brady award is a very reasoned award. It has all the strengths and,
to devotees of silent awards, weaknesses, of any explained decision. Even
better for analytic and educational purposes, the two courts that reviewed
the award reached opposite conclusions about its validity. The trial court
penalized and vacated the award based largely on its reaction to Commissioner Goodell’s reasoning, while the court of appeals, reversing, used some
of the same reasoning to demonstrate the award’s adequacy. The 2-1 appellate majority deferred to arbitrator Goodell’s judgment. One has to think
that the majority found the award easier to protect precisely because it is
very reasoned.
Brady and the National Football League Players Association (NFLPA)
asked for rehearing (by the panel or en banc), but that request was denied and
Brady voluntarily dropped further proceedings.7 Whatever low odds he had
of overturning the award did not stem from the fact that it was reasoned.
The award would have been much more vulnerable unexplained. To the
extent that it turned out to be vulnerable at the first level of appeal for
alleged lack of notice and inconsistency with past sanctions, the same issues
would have surfaced had the award been totally silent. Moreover, the fact
6
For example: “Accordingly, the default rule in an arbitration in which the
parties have not requested a specific form of award is that the arbitrator may issue a
“standard” award (also referred to as a ‘general,’ ‘regular,’ or ‘bar’ award) that simply announces the result.” Tully Const. Co. v. Canam Steel Corp., 2015 WL
906128, 13 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (citing Cat Charter, LLC v. Schurtenberger, 646 F.3d
836, 844 (11th Cir. 2011)), Second Circuit appeal withdrawn (June 15, 2016); see
generally United Steelworkers of Am. v. Enter. Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593,
598 (1960). (“Arbitrators have no obligation to the court to give their reasons for an
award”). Although Tully’s summary statement about reasons reflects an earlier period, not (as the CPR and JAMS default rules indicate) the variety in arbitral practices today, the Domke Treatise reflects this same orientation when it concludes that
“commercial arbitration awards, unlike labor awards, are rarely accompanied by
written opinions.” Martin Domke, Domke on Commercial Arbitrations
§ 34:7 (Gabriel Wilmer, 3rd ed. 2015). That no longer is the case for general
commercial arbitration awards.
7
Petition for Panel Rehearing or Rehearing En Banc of Appellees NFLPA and
Tom Brady at 8–15, NFL Management Council [hereinafter, “NFL” in case names]
v. NFLPA, 823 F.3d 527 (2d Cir. 2016). Brady has announced that he does not
intend to pursue a writ in the United States Supreme Court. Ken Belson, Deflategate
is Over: Tom Brady Ends Appeals Process, N.Y. Times, July 15, 2016, http://www
.nytimes.com/2016/07/16/sports/football/deflategate-tom-brady-ends-appeals-process-nfl.html, {https://perma.cc/6EGL-49D2}. The sequence of challenges to the
award is: NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d 449, 452 (S.D.N.Y. 2015), rev’d, 820
F.3d 527 (2d Cir. 2016), rh’g and rh’g en banc denied (2016).
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that Goodell explained his reasoning helped the Second Circuit panel majority determine that vacatur was erroneous and that the award needed to be
reinstated. Reasoning, then, strengthened the arbitration process. The detailed award communicated that, right or wrong, Goodell took his job seriously and did not act thoughtlessly.
II. The Brady Award: An Exemplary Reasoned Award
The NFL sanctioned Brady on May 11, 2015. It suspended him for
four games after finding, based upon the Wells Report (the “Report”) prepared by Paul, Weiss lawyer Theodore Wells and his partners, that Brady
had “general awareness” of a “scheme” involving two other Patriots employees to deflate game footballs in the American Football Conference
Championship Game between the Patriots and the Indianapolis Colts on
January 18, 2015.8 Brady appealed. Sitting as an arbitrator over his own
decision, as is authorized by the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
between the NFL and the players, Commissioner Goodell held a hearing on
June 23, 2015 and issued an award a little over a month later on July 28,
2015. He affirmed his initial decision to suspend Brady and denied the
appeal.
The Brady case erupted after the Colts, who had fallen behind 20–7 at
halftime, raised a concern that the Patriots were using underinflated footballs. NFL rules allow teams to pick their footballs and make each team
responsible for ensuring that the game footballs used in their offensive plays
are within pressures of 12.5 and 13.5 pounds per square inch (psi). Referees
receive balls from both teams shortly before the game, test the pressures,
adjust them as needed, and supposedly keep the balls under their control
from then on.
Toward the end of the first half, the Colts notified the NFL that it
believed the balls the Patriots used in the first half were too soft.9 The NFL
tested the balls at halftime and agreed. Playing with new, more scrutinized
footballs in the second half, the Patriots added 27 more points, performing
8

See infra notes 18–20 and accompanying letter.
Shortly before the half ended, “[t]here was a knock on the door by the General
Manager from the Indianapolis Colts. He proceeded in the room . . . , and said, ‘We
are playing with a small ball.’ That was my first knowledge of the situation.” Transcript of Appeal Hearing at 229, In the Matter of Thomas Brady (Troy Vincent,
NFL’s Executive Vice President of Football Operations) (June 23, 2016), available
at https://nbcprofootballtalk.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/ex-204-appeal-hearingtranscript-t-brady.pdf, {https://perma.cc/L7Q5-49JJ} [hereinafter Appeal Hearing
Transcript].
9
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even better than in the first half, while the Colts did not score at all during
that period. The Patriots beat the Colts 45-7.10
On the surface, ball pressure and results certainly did not seem correlated. The Patriots did better in the second half when they were using moreinflated replacement balls. They also did better in the first quarter within
each half, for instance scoring 14 of their 20 points in the first quarter when
the balls likely were more inflated (because the balls would keep getting
cooler, and therefore losing pressure, the longer they were outdoors during
each half).11 In the second half, the bulk of the Patriots’ points again came in
10

For the score, see the Week 20 Scores, NFL, http://www.nfl.com/scores/2014/
POST20, {https://perma.cc/3FEZ-ALQH}, [hereinafter “Score”] with the listing
for the 2014 season “Conference” games, played in early 2015.
11
One of the oddities of the NFL’s pressure limits, which are mandated as a
range between 12.5 psi and 13.5 psi, is that, because balls lose pressure, balls that
start out at the minimum 12.5 psi are certain to be below the minimum whenever
used on days when the outside temperature is much below the locker room temperature. This loss in pressure, one aspect of the “Ideal Gas Law,” is not acknowledged
in fixed ranges. Balls should be tested and air added to keep them within the range
on cold days, with air sometimes released on hot days. League officials apparently
were not aware of the Ideal Gas Law when they set the standard. Appeal Hearing
Transcript, supra note 9, at 231 (NFL executive Vincent testifying that while he had
been familiar with the testing process for balls on game day before the AFC Championship Game, neither he nor anyone in NFL Gameday Operations, as far as he
knew, had heard about the Ideal Gas Law).
Two of the environmental factors that might affect use continue as a game progresses: ball use and, as just mentioned, the temperature variation from the indoor
locker room where the balls were inflated. (Whether the ball surface is wet, another
potentially varying factor, also can vary with time of play on wet days and how balls
are stored on the field when not in use). The investigators hired by the NFL retained
a California consulting firm called Exponent to study issues like these. It found that
ball use did not materially reduce ball pressure: surprisingly, subjecting a ball to
650 pounds of pressure every second for 1,000 cycles did not lower its pressure.
Paul, Weiss, Theodore V. Wells, et al., Investigative Report Concerning
Footballs Used During The AFC Championship Game On January 18, 2015 Ex.
1 at 32 (May 6, 2015) [hereinafter Wells Report], Ex. 1 at 32 (Exponent, The Effect
of Various Environmental and Physical Factors on the Measured Internal Pressure of
NFL Footballs, Wells), both available at http://static.nfl.com/static/content/public/
photo/2015/05/06/0ap3000000491381.pdf, {https://perma.cc/5CW9-VVPX} (scientific report attached as exhibit to Wells Report). On the other hand, outside
temperatures did matter. Ball pressure plummets at first when a ball is exposed to
colder outdoor temperatures and keeps falling at a slower rate until the balls are
brought back indoors; pressure then rises back toward the starting level. See id. at
42–44 & Fig. 21. The effect of temperature makes the time when the balls were
tested during halftime important, even though Exponent found that measurement
timing could not fully explain the pressure differences between the teams’ balls. Id.
at 43.
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the earlier quarter, the third quarter, when the balls were warmer.12 The
Patriots went on the beat the Seattle Seahawks 28–24 in Super Bowl XLIX,
with both teams presumably using adequately inflated and much more scrutinized footballs.13
When the League tested the Patriots’ game balls at halftime, all eleven
failed to meet the minimum 12.5 pounds per square inch (psi) pressure
requirement under two different test gauges. The League tested only four
Colts balls, because it ran out of time. All passed using one test gauge, while
three of the four failed using the other gauge.14 In addition, the pressures in
12

See Score, supra note 10.
Week 22 Scores, NFL, http://www.nfl.com/scores/2014/POST22, {https://per
ma.cc/JMM5-86HC}.
14
A dispute existed over which testing tool was accurate: three of the four Colts’
balls failed using one gauge, but all four passed when measured using the other
gauge. Wells Report, supra note 11, at 7–8. Only four Colts balls were tested, while
all eleven Patriot balls were, because the testers were short on time before the second half began. Id. at 7.
Exponent and Dr. Daniel Marlow, a physicist at Princeton University and former
chairman of Princeton’s Physics Department, were the NFL’s two experts. Id. at 9.
They concluded that innocent factors could not account for all of the loss in pressure
in the Patriots’ game balls. The Patriots’ balls lost more pressure even when their
lower starting pressures were considered and the “Ideal Gas Law” could not explain
the full drop in the Patriots’ balls. Id. at 9–10, 114. The scientists, however, excluded many other possible innocent factors. Id. at 10–11, 117. For the somewhat
unexpected and fascinating process of selecting game footballs and preparing them,
see id. at 38–39 (describing Patriots’ ball preparation, including wiping with wet
towel to remove protective covering, brushing, treating with dirt, and applying
leather conditioner, a process that usually took an hour to break in a single ball, by
“principal ‘game ball maker” John Jastremski), 41 (describing Brady’s selection of
footballs by feel after Jastremski has treated a group of balls). Exponent could not
replicate the full drop in pressure of the Patriots’ game-day footballs. Id. at 10–11,
118–19. Overall, it “could identify no set of credible environmental or physical
factors that completely accounts for the Patriots halftime measurements or for the
additional loss in air pressure by the Patriots game balls, as compared to the loss in
air pressure exhibited by the Colts game balls.” Id. at 12–13. It rejected Coach
Belichick’s theory that the vigorous rubbing applied to Patriots’ footballs in the
“gloving process” explained the pressure drop. Id. at 119–20. Rubbing increases
pressure, but the balls return to base pressure fairly quickly. Exponent Report, supra
note 11, at 33–35. For a contrary view of ball pressures in a pro-Brady amicus brief
filed by a large group of physicists and engineers who criticized the number of
assumptions that Exponent had to make, see Brief of Professors of Physics and Engineering as Amicus Curiae, NFL v. NFLPA, Case No. 15-2805 (2d Cir. 2016).
Evidence suggested that Brady worried about pressures and always wanted the lowest pressures possible. There was no direct evidence, however, that he asked anyone
to fix an illegally low pressure below the minimum 12.5/psi. His desire for low
pressures somewhat oddly ended up being cited in the Wells Report as a circum13
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the Colts’ footballs were not as low on average as the Patriot ball pressures.
The Patriots’ balls also lost more pressure from their assumed starting pressure than the Colts’ footballs and that difference was statistically
significant.15
The CBA governs most player conduct, although players also sign standardized individual contracts. The CBA’s provisions make the Commissioner responsible to discipline players for “conduct detrimental” to the
game,16 as well as for levying other sanctions for certain conduct.
In its investigation of ball pressures, the Wells Report concluded that
it was “more probable than not” that two low–level Patriot employees who
handled the game balls, officials locker room attendant Jim McNally (a Patriots, not NFL, employee) and Patriots “game ball maker” Jim Jastremski,
stantial factor supporting his guilt. Wells Report, supra note 11, at 19. That Brady
has a “particular interest” in ball pressure and wanted his footballs to be at the
minimum of 12.5 psi was included as a finding in Commissioner Goodell’s award,
too. Commissioner Goodell, National Football League, Final Decision on Article 46
Appeal of Tom Brady at 2 (July 28, 2015), available at https://nfllabor.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/07282015-final-decision-tom-brady-appeal.pdf,
{https://perma.cc/CSU5-7G8P} [hereinafter Brady Award]. Yet there is nothing
wrong or illegal about a quarterback being interested in football pressure. The NFL
even changed its rules to let teams choose their footballs in part due to a campaign
that Peyton Manning and Tom Brady led because these two quarterbacks wanted
more control over the balls they used. Wells Report, supra note 11, at 34–35, 129. On
appeal from the Brady award, Brady’s lawyers would deny that this campaign had
anything to do with ball pressure. NFL v. NFLPA, Amended Answer and Counterclaim, Cause No. 1:15-cv-05916, at 32, § 98 (Aug. 4, 2015). That Brady wanted
the pressure at the legal minimum in isolation seems more likely to support his
innocence than his guilt.
Now that the specter of pressure tampering has raised its ugly head, the NFL may
decide that the strong team and player incentives to win at all costs make it wise for
the League to take back full control of ball preparation. On the other hand, and
particularly given the elaborateness of nonpressure ball preparations, it should be
sufficient for the League to better enforce officials’ undivided control over the balls
after the officials first test pressures and that testing and re-pressurization occur
more often. The NFL should record pressures as balls are tested, preserve those
records, and make sure it uses gauges calibrated to each other so that each side gets
equally accurate readings.
Exponent did concede that its data could not “alone” prove “with absolute certainty
whether there was or was not tampering, . . . ” but it also concluded that “no set of
credible environmental or physical factors [ ] completely accounts for the Patriots
halftime measurements or for the addition loss in air pressure exhibited by the Patriots game balls, as compared to the loss in air pressure exhibited by the Colts
game balls.” Wells Report, supra note 11, at 131.
15
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 10, 114.
16
See infra notes 71–72 and accompanying text.
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“participated in a deliberate effort to release air from Patriots game balls”
after the referee examined the balls and cleared them for use.17
The Report identified a third culpable participant: Tom Brady. But it
treated Brady as less culpable than McNally or Jastremski, finding him “at
least generally aware of the inappropriate activities.”18 In reaching this conclusion, the Report was careful to note that “there is less direct evidence
linking Brady to tampering activities than either McNally or Jastremski.”19
In fact, the case against Brady is largely circumstantial. In the Wells Report’s carefully-hedged language:
. . . We nevertheless believe, based on the totality of the evidence, that it is
more probable than not that Brady was at least generally aware of the
inappropriate activities of McNally and Jastremski involving the release of
air from Patriots game balls.20

As for the team, the Report found no evidence that any other Patriot
“personnel,” including head coach Bill Belichick, “participated in or had
knowledge of the violation of the Playing Rules or the deliberate effort to
circumvent the rules described in this Report.”21 The Report even praised
the Patriots for their cooperation while signaling Brady out for not cooperating because he refused to produce texts, emails, and phone records.22
17
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 2 (“more probable than not” that McNally and
Jastremski “participated in a deliberate effort to release air from Patriots game balls
after the balls were examined by the referee”), 121–22. The Patriots suspended
McNally and Jastremski indefinitely, with a very public dispute ensuing over
whether the NFL told the team to suspend these two employees (the Patriots’ version) or the team did so spontaneously (the NFL version); in either event, the employees were reinstated in the fall of 2015 with the proviso that neither could work
their old jobs. See Ben Volin, Patriots Ask NFL to End McNally, Jastremski Suspensions,
Boston Globe (Sept. 9, 2015), https://www.bostonglobe.com/sports/2015/09/09/patriots-ask-nfl-end-mcnally-jastremski-suspensions/vNG9lt6W3X7rzh3FTGIYoO/
story.html, {https://perma.cc/NTD6-QWV4}; Ben Volin, NFL Allows Patriots to
Reinstate Suspended Employees, Boston Globe (Sept. 16, 2015), https://www.bostonglobe.com/sports/2015/09/16/nfl-reinstates-suspended-patriots-employees/
Sy3ZSgdFXcUW5wtemJMFFL/story.html, {https://perma.cc/CN2H-MMN6}.
18
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 2, 17 (basing general awareness finding on “totality of the evidence”), 126–29. After 119 pages of analysis, see id. at 3–121, the
Wells’ Report conclusions can be found on its pages 121–38.
19
Id. at 17; see also id. at 126.
20
Id. at 17 (emphasis added).
21
Id. at 3.
22
The Patriots provided “substantial cooperation throughout the investigation
. . . .” Id. at 23. On Brady, in contrast, the Report claimed that “Brady’s refusal to
provide us with his own emails, text messages and phone records on relevant topics
. . . limited the evidence available for our review and analysis.” Id. at 130; see also id.
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On May 11, 2015, five days after release of the Wells Report, NFL
Executive Vice President Troy Vincent sent Brady a disciplinary letter “pursuant to the authority of the Commissioner under Article 46” of the CBA.
The letter recited that “[t]he Commissioner has authorized me” to inform
Brady that he would be suspended for the first four games of the 2015
season.23 It concluded that
the report established [it did not, but should have, said that “the Commissioner finds, based upon the report”] that there is substantial and credible
evidence to conclude you were at least generally aware of the actions of the
Patriots’ employees involved in the deflation of the footballs and that it
was unlikely that their actions were done without your knowledge.”24

It added that the report “documents your failure to cooperate fully and candidly,” including by refusing to produce electronic information (“emails,
texts, etc.”) but also by providing “testimony that the report concludes was
not plausible and [that was] contradicted by other evidence.”25 It then imposed the four-game suspension.26 On the same day, in spite of the Wells
Report’s conclusion that the Patriots as a team did not deliberately underinflate footballs or participate in a scheme to do so, Goodell fined the team
$1,000,000 and made it forfeit a first-round pick in the 2016 draft and a
fourth-round pick in the 2017 draft.27
The Patriots’ owner, Robert Kraft, decided not to rock the boat and the
team did not appeal. Brady, however, did, with the NFLPA representing
him. The resulting process featured some unique aspects of labor law. The
parties were governed by the CBA, which gave Commissioner Goodell the
key power to decide what is conduct detrimental to the game of football, to
issue discipline, and to decide appeals of his own disciplinary decisions.28
at 21. The Patriots, however, did not cooperate fully either. They refused to make
McNally available for a final interview, a refusal that the Wells Report claimed
“violated the club’s obligations to cooperate with the investigation . . . .” Id. at 20.
The report found no merit in a second question that “arose” during the game about
the “authenticity” of one of the Patriots’ kicking balls. Id. at 132 –39.
23
Letter from Troy Vincent, Sr., Executive Vice President of Football Operations, National Football League, to Tom Brady, at 1, (May 11, 2015), available at
https://nflpaweb.blob.core.windows.net/media/Default/PDFs/Media%20Resources/
Ex.%20010.pdf, {https://perma.cc/9M83-M3JX}.
24
Id. (emphasis added).
25
Id.
26
Id. at 2.
27
See NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at 452.
28
2011 Nat’l Football League Collective Bargaining Agreement art.
46, Sec. 1(a) (Aug. 4, 2011), available at https://nfllabor.files.wordpress.com/2010/
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The CBA process is in some ways closer to administrative procedures than to
an ordinary commercial arbitration. For instance, unlike a judge or an ordinary arbitrator, the League can collect its own evidence, as the NFL did by
commissioning the Wells Report and authorizing Paul, Weiss to hire scientific experts to study technical issues surrounding ball pressures. The Commissioner, the League’s head and an adverse party to Brady as far as
investigation and discipline,29 decided how much discovery would occur. He
decided whether Brady was involved in illegal deflation and, when he found
that Brady was, also decided the penalty. Finally, in two labor-based policies
that do not apply to ordinary arbitration, parties are assumed to have some
right to notice of potential violations and possible sanctions for disciplinary
violations, and there is no “precedent” limiting the particular remedy the
arbitrators can award. Due to these policies, football players have a laborbased right to some kind of notice of potential violations and punishments,
and punishment must be “consistent with” past punishments.30 These two
standards formed the basis for much of Brady’s appeal.
01/collective-bargaining-agreement-2011-2020.pdf, {https://perma.cc/KVT3CA45}. See also infra note 72.
29
The NFL argued that the Commissioner does not really have an interest in a
particular outcome in disciplinary proceedings, but only a single overarching interest, one shared by players and managers/owners, in the integrity of the game. Brief
for Appellants 5–8, NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d 527 (No. 15-2805) [hereinafter NFL
Appellants Brief] (“The Commissioner has no incentive to favor one team over another; he has no incentive to favor one player over another. His primary responsibility is to protect the game of professional football”). It was in this sense that Wells
claimed that his investigation was “independent.” He argued that “you should view
us like a judge or a court that’s hiring an expert. I said we have no dog in this race.”
Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 284. Whether Goodell or Wells were
fully independent or not, they were part of a structure the parties inserted into the
CBA.
30
Although notice and consistency have been problems in past NFL disciplinary
appeals, see, e.g. infra note 68 (discussing the New Orleans Saints bounty problem),
these added issues ultimately did not change the outcome that much because the
Second Circuit judged the issues under the broadly-deferential umbrella that shields
awards, including the Brady award. For the authority the NFLPA claimed to require
full notice that ball deflation and withholding, later destroying, a phone could result in a four game suspension, see Brief for Appellees at 12–13, NFL v. NFLPA,
820 F.3d 527 (No. 15-2805) [hereinafter Brady Appellees Brief]. The NFLPA cited
among other sources past NFL positions in support of its argument for notice, and
traced the policy to a treatise. Id. (citing, inter alia, Elkouri & Elkouri, How
Arbitration Works 15–71 (7th ed. 2012)). The NFLPA then followed with a section
listing times it claimed that Goodell handed out disciplines that had been rejected
for lack of notice. Id. at 14–16. The trial court, which vacated the award in part
because of lack of notice and treated notice as part of the “law of the shop,” cited
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Such an unusual arrangement can be rational for both sides as long as
they believe that the Commissioner’s role really is primarily to define and
protect their joint interest in the legitimacy of the game. Like an agency
officer, the Commissioner should have specialized expertise, in this case in
the interests of the game, as well as an institutional concern with the game
as a whole. It is in the players’ self-interest, too, as it is in the teams’, that
the game’s integrity is protected.
The award exhibited other differences from an ordinary commercial arbitration award, too. Twenty pages long, it relied heavily on the 139-page
Wells Report. It also gave significant weight to a fact not known when the
investigators did their work and issued their report: Tom Brady decided “on
or about” the day he was interviewed by the Paul, Weiss investigators,
March 6, 2015, to tell an assistant to destroy his cellphone.31 With the
phone went “nearly 10,000 text messages,”32 although many of those texts
would turn out to be available elsewhere. Per Goodell, Brady was aware of
the request for this information at the time he had his phone destroyed.33
Still, in most ways Commissioner Goodell was free to act like an ordinary commercial arbitrator. He held a merits hearing on June 23, 2015 that
lasted “almost” ten hours. The parties presented over 300 exhibits and generated a transcript more than 450 pages long. A little over a month later,
Goodell issued his award. Not surprisingly, given the evidence, he upheld
the four-game suspension.
For purposes of considering whether awards should be silent or speaking, the award’s salient aspect is that it was thoroughly reasoned. Goodell
identified “[t]he Governing Standards,” the law, and rooted his authority in
CBA Article 46.34 He made “Factual Determinations and Findings.”35
past NFL arbitrations for the notice principle. NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at
462–63.
For authorities for the argument on consistency, see infra note 122. Just how much
notice is required often is hotly contested, as it was in the Brady case.
31
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 4.
32
Id. at 1–4, 12.
33
For the cell phone and its significance, see id. at 1–4, 11–13; for the role of the
phone’s destruction in supporting the sanction, see id. at 17–18. The phone’s destruction played a material role in persuading the Commissioner to stick to his
earlier findings and the four-game suspension. See, e.g., id. at 19 (“Especially in light
of the new evidence introduced at the hearing – evidence demonstrating that
[Brady] arranged for the destruction of potentially relevant evidence that had been
specifically requested by the investigators – my findings and conclusions have not
changed in a manner that would benefit Mr. Brady”).
34
Id. at 2, 5.
35
Id. at 2–5.
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Here, he recited the key factual evidence about deflation and what he interpreted as Brady’s obstruction. He addressed and rejected the NFLPA’s
claims that the ball pressure drop was innocent, not a result of “tampering”;
its denial that Brady had been part of a “scheme to tamper”; and its denial
that Brady refused to cooperate.36 Goodell then turned, logically enough, to
“The Discipline,” and discussed in detail why he believed that a four-game
suspension was an appropriate sanction, compared to other penalties, for
conduct he found unique.37 He added a short section rejecting the NFLPA’s
other arguments, which were about notice, improper delegation to Paul,
Weiss, and the Wells Report’s alleged lack of independence.38
Agree or disagree, Brady and the NFLPA knew why Goodell ruled as
he did and could hardly have disputed that he was carrying out functions
allocated to him under the CBA and that he drew his award from the CBA’s
essence. Under labor arbitration and ordinary commercial arbitration standards, both of which require a court to grant extreme deference to an award,
there was enough reasoning to uphold this decision.39

36

Id. at 6–13.
Id. at 14–16. On uniqueness, Goodell wrote that “[n]o prior conduct detrimental proceeding is directly comparable to this one.” Id. at 14. Not only did the
case present a player’s “uncoerced participation in a scheme to violate a competitive
rule” but, in addition, “[u]nlike any other conduct detrimental proceeding of which
I am aware, and certainly unlike any cited by either party, this scheme involved
undermining efforts by game officials to ensure compliance with League rules.” Id.
Goodell distinguished this scheme from the Saints bounty scandal, Brett Favre’s not
being “fully candid” when investigated for violating workplace policies, the
Panthers’ ball warming incident, a Jets employee’s use of unauthorized equipment,
and Aaron Rodgers’s statement about underinflating balls before officials measured
them. Id. at 14–15, n.15.
38
Id. at 16–19.
39
To understand the required extreme deference to awards, consider the Domke
Treastise’s summary of Federal Arbitration Act’s standard of review: an award cannot be overturned even for “serious factual or legal errors” or even when a court
finds “woefully inadequate or [ ] contrary to basic principles of justice,” Domke
supra note 6, at §38:1, §38:14; and see the extraordinarily rarity of appeals that
prevail using the manifest disregard test (to the extent that test applies at all these
days), see infra note 195. For the interchangeability of labor and ordinary commercial standards of review, see infra note 121 and accompanying text. The essence test
originated as a standard for review in labor arbitration. See, e.g., Steelworkers, 363
U.S. at 597 (“He may of course look for guidance from many sources, yet his award
is legitimate only so long as it draws its essence from the collective bargaining
agreement. When the arbitrator’s words manifest an infidelity to this obligation,
courts have no choice but to refuse enforcement of the award”). This labor principle
would end up spreading as the standard of review across all commercial arbitration.
37
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Given that Goodell affirmed the remedy imposed back in May, he
could have entered a silent award that merely rejected the appeal. But not
only was Goodell’s award very reasoned, it included key new findings. The
Wells Report concluded, as already discussed, that Brady “was at least generally aware of the inappropriate activities.”40 But this conclusion had weaknesses as a basis for sanctioning players who were (1) supposed to have prior
notice of prohibited conduct and likely sanctions, and (2) supposed to be
punished fairly and consistently with other players and past violations. It
was hard to analyze notice or comparable punishment when it was not really
clear what “generally aware” meant. The term is not a common legal category of intent. Did the Wells Report mean that Brady was not specifically
aware of “inappropriate activities,” just generally aware of something fishy,
and, if so, did this mean that Brady did not really know of anything illegal,
but merely sensed (or should have sensed?) that something was wrong? That
he smelled smoke and should have guessed fire? From the report’s long recitation of suspicious evidence surrounding Brady, “generally aware” probably meant more than this. But what? The Wells Report contained quite a
few facts from which one could conclude that Tom Brady knew about and
was actively involved in a plot to deflate Patriots’ footballs, but it seemed to
deliberately avoid answering with precision the material question of how
much Brady knew.41
The same cannot be said of the award. Perhaps because he sensed that
the suspension was vulnerable without a stronger basis than the Wells Report, Goodell made more specific and much more incriminating findings.
He found Brady an active participant in an illegal (under NFL rules)
scheme. In a section titled “What role, if any, did Mr. Brady have in the
scheme to tamper with the footballs?,” he drew on facts from the Wells
Report as well as the hearing testimony and, perhaps above all, the new
post-Report information that Brady had the cellphone he used before and
after the Colts game destroyed, and on that basis reached the stronger conclusion that “Mr. Brady knew about, approved of, consented to, and provided inducements and rewards in support of a scheme by which, with Mr.
An arbitrator who fails to rest decisions on the essence of the agreement in any
commercial setting exceeds legitimate powers. See infra notes 193, 195.
40
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 17.
41
Given the way it was written, the natural way to read the Wells Report is that
it found Brady “only” guilty of general awareness of wrongdoing. “General awareness” is flexible language, so it can be stretched a bit. But when cross-examined,
Wells himself resisted a limited reading reading and tried to argue that the report
found knowing culpability. He testified to a more aggressive reading of the Report
than can be found in the words of the report itself. See infra note 49.
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Jastremski’s support, Mr. McNally tampered with the game balls.”42 This
holding found knowledge and participation and even a bribe-like exchange
of gifts as a payoff for lowering ball pressures. The Commissioner thus
moved from the Wells Report’s lukewarm general awareness finding to a
very specific determination that Tom Brady intentionally participated in an
illegal “scheme” to deflate game footballs (the choice of the word “scheme”
is redolent of “scheme to defraud,” criminal law, and criminal conspiracies).
Naturally, such conduct was “detrimental” to the game.43
The award also differed from the Wells Report and the suspension letter in the weight Goodell gave to obstruction after he learned that Brady
had his phone destroyed.44 Goodell repeatedly mentioned this destruction as
a strong basis for finding conduct detrimental to the game and for imposing
the suspension.45
When Brady appealed, the two reviewing courts had diametrically opposite views of the award and the merits of its reasoning. The trial court,
going first, used Goodell’s reasons to vacate the award. A majority of the
court of appeals panel, however, reversed the lower court and used the
award’s reasoning to help justify confirming the award.
III. Point: Reasoned Awards Increase Appeals and Vacaturs
and So Should Be Avoided
One theory of arbitrating is that arbitrators should avoid giving reasons
whenever possible, and should be curt in doing so if it is not possible to
avoid them entirely, in order to not provide fodder for appeals. A silent
42

Brady Award, supra note 14, at 10.
Id. at 13. As the trial judge who vacated the award correctly stated, this finding “goes far beyond the ‘general awareness’ finding in the Wells Report or in
Vincent’s May 11, 2015 Disciplinary Decision Letter to Brady.” NFL v. NFLPA,
125 F. Supp. 3d at 461.
44
See Brady Award, supra note 14, at 13 (listing Brady’s participation in scheme
to tamper with game balls and Brady’s obstruction as two numbered bases for finding conduct detrimental to the game). The award concluded that “[a]ll of this indisputably constitutes conduct detrimental,” id., but it did not state what Goodell
almost certainly also must believe, namely, that either conduct is seriously detrimental. The conclusion included one line that might imply otherwise, holding as it did
that “[e]specially in light of the new evidence introduced at the hearing,” evidence
about “the destruction of potentially relevant evidence that had been specifically
requested,” Goodell’s findings and conclusions had not changed. Id. at 19.
45
See Brady Award, supra note 14, at 17,18. For analysis of whether obstruction
was an independent basis for Goodell’s findings, see infra notes 147–50 and accompanying text.
43
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award, so this theory goes, is the most defensible award.46 The fate of the
Brady award on the first appeal would seem to support this view.
46

In Wilko v. Swan, 346 U.S. 427 (1953), the United States Supreme Court
held that when arbitrators issue an award without explanation or a record, “the
arbitrators’ conception of the legal meaning of such statutory requirements as ‘burden of proof,’ ‘reasonable care’ or ‘material fact,’ . . . cannot be examined.” In other
words, that award is bullet proof. Wilko, 346 U.S. at 436. Similarly, in the Steelworkers trilogy the Court warned that if courts begin reversing awards for ambiguity, it “may lead arbitrators to play it safe by writing no supporting opinions.”
United Steelworkers, 363 U.S. at 598. Being silent only plays it safe, of course, if
silence actually does immunize awards from review – otherwise not explaining a
decision likely would, if anything, increase risk because courts would have to reconstruct the path of decision-making in order to judge it. Both Supreme Court decisions assume that it is factually true that silence shields awards from inquiry upon
review. This older view is still prominent in the Domke Treatise, too, with its statement that the drawbacks of written opinions in commercial disputes outweigh any
benefit that reasoned awards might help provide guidance for other relationships,
and that giving reasons jeopardizes the finality of awards: “The general view is that
a detailed opinion written by a layman might expose the award to challenge in the
courts, jeopardizing both the speed and finality of arbitration.” Domke, supra note
6, at §34:7; see also id. at §38:23 (“Thus, the lack of an explanation makes it extremely difficult to determine whether the arbitrator acted with manifest disregard
of the law.” (citations omitted)); id. at §39:13 (arguing that when arbitrators fail to
state reasons, the fact findings “are effectively insulated from judicial review, . . . “).
In Stephen Hayford, A New Paradigm for Commercial Arbitration: Rethinking the Relationship Between Reasoned Awards and the Judicial Standards for Vacatur, 66 Geo.
Wash. L. Rev. 443, 446–47 (1998) [hereinafter Hayford], the author argued that it
remained the “conventional wisdom” that providing reasons opens awards to challenges, as well as adding formality, cost, and delay. See id. at 446. The AAA’s
retention of a presumption against reasoned awards (parties are not entitled to such
awards as a matter of right unless they both ask for them quite early in the proceeding, see supra note 5), presumably is also a residue of this earlier preference.
The old view that reasons expose awards, an expression of a striking lack of confidence in the caliber of arbitrators’ work, is slowly losing adherence as reasoned
awards move toward the center of modern arbitration practice. For example, CPR’s
Commentary on Individual Rules, which make a reasoned award CPR’s default form
of award, states that though “[c]ertain administering organizations and practitioners favor ‘bare’ awards without explanation of any sort,” CPR does not because “[i]n
CPR’s view, the risk that a reasoned award will be successfully challenged normally
is small and outweighed by the other considerations mentioned” (basically, having
to give reasons improves arbitrator reasoning and neutrality). CPR, Rules for
Non-admin. Arb. Int’l Disps, Commentary on Individual Rules, Rule 15 (2007).
Steven Hayford has argued that the extreme narrowness of statutory grounds for
vacatur under the Federal Arbitration Act (standards that guide most state statutes,
too), means that those grounds “present no disincentive to substantive reasoned
commercial arbitration awards.” Hayford, supra note 46, at 460. He perceived nonstatutory grounds as somewhat changing that picture. For instance, manifest disre-
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The award was reviewed by federal judge Richard Berman in the
Southern District of New York. The NFL had moved to confirm the award,
the NFLPA to vacate. Judge Berman decided to vacate. He used Goodell’s
reasoning as part of his explanation for overturning the award. To that extent, the result of this first-level appeal supports the oft-heard claim that
giving reasons unwisely increases the risk of vacatur.
Judge Berman had three broad, somewhat overlapping reasons for vacating: (1) lack of notice to Brady about the standard for violation and likely
penalties, (2) the supposed invalidity of Goodell resting the suspension on a
broad “conduct detrimental” finding, and (3) Goodell’s decision to deny
Brady the right to question NFL Executive Vice-President and General
Counsel Jeff Pash and to see the investigative files underlying the Wells
Report.
The first concern, lack of notice, had three subparts. The first is that
Judge Berman believed Brady did not receive notice of the risk that he could
be sanctioned for mere general awareness of improper participation in a deflation scheme and for not cooperating with the investigation.47 This concern that Brady was not told that “general awareness” of misconduct could
lead to sanctions can hardly be said to emerge from the award’s reasons
because Goodell did not ground the suspension on Brady’s general awareness.
Instead, he found that Brady actively participated in the deflation scheme, a
more damning finding on liability.
gard, that highly contested challenge, tempts courts to excessive intervention, but
Hayford argued that this common-law doctrine had arisen to deal with judicial
frustration with decisions that lack any reasoning, id. at 472, a frustration that
presumably would disappear if arbitrators habitually did write reasoned awards. He
also argued that if courts applied a proper manifest-disregard standard, they almost
never would be able to vacate on this ground. Id. at 476. Taking the long view on
this and other nonstatutory grounds, as with statutory grounds, Hayford concluded
that the “conventional wisdom that substantive reasoned awards are not worth the
risk of vacatur,” which leads to silent awards, in turn forces courts to adopt excessively interventionist tests to provide some check that silent arbitrators actually had
done their jobs. Id. at 499. This in turn destabilizes arbitration because, without
reasons, the fairness of the award becomes much harder to judge (and easier, for the
loser particularly, to disbelieve). Id. at 499–500. Not unexpectedly, Hayford’s solution was to encourage reasoned awards. Id. at 501–07.
This article argues that the core issues upon which a party might challenge an award
often will be obviously “in the case” and appear in challenges even when the award
is silent, as they would have in the Brady Award. It agrees with Hayford that giving
persuasive reasons is often the best deterrent against challenges in the first place
and, when the loser does seek vacatur, it is also the best defense against that judicial
disruption of arbitrators’ decisions.
47
NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at 463–69.
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Goodell may have reinforced the liability findings in the award, compared to the Wells Report, out of concern that mere “general awareness” of
improper conduct was not a strong enough basis to support a player’s suspension. But even if he approached the appeal with that concern, that does
not mean that the evidence did not support his new decision or that it was
improper for him to provide whatever justifications he believed the evidence, including the evidence introduced post-report at the arbitration hearing, provided for the suspension. The NFL must have been uneasy with the
adequacy of the Report’s limited general-awareness finding to support
Brady’s suspension. This was apparent when the League argued on appeal
that the Wells Report was not limited to findings of Brady’s general awareness,48 and by the fact that, when cross-examined at the arbitration hearing,
Wells refused to agree that the Report’s findings on Brady’s intent were so
limited.49 If Goodell shared this unease, he had good reason to bolster the
decision if the evidence at hearing confirmed and even intensified his opinions. In any event, the district court did not explain why the CBA authorized the Commissioner to hold arbitration hearings to decide appeals if
Goodell could not use new evidence to reach new conclusions.
Issuing a reasoned award did not create added exposure for the significance of the citation to the Wells Report’s “general awareness” finding in
48
The NFL argued that it is a misreading of the Wells Report to conclude that
it only finds Brady guilty of general awareness of a deflation scheme. See NFL
Appellants Brief, supra note 29, at 43, 54 (“In fact, the Wells Report itself went ‘far
beyond the “general awareness finding”’ and found it unlikely that McNally and
Jastremski acted “without Brady’s knowledge and approval” or engaged in their
scheme without Brady’s “awareness and consent”) (emphasis in original). This hardly
seems a fair summary of the Wells Report’s very carefully limited finding about
how far it would go on Brady’s own culpability, but see the discussion of Wells’
similar oral testimony on this subject in the next footnote.
49
Wells resisted agreeing that his report’s only finding about the intentionality
of Brady’s involvement is its general awareness finding. Appeal Hearing Transcript,
supra note 9, at 273–76 (Wells claiming that he did “not believe that these two
gentlemen [McNally and Jastremski] would have engaged in their deflation activities without – I may use the world knowledge and awareness of Mr. Brady”; agreeing that his report does not say that Brady directed McNally and Jastremski, but
insisting, “What I say is that I believe that they would not have done it unless they
believed he wanted it done in substance”; citing text message from Jastremski to
McNally stating that Brady asked about McNally and that it “must have a lot of
stress trying to get them done” [see text accompanying note 91 infra] as “direct
evidence of [Brady’s] knowledge and involvement”). Wells did admit that the “obstruction” evidence was very important to his overall view of the case. See Appeal
Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 304 (Wells testimony), discussed in note 144
infra.
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the May 11, 2015 Brady suspension letter.50 Had the award been silent,
perhaps just confirming Brady’s liability and the suspension without more,
the NFLPA still would have appealed, claiming that Brady had received no
notice that general awareness could lead to suspension, and Judge Berman
presumably would have been just as persuaded that was so and that the lack
of notice was relevant and, indeed, fatal.
The second subpart of Judge Berman’s three-part notice concern was
that Brady was not warned that he might be suspended for four games in a
sanction likened to that for serious drug use. It is hard to say whether adding reasons created exposure here. Had Brady received a four-game suspension without any explanation, the NFLPA theoretically might have chosen
to attack the award for equating deflation with drug abuse instead of with
equipment problems—the less incriminating-sounding category the
NFLPA liked to use—but this is unlikely. Realistically, the NFLPA still
likely would have concentrated on its arguments about allegedly incommensurate penalties and contrasted penalties for equipment violations, but it
also still might have pointed out that the suspension was more like penalties
doled out for serious problems like drug use and domestic violence as a
criticism. Even if the NFLPA did not raise that argument, an NFL guided
by Commissioner Goodell, who apparently thought Brady’s violations did
pose as much threat to the game as serious drug abuse, probably would have
used that analogy to defend the award.51 Either way, the parties would have
been fighting over the same kind of reasoning.
It is true that when Goodell explained why he found violations of the
NFL’s drug policy the closest violation to gaining an advantage by deflating
50

May 11, 2015 letter, supra note 23, at 1 (stating that Wells Report found
Brady “at least generally aware” of actions of those involved in deflation and that it
was unlikely they would have acted without Brady’s knowledge).
51
NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at 463–66. The trial court classified the
award’s base finding in a one-sided and aggressively narrow manner that underlined
the court’s strong feeling that the award was unfair:
The Court finds that no player alleged or found to have had a general awareness of the inappropriate ball deflation activities of others
or who allegedly schemed with others to let air out of footballs in a
championship game and also had not cooperated in an ensuing investigation, reasonably could be on notice that their discipline
would (or should) be the same as applied to a player who violated
the NFL Policy on Anabolic Steroids and Related Substances.
Id. at 465 (emphasis in original). In a disciplinary scheme endowing the Commissioner with wide latitude to define and sanction misbehavior, a requirement like
this would add a judicial “one free pass” amendment to the CBA. That a Second
Circuit majority would reverse the aggressively judgmental vacatur was no surprise.
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footballs, while distinguishing equipment violations (for instance, a
Panthers player warming their team’s footballs on a cold day and a Jets
employee using unapproved machinery to prepare a kicking ball) as much
less significant,52 he gave Judge Berman material to cite in explaining why
he was vacating the award. But the district court almost certainly would
have disagreed with Goodell’s reasoning that deflation violations were
enough to suspend Brady, whether Goodell tried to justify the penalty or
not.53 After all, the court’s stated basis for vacatur in this area was very
general, and not tied to drug violations:
The Court concludes that, as a matter of law, no NFL policy or precedent
notified players that they may be disciplined (much less suspended) for
general awareness of misconduct of others.”54

This issue, and the same conclusion by the court, surely would have been in
the case even had the award been silent.
The only award likely to have avoided this vacatur was one that contained no suspension, and perhaps no discipline at all, no matter what
Brady’s level of intent. Had Goodell said nothing to justify the remedy, the
NFLPA still would have argued just as vociferously that no NFL policy nor
precedent told players that they risked major discipline, including suspension—indeed anything but minor fines—for a deflation scheme.
Subpart three of the “notice” basis for reversal approached notice from
the other end, focusing not on what Brady had not been told, but on what he
was told. Judge Berman concluded that Brady was on notice that equipment
violations fell under the Players Policies on “Other Uniform/Equipment Violations,” which provided that “[f]irst offenses will result in fines.” 55
The court believed this specific policy—not the League’s “Competitive Integrity Policy” included in the “Game Operations Manual” and distributed
to owners and managers but not to players, which the court incorrectly believed that the NFL had relied on—applied to deflated footballs.56
52
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 14–16. For the two more innocuous equipment examples in text, see id. at 15.
53
NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at 463–69.
54
Id. at 467. It is not clear why the court felt this was different from the first
point.
55
Id. at 467–68 (emphasis in original Policies for Players [hereinafter Players
Policies]).
56
Id. at 468–49. The court’s comparison to the Competitive Integrity Policy is
perplexing because the award relies upon CBA Article 46, not that policy, as the
basis for the suspension. See Brady Award, supra note 14, at 2, 5, 14 & n. 13–14, 16,
18. The NFLPA (not the award) did portray the award as relying upon the CIP, but
the award so plainly states the opposite, see infra notes 57–59 and accompanying
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It is hard to claim that the award caused this part of the vacatur, either.
After all, the award did not rely upon the Player Policy or the Competitive
Integrity Policy. Judge Berman misread the award in thinking that it did.
True, the pre-suspension investigation was “conducted pursuant to the Policy on Integrity of the Game & Enforcement of Competitive Rules,”57 but
the investigation was just a preliminary data collection exercise. Brady had
no reason to think he was immunized from sanction for player-rule violations merely because the investigation of the whole team did not cite the
CBA or particular Players Policies. The suspension letter clearly mentioned
“conduct detrimental,”58 the standard used for general player discipline
under CBA Article 46, as the basis for the authority to discipline Brady.
And the award specifically disclaimed reliance upon the NFL’s “Policy on
Integrity of the Game & Enforcement of Competitive Rules” and stated
plainly that it rested on Article 46.59
Had the award been silent, simply announcing the four-game suspension, the NFLPA would have made the same argument that Brady was only
on notice of possible sanctions under the Players Policies, that remedies
under the Players Policies are limited to fines for first violations (an argument Judge Berman accepted but the Second Circuit majority rejected), and
that the team-oriented Competitive Integrity Policy does not apply to
Brady.
The second major reason Judge Berman vacated the award, after his
three-part concerns about notice, was its reliance upon Article 46’s “conduct
detrimental” standard. Here, knowing Goodell’s reasoning again likely did
not “cause” vacatur. Suppose the award simply stated that Brady damaged
the game and would be suspended for four games. The NFLPA still would
have argued that the Players Policies applied and that they only allowed a
fine for a first offense. The League presumably still would have responded
that CBA Article 46 authorized the suspension.60
text, that it is surprising the court relied upon the NFLPA’s implausible
characterization.
57
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 1.
58
May 11, 2015 letter, supra note 23, at 1 (“discipline that, pursuant to his
authority under Article 46 of the CBA, . . .”), 2 (“Accordingly, pursuant to the
authority of the Commissioner under Article 46 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement and your NFL Player Contract . . .”).
59
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 17 n. 19 (“The Policy was not the source or
the basis for the discipline imposed here.”); see generally id. at 2, 5.
60
The League also might have argued that the Players Policies provided ample
authority for a multi-game suspension. The fines listed for violation of the “Other
Uniform/Equipment Violations” were only “minimums” and the same listing expressly provided that “[o]ther forms of discipline, including higher fines and sus-
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Berman’s criticism did not concern the authority to discipline, but
Goodell’s choosing a four-game suspension as the sanction. The judge believed that ball-related infractions by the Panthers and the Jets were comparable to a player involved in a deflation scheme, apparently even when the
latter including obstruction as well, and disagreed that deflation-and-obstruction should be treated as seriously as steroid drug use.61 Yet had the
award given no analogies to any suspension at all, presumably the NFL
would have injected arguments like the steroid comparison to defend the
award, even if the NFLPA did not do so first to argue that the analogy
showed why suspension was not appropriate. It was far better for the NFL
that Goodell took a position on an analogy that made the most sense to him.
Had the NFL simply put these same reasons in a brief, they would not have
gotten the deference they are owed when it is the arbitrator who offers them.
Finally, the trial court vacated for a third reason. It decided that Goodell’s decisions to deny the NFLPA’s request to examine NFL Executive VicePresident and General Counsel Jeff Pash—who according to the NFLPA and
the court was “Designated Co-Lead Investigator”62 in the Wells investigation (but who, according to the NFL, played no substantive role)63—and to
deny its request for the investigative files behind the Wells Report were
erroneous, prejudicial, and warranted vacatur.64 This portion of the vacatur
did not turn on what Goodell wrote. Judge Berman’s sense of fair discovery
and that the denials of information were prejudicial were sufficiently strong
that they seem likely to have existed no matter what Goodell wrote.65
pension may also be imposed”; in addition, the provision did not mention or appear
to deal with tampering or football preparation. See NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d 527,
539 (2d Cir. 2016).
61
The trial court had problems with what it perceived as a lack of notice that
Brady might be sanctioned similarly to a player who violated the NFL’s “sui generis”
anti-drug policy, with what it saw as a lack of comparability between steroid use
and the alleged ball tampering, and with comparisons between domestic violence
cases and ball tampering. See NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at 463–65, 470.
62
This trial court title for Pash as a co-lead investigator is in a section heading in
its decision. Id. at 470.
63
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 19 & n.21.
64
The court stated that Goodell’s denying Brady a chance to examine Pash warranted vacatur, NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at 472, but its language and
reasoning on the investigative files and its finding that Goodell had an “affirmative
duty” to make sure Brady could see the files, id. at 473, left little doubt that Judge
Berman found denial of access to the investigative files sufficient to justify vacatur,
too.
65
For Judge Berman’s forceful phrasing on what discovery should allow and the
denial of information, see id. at 470–73. The trial court mentioned three other legal
arguments raised by the NFLPA– Goodell’s alleged “evident partiality,” attacks on
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There is one subtle way in which reasons might have subconsciously
prompted vacatur. It always is possible that something in Goodell’s language or tone was the last straw that persuaded Judge Berman to vacate an
award he otherwise would have confirmed. This is the imponderable in all
judicial decisions. Are judges propelled by logic and reason, or from a general feeling about a case? Can the tone of a party’s brief, or of an award or
court order, wholly independent of its substance, cause a reviewing court to
reject a decision it otherwise would accept? (Was a decision based on frontal-lobe logic, or driven by the more emotional reptilian brain, or did it
emerge from a struggle between the two?). But given the logical and reasoned tone of the award, it is likely that the reasons made it harder for Judge
Berman to vacate.
Another intangible is that prior Goodell-initiated NFL discipline for
domestic violence and for brutality on the field had been harshly criticized
for being too lenient. The NFL had been publicly condemned for being too
lenient in domestic violence cases, yet at the same time, in the two most
publicized cases, the Ray Rice and Adrian Peterson cases, the sanctions were
reversed as too great, one by an arbitrator Goodell appointed to hear the
appeal in the Rice case66 and one by a federal court reviewing the decision of
his extrapolation from the Wells Report’s general awareness finding to Goodell’s
conclusion that Brady “knew about, approved of, consented to, and provided inducements and rewards” finding, and complaints about his lauding the Wells Report when it came out. But it held that in view of its holdings on notice and
discovery, it did not need to reach these claims. Id. at 473–74.
66
The Ray Rice appeal was decided by a retired federal judge, the Honorable
Barbara Jones. The case concerned Rice’s hitting his then-fiancée, Janay Palmer, in a
hotel elevator after a night of drinking in Atlantic City. After an interview with
Rice and Palmer, by then Rice’s wife, Goodell ordered a two-game suspension, “the
likely maximum punishment for any conduct categorized as domestic violence.” In
the Matter of Ray Rice, Decision by Arbitrator Barbara Jones, at 5 & n.4 (Nov. 28,
2014), available at http://espn.go.com/pdf/2014/1128/2014-11-28%20In%20the%
20Matter%20of%20Ray%20Rice.pdf, {https://perma.cc/JF4K-CUFG}. The decision was widely criticized as too lenient and Goodell changed NFL policy to impose
a presumptive six-game suspension for a first violation for domestic violence. See id.
at 6. Although Goodell had access to a video of Rice pulling his knocked-out fiancée out of the elevator, NFL security knew before Goodell issued his initial suspension decision that another video showing what happened inside the elevator existed,
id. at 1, 3–4, but NFL did not secure it. The second video later became public.
When Goodell later saw that video, he suspended Rice indefinitely, claiming that
the new video showed a “starkly different sequence of events” from the first video
and Rice’s prior statements, statements on which Goodell had relied. Id. at 7. Judge
Jones found that Rice had been forthright and the new video did not portray a
fundamentally different picture, so she reinstated the original two-game suspension.
See id. at 9–15, 17.
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a former NFL executive Goodell appointed to hear an appeal.67 A perhaps
more neutral review of Goodell’s decision-making occurred in the New Orleans Saints “bounty” case, in which his predecessor, former Commissioner
Paul Tagliabue, upheld Goodell’s finding of conduct detrimental, but nonetheless still lifted entirely the heavy sanctions imposed on the four players
because Tagliabue thought that the suspensions were far more severe than
prior sanctions in what he thought to be similar cases.68 Far from improving
67

The Adrian Peterson case considered another penalty that was imposed by Commissioner Goodell, but then was reduced by the arbitrator, Harold Henderson,
whom Goodell appointed to handle the appeal. Peterson was indicted by a Texas
grand jury for reckless or negligent injury to a child after he severely punished his
son. NFLPA v. NFL, 88 F. Supp. 3d 1084, 1087 (D. Minn. 2015), rev’d and remanded, 831 F.3d 985 (8th Cir. 2016). Peterson entered a plea that included deferred adjudication. The NFL then gave him only three days’ notice of its hearing.
The NFLPA questioned various aspects of the hearing and asked for a slightly later
date due to scheduling issues, but agreed that Peterson would attend. Id. at 1087.
In response, the NFL peremptorily stated that it would proceed on the initial date
because Peterson had “elected not to participate or attend as requested.” Id. at
1088. This was a harsh misreading of a reasonable request, given the slight change
requested in hearing date. The NFLPA then offered to submit its position in writing, but it did not get a chance to do so. Id. The Commissioner applied a new policy
that had not been in effect when Peterson punished his son and pursuant to that
policy suspended him without pay for “at least the remainder of the 2014 season,”
fined him, and ordered him into a counseling program that would determine when,
and if, he could return to the game. Id. Goodell appointed a former NFL executive,
who “apparently continues in a part-time capacity” and had been paid $2.5 million
by the NFL since 2009, as appeal arbitrator. Id. at 1092 n.2. The arbitrator rejected
all NFLPA arguments. Like the Brady award, so the Peterson award was vacated by
the first level review in federal district court, but then upheld on appeal. At trial,
Judge Doty vacated. Among several bases for doing so, he accepted the NFLPA’s
retroactive-punishment argument that Goodell impermissibly applied a new, longer
suspension that had not been authorized by the NFL policy in effect at the time
Peterson hit his son. Id. at 1088–89. The court pointed out that even the Commissioner had acknowledged as recently as the Rice arbitration that he could not apply a
new policy retroactively. Id. But on appeal, when Peterson already was back playing,
the Eighth Circuit held on the main ground for appeal that Goodell acted within
the discretionary powers granted to him, that the appeal really was a challenge to
the arbitrator’s conclusions on the merits, and that it was therefore an impermissible
intrusion into the award. See NFLPA v. NFL, 831 F.3d at 993–96.
68
The Tagliabue award is interesting right off the bat because Commissioner
Goodell appointed his predecessor as arbitrator. Goodell imposed a series of heavy
sanctions on the New Orleans Saints for running a bounty-for-injuring-opposingplayers program, in findings that were final and not at issue in the award. He also
suspended four players without pay for periods ranging from one game to the entire
2012 season. In the Matter of the New Orleans Saints Pay-for-Performance “Bounty,”
Final Decision on Appeal, at 1–2, 7–8 (Dec. 11, 2012), available at http://www.nfl
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.com/news/story/0ap1000000109668/article/paul-tagliabues-full-decision-onsaints-bounty-appeal, {https://perma.cc/R9VZ-WMPK} [hereinafter Tagliabue
Saints Bounty Award]. Goodell appointed Paul Tagliabue as arbitrator to decide
the players’ appeals.
Although acknowledging that he was not exercising the same broad powers under
which Goodell acted and that he had to defer to Goodell’s “reasonable findings”
and not substitute his judgment for Goodell’s, Tagliabue decided that he could
review the discipline for “consistency of treatment, uniformity of standards for parties similarly situated and patent unfairness or selectivity.” Id. at 3. He took a splitthe-baby position: he upheld all of Goodell’s findings about conduct detrimental,
but he lifted all discipline, even though he found that the behavior could have
warranted fines. See id. at 2. Interestingly for a decision that is based so much on the
precedent of past decisions, Tagliabue disavowed any precedential import for his
own decision. Id. (An arbitrator’s trying to define the precedential effect of his own
decision seems somewhat like Glendower trying to “call spirits from the vasty
deep.” William Shakespeare, The First Part of Henry IV, part 1, Act 3, sc.
1. As usual, Shakespeare unerringly pointed out the problem with a common
human undertaking, the time the presumption to call upon powers one may not
have. Shakespeare lodged what likely is his true view of the precariousness of such
efforts in Hotspur’s response to Glendower: “Why, so can I, or so can any man. But
will they come when you do call for them?” Id. Although he thought he could
replace the suspensions with fines, Tagliabue prudentially decided not to impose
fines either for reasons that included “the best interests of all involved in professional football.” Id.). Tagliabue thus was saying that some penalties had been
within the Commissioner’s power, but he, Tagliabue, was going to decide that none
should be granted. This was hardly a deferential review.
On the individual players and their suspensions, Tagliabue lifted Anthony Hargrove’s seven-game suspension as “unprecedented and unwarranted,” questioned
whether Hargrove really lied to investigators, and expressed sympathy for the pressure players are under from their team. Id. at 8–9. Because Scott Fujita offered
teammates bonuses for big plays like sacks and interceptions, but did not participate in the team’s own bonus program, Tagliabue found his actions “not conduct
detrimental” and vacated his suspension. Id. at 9–10. He removed the suspension of
Will Smith, even though Tagliabue did not believe Smith’s self-serving position
that he offered payments if an opposing player was “disabled for a play or two” but
not for injuries as such, because other Saints defenders who had committed similar
acts were not penalized. Id. at 11. And, most extreme of all, he removed the suspension of Jonathan Vilma for offering a $10,000 bounty for any player who could
knock Brett Favre out of the Saints-Viking Championship game because Goodell
saw no evidence that the offer caused misconduct on the field, or that it warranted a
suspension, and because he thought that Saints management bore blame for creating
an environment that could lead to such an offer. See id. at 12–14.
Lifting all four suspensions was flatly inconsistent with professions Tagliabue made
about the fundamental importance of safety, for instance, that “[s]trict enforcement
of safety rules and policies serves the interests of all players and teams and is essential to the integrity of and public confidence in the game.” Id. at 4. It surely did not
take the 42 years of experience that Tagliabue mentioned he brought to the case to
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the culture of the game, Tagliabue’s decision not to sanction players involved in a program that paid them for injuring opposing players made a
mockery of the reassuring statements elsewhere in his decision that safe play
is essential to the game.69
Given the criticism that rained down on some of his recent disciplinary
decisions, Goodell should have expected that anything he wrote would receive great attention inside and outside the League. He had to know that the
NFLPA would appeal any suspension. He also must have known that disciplinary awards always affect NFL culture. He may have decided that his
reasons were needed to improve NFL culture even if they subjected the
award to an added risk of vacatur. But, as just shown, the reasons he gave
addressed issues that were almost certain to be in the case, and available for
appeal, no matter what he put in the award. In addition, his reasons helped
provide the kind of notice to future violators that would surmount objections like the NFLPA’s and Judge Berman’s.
On first blush, the trial court’s aggressive rejection of almost every
reason Goodell advanced in the award would seem to be Exhibit A for the
perils of including reasons. But is it? Not as argued here. Many of the same
issues would have surfaced whether Goodell explained his decisions or not,
and some of the reasons are the strongest basis for the award, even if the trial
court incorrectly refused to treat them with proper respect (a judicial mistake quickly fixed by the Second Circuit).
Without reasons, Goodell also would have risked having the NFLPA
claim bias and appeal, precisely because he did not address key issues. For
reach that conclusion: it is basic common sense. Nonetheless, Tagliabue lifted all
penalties, not even imposing fines, because “this entire case has been contaminated
by the coaches and others in the Saints’ organization” and because the suspensions
were, in his view, unprecedented for similar activities. Id. at 2. Yet whatever poor
behavior others may have committed, Tagliabue did not question that three of the
four sanctioned players had indeed committed the dangerous conduct alleged and,
after all, it is what players do that most determines whether football is a game of
intentionally-inflicted injury upon opponents or a legitimate sport.
Had the NFL wanted to challenge Tagliabue, it surely exceeded Tagliabue’s power
for him to reverse the entire suspension of a player the Commissioner had determined obstructed the investigation (Hargrove), a serious problem whether past obstruction had been similarly sanctioned or not; of a player who admitted paying for
successful injury to an opposing player but claimed the injuries were minor ones
that only left the victim “disabled for a play or two” (Smith); and of a player who
offered $10,000 to anyone who threw such a hit on Favre that he fell out of the
game (Vilma). Tagliabue’s remedial decisions are entirely inconsistent with the danger that inducements to injure opposing players pose to the game and to those
players.
69
See supra note 68 (last two paragraphs).
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instance, one of the NFLPA’s appellate arguments was that Goodell’s failure
to mention the NFLPA’s Players Policies argument indicated bias.70 Goodell
had been too silent, the NFLPA thus claimed, and his silence, it argued,
showed bias, too.
That Goodell gave explanations did not significantly expand the issues
raised on appeal. Perhaps the main impact of his explanations was that they
focused the appeal more narrowly; the reasons did not inject issues that otherwise would not have been raised, but they defined the main terrain of
argument. If there was any cost to the NFL from this narrowing of possible
justifications for awards, it almost certainly was far outweighed by the gain
in persuasiveness and legitimacy from the award’s explanations. The reasons
made it easier for the Second Circuit majority (which unlike the trial court,
applied a properly deferential standard of review) to reverse and reinstate the
award.
IV. Counterpoint: Reasoned Awards Are More, Not Less,
Defensible and Should Reduce, Not Increase,
Appeals and Vacaturs
Judge Berman’s decision might superficially seem to support the predilection of many arbitrators to make awards as narrow and unspeaking as
possible, but the Second Circuit’s reversal and reinstatement of the award
suggest that including reasons can strengthen awards and bolster their
legitimacy.
It is worth stepping back and considering what happened thus far
before turning to the second appeal. Roger Goodell issued an arbitration
award. He sat as an arbitrator under the CBA, an NFL-deferential agreement. The CBA empowers Goodell to decide in part “[a]ll disputes involving a fine or suspension imposed upon a player . . . involving action taken
against a player by the Commissioner for conduct detrimental to the integ70

See Brady Appellees Brief, supra note 30, at 3 (“Remarkably, Goodell’s award
made no mention of the Discipline for Game-Related Misconduct Policy, the collectively bargained fine schedule, . . . “) (emphasis in original), 6 (award “said not
one word about the governing Player Policy, the bargained-for fine, . . .”) (emphasis in
original), 30 (making same point), 36 (accusing Goodell of “ignoring” same), 39
(same, including “Yet Goodell never even discussed this unambiguous, collectively
bargained remedy”). This rhetorical overkill would boomerang when it turned out
that the NFLPA had told the Commissioner that the provision upon which these
claims rely did not apply to the ball deflation dispute. See infra note 125 and accompanying text.
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rity of, or public confidence in, the game of professional football, . . .”71 If a
player disagrees with a fine or suspension for Section 1(a) (conduct detrimental) violations, he can appeal within three days in writing to the Commissioner, who can but is not required to appoint one or more designees to
hear the appeal; alternatively, the Commissioner “may serve as hearing officer” himself “at his discretion.”72 This last clause is the magic phrase
through which the CBA authorizes the Commissioner to judge his own
decisions.
The form of Goodell’s lengthy reasoned decision is impeccable. He explained the dispute and its procedural history at the outset.73 He laid out his

71

CBA Art. 46, Sec. 1(a), available at https://nfllabor.files.wordpress.com/2010/
01/collective-bargaining-agreement-2011-2020.pdf, {https://perma.cc/KVT3CA45}.
72
Id. at Art. 46 Secs. 1(a) and 2(a). The Commissioner has the authority to
delegate authority for hearings on appeals of disciplinary matters involving fines or
suspensions, id. Sec. 2(a), but the CBA also expressly authorizes him to hear them if
he chooses, id. (“Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Commissioner may serve as
hearing officer in any appeal under Section 1(a) of this Article at his discretion”).
The choice to let the Commissioner decide these disputes even though he also sets
discipline not only is obviously deliberate, but in other areas – the enforcement of
Articles 1, 4, 6–19, 26–28, 31, and 68–70, for instance –the CBA has very different
rules that provide for appointment of third-party “System Arbitrator[s].” Id. Art.
15. Yet other matters are resolved by an “Impartial Arbitrator.” Id. Art. 16. So too
are “noninjury” grievances under Article 43 and “injury” grievances under Article
44. Even within Article 46, fines and suspensions for “unnecessary roughness or
unsportsmanlike conduct” are decided first by a person the Commissioner appoints
after consulting with the NFLPA’s Executive Director, with the Commissioner also
required to consult with the NFLPA’s Executive Director before any fine over
$50,000 or suspension are imposed for on-field conduct issues. Id. Art. 46, secs.
1(b)–(c). For these “1(b)” violations, the “parties” (the Commissioner and the
NFLPA, or the team or Management Council and the NFLPA?) will choose two or
more designees who will serve as hearing officers. Id. sec. 2(a). Thus the decision to
give the Commissioner discretionary power to appoint himself as appeals arbitrator
for Article 46, sec. 1(a) violations was a very deliberate decision. In many other parts
of the CBA, he does not get to review his own decisions.
One has to have sympathy for any player who falls afoul of minor provisions of the
CBA. The text of that agreement alone is 255 pages long and full of quite dense
text. With attachments A-O in the Appendix, it is 301 pages long. It is the kind of
contract that may warm a lawyer’s heart, but for all that it is a very complex,
sometimes tortuous document. The role of the conduct detrimental standard in this
long document, however, is not complex, peripheral, or hidden. That broad gameprotecting standard is not a small, obscure provisions that might escape an untrained reader on his first time through the contract.
73
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 1–2.
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“Factual Determinations and Findings” clearly.74 He established his source
of authority in Article 46.75 He separated the issues he found needed to be
decided and analyzed each.76 The NFL commissioned a detailed factual investigation by a respected law firm.77 The award contained a lengthy summary of the evidence Goodell found relevant on each issue.78 His conclusions
were sufficiently compelling that the NFLPA did not even challenge Goodell’s conclusion that Brady was guilty,79 a point often forgotten by sportswriters criticizing the award. The section on “The Discipline” contained a
thoughtful, reasoned discussion of Goodell’s reasons for the suspension.80
The award even had a separate section on lesser issues titled “Notice and
Other Legal Issues Advanced on Appeal.”81
This award was defensible for the same reasons as most well-reasoned
commercial awards. The arbitrator acted within his area of authority. He
applied his reading of the contract. Some labor cases get special deference
when the arbitrators are crafting a common law not directly grounded in the
labor contract.82 That kind of penumbral authority was not needed here. The
74

Id. at 2–5.
Id. at 5.
76
Id. at 6–19.
77
Skeptics and cynics will quibble that the investigators could not be “independent” because the law firm does other work for the NFL. The NFLPA attacked
Paul, Weiss for not being independent because it “represented the NFL in a number
of important legal matters,” including a recently settled concussion class action.
Amended Answer and Counterclaim, supra note 14, at 25. The NFL commissioned
another Wells Report issued the year before, for instance, on the culture of bullying
at the Miami Dolphins after offensive lineman Jonathan Martin abandoned the team
because of extremely abusive conduct by a group of players. Paul, Weiss, Theodore V. Wells, Jr., et al., Report to the National Football League Concerning Issues of Workplace Conduct at the Miami Dolphins (Feb. 14, 2014),
available at http://workplacebullying.org/multi/pdf/PaulWeissReport.pdf, {https://
perma.cc/QCL4-ZK7P}. But it is striking that the NFLPA did not challenge the
substance of the Wells Report’s findings.
78
See Brady Award, supra note 14, at 6–19.
79
Even the NFLPA at one point noted that it was not challenging Goodell’s
factual findings. See Brady Appellees Brief, supra note 30, at 39.
80
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 14–16.
81
Id. at 16–19.
82
In such situations, when the labor arbitrator is chosen to step beyond anything
in the contract, the Supreme Court has described the arbitrator as rendering services
that may be “foreign to the competence of courts” – and, it might as well have said,
ordinary commercial arbitrators, too – and as beyond the contract. Here “[t]he labor
arbitrator is usually chosen because of the parties’ confidence in his knowledge of
the common law of the shop and their trust in his personal judgment to bring to
bear considerations which are not expressed in the contract as criteria for judgment.”
75
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CBA gave Goodell very broad contractual authority to determine conduct
detrimental and to fashion remedies.
Here was an arbitrator doing his best to weigh the evidence. Any reasonable arbitrator could have reached the same conclusions based on these
core facts:
• The Patriots’ locker room attendant, Jim McNally, took the balls
from the officials’ locker room to the field without an accompanying NFL official and said that he had done so on other occasions,
but the experienced officiating referee never had seen this happen
before, nor had “[n]umerous game officials”;83
• McNally locked himself with the game balls into a bathroom away
from the officials for a minute and forty seconds (something he
claimed to have done “many times”);84
• McNally did not mention this detour at all the first time he was
interviewed. In the next interview, he claimed that he entered the
bathroom to use its urinal, although it turned out that the bathroom had no urinal. Finally, almost a month later, McNally denied
his prior statements;85
• Brady exchanged an unprecedented flurry of phones calls and texts
with Jim Jastremski, the employee who prepared the balls, after
the Colts game, but had no calls or texts with him in the prior six
months, and invited Jastremski to meet in the “QB room” the day
after the game for the first time in Jastremski’s twenty-year employment with the Patriots, all while Jastremski traded contemporaneous messages with McNally;86
United Steelworkers of Am. v. Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 582
(1960) [hereinafter Warrior & Gulf] (emphasis added); see also Alexander v. GardnerDenver Co., 415 U.S. 36, 57 (1974) (citations omitted); see generally AT&T Techs.,
Inc. v. Commc’ns Workers of Am., 475 U.S. 643, 648–50 (1986); McDonald v.
City of West Branch, 466 U.S. 284, 290–92 (1984); United Steelworkers of Am. v.
Am. Mfg. Co., 363 U.S. 564, 567–68 (1960); United Steelworkers of Am. v. Enter.
Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593, 596–97 (1960). The arbitrator is to apply practices of the industry, which may be “unknown, except in hazy form, even to the
[contract] negotiators.” Warrior & Gulf, 363 U.S. at 581.
83
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 4, 16, 57–62, 123. For Goodell’s reliance upon
McNally’s suspect removal of the balls without an official accompanying him or
approving the removal, see Brady Award, supra note 14, at 3.
84
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 4, 9, 15, 57–62, 124.
85
Id. at 9, 15, 58-59, 124.
86
Id. at 18–19, 101–10, 124–25, 127–28. As the Second Circuit recited, these
communications came “after more than six months of not communicating by phone
or message . . . .” NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 534.
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• Brady instructed an assistant to destroy Brady’s cellphone at
roughly the time Brady was interviewed;87
• Brady testified that he routinely destroyed his old cellphones, but
it turned out that that he had kept his prior phone;88
• An expert analysis concluded that the full drop in pressure in all
eleven Patriot balls could not be explained by natural causes (such
as ball use and lower outside temperatures).89
Other facts are even more directly unfavorable to Brady himself. Brady
told the investigators that he did not know McNally’s name or position,90
but McNally, a part-time Patriots employee for 32 years, claimed that Brady
instructed him to tell the referees that balls should be inflated only to 12.5
psi.91 Jastremski said that Brady knew McNally and talked to Jastremski
about McNally.92 Most incriminating of all, text messages between McNally
and Jastremski, sent after an October 2014 game against the New York Jets
when the game balls were severely overinflated, stated:
“Bird” [McNally] to Jastremski 10.17.14 at 9:05:45: Tom sucks . . . im
going make that next ball a fuckin balloon
Jastremski to Bird 10.17.14 at 9:07:08: Talked to him last night. He
actually brought you up and said you must have a lot of stress trying
to get them done . . . .93

87

The Brady Award stated that Brady gave his phone to an assistant to destroy
“on or about March 6, 2015, the very day that he met with Mr. Wells and his
team,” Brady Award, supra note 14, at 4, and that he gave the phone to his assistant
to destroy “on either March 5 or, more likely, March 6, the first date of active use of
the second cellphone . . . ,” id. at 12. Brady’s counsel only disclosed the destruction
of his cell phone on June 18, 2015, id. at 3–4, five days before the hearing.
88
Id. at 12. Brady provided “no explanation” for why he destroyed his phone at
essentially the time of his interview. Id.
89
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 11–12, 110–19 (discussing Exponent Report).
90
Appeals Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 81–82; see also Wells Report, supra
note 11, at 19, 76, 87 n.52, 129.
91
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 3, 15, 19–20, 129. The Patriots refused to make
McNally available for a final requested review, and may not even have told McNally
about the request. Id. at 20, 28.
92
Id. at 15, 19, 129.
93
For this text exchange, see id. at 77 (emphasis added). On Brady’s denial that
he knew McNally’s name or even his position, see supra note 90. McNally told
investigators that Brady told him directly about Brady’s preferred ball pressures. See
supra note 91. On the innocent explanation for this email advanced by McNally and
Jastremski but rejected by the Wells Report, see Wells Report, supra note 11, at
78–79, 83–87.
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This evidence is even more incriminating because none of McNally’s responsibilities had anything to do with ball pressure.94 McNally and Jastremski’s
answers cannot be reconciled with Brady’s denial that he knew McNally’s
responsibilities or even his name (calling McNally just someone whose face
he recognized) until the allegations arose. Brady never explained why he
destroyed the cell phone at the time he did,95 or why he had kept his prior
phone.96 It is possible that as a public figure, Brady was only trying to
protect his family’s privacy, which is what his lawyers argued,97 but that
would not explain why he destroyed his phone when he did.
The sudden appearance of a rash of calls between Brady and Jastremski,
after no such calls in the prior six months, also appears inexplicable – or a
sign of very poor judgment. Brady argued that these calls probably concerned legitimate non-pressure ball preparation for the Super Bowl.98 Yet
Jastremski had been preparing balls for some time. Unless he and Brady
were talking about pressure, what was new that required the unprecedented
number of calls and texts? And if the two needed lengthy talks about innocent preparation topics whenever a big game loomed, why didn’t similar
communications occur before the Colts game, a hugely important championship game?
94

The inappropriateness of McNally’s dealing with pressure is understated in the
briefs. It is incriminating if Brady knew McNally was doing anything about ball
pressure. When pressed on cross-examination about Brady’s only having general
awareness of a deflation scheme, Wells pointed to McNally’s responsibilities having
nothing to do with ball pressure. Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 276.
95
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 19–20. The NFLPA argued that Brady had a
“regular and long-standing practice of recycling phones in order to protect his family’s and friends’ privacy.” Amended Answer and Counterclaim, supra note 14, at
32. But Brady did not claim a regular schedule for replacing his phones or explain
why he destroyed this very relevant phone at roughly the same time as his interview. He implausibly denied any connection between the investigation and his ordering the phone destroyed. Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 87–88. He
explained that he “always” had old phones destroyed because of concerns for family
and friends’ privacy. Id. at 90–91. He even equivocated oddly on whether the phone
actually was gone. See id. at 108 (“. . . whether he destroyed it or not. . . .”; Answering “Not sure,” when asked whether the phone destruction policy Brady had portrayed as routine and as the reason his phone was unavailable actually was followed).
96
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 4, 12. The award recited that Brady “offered
no explanation of why, on March 5 or 6, 2015, he replaced the cellphone that he
had been using since November 6, 2014.” Id. at 12. Brady did testify that he did
not have a regular schedule for replacing phones. Id. at 87–88 (Brady testifying that
he had phone destroyed “periodically” but then clarifying not as a “very regular
practice”).
97
See supra note 95.
98
Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 76–77.
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Perhaps the best evidence of illegal deflation, although not strong evidence on its own against Brady, were the many communications between
Jastremski and McNally about needles and identifying McNally as the “deflator,” sent in very close proximity to the rush of texts and calls between
Brady and Jastremski. As the “game ball maker,” Jastremski, not McNally,
was supposed to inflate the balls.99 McNally, in contrast, was the “Officials
Locker Room attendant.” His primary job was to assist game officials, including having an air pump and pressure gauge for them (not him) to measure ball pressure.100 His duties included moving game balls to the field but,
according to referee evidence, only under their supervision.101 Thus there
was no legitimate reason for McNally to have anything to do with ball pressure beyond having a needle and pump ready for the officials.102 The “constant” references between McNally and Jastremski to Brady and ball
pressure support the view that McNally was involved in improper activities
far outside the scope of his job.103
Some of the points stressed in the Wells Report and the award, on the
other hand, seem more exculpatory, or at least neutral, than they seem evidence of participation or even general awareness in a deflation scheme. These
points include: citing Brady’s unhappiness with overinflated balls in the
earlier Jets game;104 Brady’s successful efforts (along with Peyton Manning)
to persuade the NFL that teams should be able to prepare their own game
balls;105 Brady’s known preference for low pressure balls and concern that
game balls be inflated only to the 12.5 psi minimum level; McNally’s
knowledge of these preferences;106 and Brady’s giving McNally and Jastrem99

Wells Report, supra note 11, at 38–39.
Id. at 42.
101
See supra note 83. See infra note 102 and accompanying text.
102
That McNally had no assigned role related to the balls except moving them
when an official instructed—and made his many communications about pressures,
the “deflator,” and needles—was hugely incriminating. See, e.g., Brady Award, supra
note 14, at 9 (prefacing finding about incriminating email with “Given that there is
no dispute that Mr. McNally’s only assigned responsibility with respect to the game
balls was to deliver them . . .”).
103
Wells Report, supra note 11, at 17–18, 126; Brady Award, supra note 14, at
3–4, 8–10.
104
See Wells Report, supra note 11, at 4–5, 39–41, 75–83.
105
Id. at 19, 34–35, 129. Brady testified that the rule change had nothing to do
with ball pressures. See Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 64–66. In contrast, the Wells Report cites at least one public statement by Brady at that time
about ball pressure. See Wells Report, supra note 11, at 34 & n.8.
106
See Wells Report, supra note 11, at 4, 15, 19, 34–35, 123, 129. The award
relied in part upon evidence of Brady’s desire for a low-pressure ball. Brady Award,
supra note 14, at 2, 11 n.9. This potentially innocent evidence became at least
100
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ski signed footballs and autographed sneakers near the Colts game.107 Brady
had a right to be unhappy with overinflated or “hard” balls; he had a right
and could have many innocent reasons to lobby along with other
quarterbacks to let teams control ball preparation; and there was nothing
sinister on its own in his wanting balls inflated to the League minimum.
Brady’s stated desire was legal and seems at least as exculpatory as incriminatory. That Brady gave a few gifts to McNally and Jastremski could be
signs of a payoff for illegal deflation, but also just the kind of gifts a superstar is asked to give to staff.108 One would expect Goodell’s interpretation of
the gifts to be upheld because it was his job to weigh the evidence, but on
their own the gifts were not much evidence of culpability.
The McNally and Jastremski emails are harder to analyze because they
contain exaggeration, occasional obscenity, and joking. They certainly displayed poor judgment and hyperbole.109 The Wells Report argued that it
was implausible that lower level employees would have underinflated balls
on their own, and Brady agreed with that assessment.110 Were their commusomewhat supportive of the award when Brady less plausibly denied that he was ever
focused on pressure at all, but instead just on the feel or “grip” of the ball. See id. at
11 n.9.
107
See Wells Report, supra note 11, at 13–14, 87–94, 124–25.
108
For Brady’s argument that he went along whenever anyone asked him for
autographs or gifts like a jersey, see Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at
83–84.
109
See, e.g., Wells Report, supra note 11, at 122–23 (McNally/Jastremski text excerpts: “im going make that next ball a fuckin balloon . . . Make sure you blow up
the ball to look like a rugby ball . . . . Fuck tom . . . fuckin watermelons coming. . . . The only thing deflating sun . . is his passing rating.”); see also id. at 14
(McNally excerpt that he was “not going to espn . . . yet”)(emphasis added). The
Patriots’ tried to explain many of the emails as innocuous jokes, an interpretation
the Wells investigators found sometimes true but not sufficient to explain the more
incriminating emails. See, e.g., id. at 16 (finding a number of internal emails between McNally and Jastremski were “attempts at humor,” but even if jokes, they
were “based on actual events”); id. at 81 (discussing McNally email as joke but also
as threat); id. at 81–82, 88 (interpreting second email about “needle” as joke but
joke about deflating balls); id. at 105 (Jastremski claiming incrimination email reference as joke); id. at 125–26 (Wells finding Patriot counsel’s interpretation of
emails as jokes implausible because even if “attempts at humor,” they were “jokes
based on actual [and damning] events”).
110
See Wells Report, supra note 11, at 19, 128; see also Appeal Hearing Transcript,
supra note 9, at 148 (Goodell asking Brady the leading question: “Would the
equipment managers do anything without your approval, essentially, that you are
aware of with the footballs, just specifically the footballs?”). Brady agreed that they
would not, and he indicated that it was unlikely that these employees would act
independently because: “. . . I believe they didn’t do anything, because I know that,
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nications the only evidence against Brady, however, it would not be a fair
basis for penalizing him.
As is often the case in a lawsuit, the result was not foretold. Not all
reasonable arbitrators necessarily would agree with the award. This was not a
summary judgment record. But any reasonable arbitrator could have found
Brady culpable. A reasonable arbitrator also could have read the evidence,
however, as insufficient to establish that Brady was involved in ball deflation. Critics of the award should not forget, though, that Goodell had an
advantage they never will have: he got to observe Brady while he was testifying, always an important way to measure credibility.111
One sign of the strength of Goodell’s substantive conclusions on liability is that the NFLPA did not attack those findings. In part, this surely is
because review of awards is so severely limited.112 But most aggressive apyou know, how particular I am with the way the ball feels. So I don’t think anyone
would tamper with the ball.” Id.
111
Lack of credibility was very much part of the basis for the Brady award. Commissioner Goodell tied his finding that Brady failed to cooperate to, in part, “the
Wells Report’s conclusion that Mr. Brady’s denials of involvement in the tampering
scheme were not credible,” Brady Award, supra note 14, at 3; see id. at 8 and n. 6
(not “fully credit[ing]” Brady’s account of his post-game flurry of calls with Jastremski); see also id. at 12 (finding “anomaly” in Brady’s explanation for his phone
destruction policy).
112
In general, courts will set aside awards “only in very unusual circumstances”
or “only in certain narrow circumstances.” First Options of Chicago v. Kaplan, 514
U.S. 938, 942 (1995). They can do so only when the arbitrators engage in “egregious departures from the parties’ agreed-upon arbitration,” “extreme arbitral conduct,” or “specific instances of outrageous conduct.” Hall Street Assocs., L.L.C. v.
Mattel, Inc., 552 U.S. 576, 586 (2008) [hereinafter Hall Street]. These two Supreme
Court decisions interpret vacatur standards under the Federal Arbitration Act, but
most arbitrations are covered by that Act and, in addition, even when review falls
under one of the state statutes, those standards generally are as deferential as the
FAA’s compared to ordinary standards of judicial review in civil matters. As is well
demonstrated by the Brady case, the most interesting question is whether courts
ever, in any circumstances, can vacate an award because they think it is wrong. The
law is clear that courts are not to review the merits of a case and cannot overturn a
decision just because the arbitrators appear to have made an error, not even if a
serious error. See, e.g., Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Int’l Corp., 130 S. Ct.
1758, 1767 (2010) (citations omitted); see generally Carbonneau, the Law and
Practice of Arbitration 518 (5th ed. 2014) (“Finally, judicial review of the merits of
awards . . . is not contemplated under FAA § 10”).
Yet sometimes decisions seem so wrong that they lack any feel of a judicious judgment. The courts of the United States have struggled mightily with how to articulate a test that captures, and vacates, awards whose authors seem to have run away
from any sense of justice, even if this feeling derives from the outcome or, in explained awards, the reasoning provided by the arbitrators. The closest, most direct
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peals of arbitration awards ignore the deferential standard of review, frequently allege errors of substance in spite challenges to the merits being the
least likely way to secure vacatur, and claim that the errors are so egregious
that in one way or another they reveal bias, manifest disregard of the conapproaches to that conundrum have played out under the “manifest disregard” standard. The Supreme Court seemed to put a stop to that effort in Hall Street, when it
held that the bases for vacatur in the Federal Arbitration Act are exclusive and
cannot be supplemented by a common-law doctrine of manifest disregard. Hall
Street, 552 U.S. at 583–88. Other than a possible exception for arbitrations reviewed under state statutes or common law, id. at 1406, here was seemingly a hard
and fast rule. Yet courts have remained split on what Hall Street really means on this
point. Please correct this- thank you.
as has even the Supreme Court, which put Hall Street’s meaning back into play not
that many years later in Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Int’l Corp., 559 U.S.
662, 672 n. 3 (2010). For discussion, see 2 DOMKE, supra note 6, § 38:23 at
38–83 to 38:65. Carbonneau describes the Court’ retreat in Stolt-Nielsen as an occasion when it “recognized that its attempt to gain support for expunging manifest
disregard had failed.“ CARBONNEAU, supra, at 337 & n. 213.
Much of the Hall Street conundrum is of more academic than practical interest because no one doubts that very few awards will fail under any of the articulations of
the manifest disregard test. All circuit standards for manifest review display a test
designed to fail in almost all circumstances. Courts of appeal correctly have variously called the doctrine (even assuming it still applies) “severely circumscribed”
and “among the narrowest [standards of review] known at law.” Jones v. Dancel,
792 F.3d 395, 401 (4th Cir. 2015) (citations omitted); and “one of the narrowest
standards of judicial review in all of American Jurisprudence,” Coffee Beanery, Ltd.
v. WW, L.L.C., 300 Fed. Appx. 415, 418 (6th Cir. 2008) (citations omitted). Theoretically, the test generally requires showing both objectively and subjectively that
arbitrators knew the law but intentionally refused to apply it. Hayford, supra note
46, at 468. But because subjective intent is hard to determine, particularly when
the arbitrators are not witnesses who can be questioned under oath, manifest disregard tests tend to degenerate into quests for objective factors likely to reveal subject
intent. Hayford argues that the manifest disregard doctrine in large part has been
prompted by the court’s inability to discern intent when awards give no reasons. Id.
at 472; see generally id. at 475–76 (“The preceding commentary makes one thing
abundantly clear: in the absence of substantive reasoned awards, proper application
of the ‘manifest disregard of the law’ ground for vacatur is impossible”). Thomas
Carbonneau is even more skeptical of the doctrine, treating it as invariably an improper intrusion into the merits. Carbonneau, supra, at xxx–xxxii, ch. nine, sec. 5,
especially id. at xxxii (in the “few cases” where manifest disregard causes vacatur,
“the litigation ordinarily involves circumstances in which the court disagrees with
the arbitrators’ interpretation or application of the law.”) (citation omitted). Manifest disregard was the least successful basis for challenging awards, according to one
study of a large body of federal and state challenges to awards. See infra notes
184–87. For another general survey of manifest disregard cases, see Domke, supra
note 6, at §38:23.
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tract or the law, or an arbitrator who exceeded his powers. Aggressive appeals may even take an in-for-a-penny, in-for-a-pound strategy and make all
three arguments. The NFLPA, however, made no merits arguments. Its
beefs involved notice, which rules govern player behavior, and the scope of
discovery. The NFLPA attacked the suspension as unfair, as well as Goodell’s right to strengthen his liability finding, but it did not argue that a
reasonable arbitrator could not have found Brady generally aware of or even
actively involved in a scheme to deflate and obstruct. On appeal to the Second Circuit, the NFLPA even admitted (when discussing Goodell’s conduct
detrimental findings), “[n]or did anyone challenge Goodell’s factual
findings.”113
In any event, faced with this reasoned award, a Second Circuit majority
found Judge Berman’s decision insufficiently deferential and reversed. That
panel and the Second Circuit en banc then denied a request for rehearing and
Brady thereafter indicated he would not seek certiorari in the United States
Supreme Court.114
The majority set the stage by noting that it was limited to deciding
whether the award “met the minimum [labor law] legal standards,”
whether Goodell acted within his contractual authority, and whether he ignored the CBA’s plain language.115 This standard of review is indistinguishable from the standard used on appeal of any regular commercial award.116
The Second Circuit did mention that labor arbitrators are chosen to
apply their judgment as they form a “common law of the shop” and that
review of their judgment about shop practices is “‘very limited.’” 117 Accordingly, reviewing courts do not get to decide whether the arbitrator
made factual errors, misinterpreted the CBA, applied the “most appropriate” penalty, or reached decisions with which the court disagreed.118 But
courts reviewing an ordinary arbitration are not to make these decisions
either.

113

Brady Appellees Brief, supra note 30, at 39.
See supra note 7.
115
NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 532.
116
See, e.g., infra note 121 and accompanying text.
117
NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 536–37 (citations omitted). Review is limited to
seeing whether the arbitrator was “even arguably construing or applying the contract and acting within the scope of his authority.” Id. at 537 (citing United
Paperworkers Int’l Union, AFL-CIO v. Misco, 484 U.S. 29, 38 (1987)).
118
Id. at 536–37 (citations omitted).
114
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The question was whether the Award “drew its essence” from the
CBA,119 and it obviously did. The CBA granted “especially broad” contractual authority:
In their collective bargaining agreement, the players and the League mutually decided many years ago that the Commissioner should investigate
possible rule violations, should impose appropriate sanctions, and may preside at arbitrations challenging his discipline. Although this tripartite regime may appear somewhat unorthodox, it is the regime bargained for and
agreed upon by the parties . . . .120

In spite of a few tips of the hat to labor-management standards, almost all of
the majority’s analysis was substantially the same as a review of an ordinary
commercial arbitration award.121 The Second Circuit thought the NFLPA’s
119

Id. at 537 (citations omitted).
Id. at 532.
121
The review of labor awards often is identical to that of ordinary commercial
awards. For instance, the NFLPA’s brief asking Judge Berman to vacate Goodell’s
award stated that, while the case arose under the Labor Management Relations Act,
that Act “does not articulate the substantive or procedural rules” for reviewing
awards and the court therefore could look to the Federal Arbitration Act, which
governs commercial arbitration generally, for guidance. Amended Answer and
Counterclaim, supra note 14, at 1 n.1. Similarly, in its decision vacating the Adrian
Peterson award, the Minnesota federal court began by stating that “[f]or purposes of
this case, the standard of review under the LMRA and the FAA is the same.”
NFLPA v. NFL, 88 F. Supp. 3d at 1089, rev’d and remanded, 831 F.3d 985 (8th Cir.
2016). The Supreme Court often cites the standard of review in labor cases in
decisions about commercial arbitrations and vice versa. In Oxford Health Plans,
LLC v. Sutter, 133 S. Ct. 2064, 2068 (2013), for instance, a commercial case about
whether the arbitrator exceeded his powers in a medical reimbursement dispute, the
Supreme Court repeatedly cited labor cases for the strongly deferential standard of
review applicable to reviewing awards. This broad deference dominates judicial review of labor and commercial cases. On appeal of the Brady award to the Second
Circuit, although the League argued that the district court erred in using FAA
standards, even it agreed that the standard of review in FAA and LMRA cases are
the same. NFL Appellants Brief, supra note 29, at 32 n.1.
For the high level of deference generally for awards, see Domke, supra note 6, at
§38:1 (“Thus, a court will not overturn an arbitration award for serious factual or
legal errors.”) (citations omitted).
At times the “law of the shop” principle seems to give labor arbitrators authority to
craft rules and remedies that would be unusual in an ordinary commercial case. See
supra note 82 and accompanying text. But the law of the shop can also restrict
arbitral authority, as it did in the Bounty case and might have in the Peterson case.
Ordinarily a commercial arbitrator does not look to, nor is bound by, other arbitration decisions. But as labor arbitrators build a law of a given shop, they have to
ensure that rules and penalties are fair and consistent in the context of prior prac120
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“chief ground for vacatur” was that the Players Policies’ fine provisions preempted broader exposure for conduct detrimental. In the absence of claims
of ambiguity, Goodell’s interpretation that he had “broad authority” under
Article 46 was “plausibly grounded in the parties’ agreement.”122 His reading of the contract therefore could not be overturned.123 Moreover, the majority observed cuttingly that even the Players Policies gave Goodell
authority to impose “[o]ther forms of discipline, including suspensions.”124
So Goodell could have suspended Brady under those policies, too, had they
applied.
This was not all. The NFLPA’s Players Policies argument fell apart as
soon as the League’s counsel remembered (apparently sometime between
preparing the NFL’s initial Appellants Brief and its Reply Brief) that the
NFLPA’s lead counsel told the Commissioner in opening argument that the
Players Policies on Uniform/Equipment Violations—policies upon which
the NFLPA relied vigorously when it appealed the adverse award—did not
apply to Brady’s conduct.125 The Second Circuit majority noted that it was
tices, NFLPA v. NFL, 88 F. Supp. 3d at 1090–91; Tagliabue Saints Bounty Award,
supra note 68, at 3, and that players have fair notice of prohibited conduct and likely
remedies, see supra note 30. Consistency is not an absolute requirement. In the Peterson appeal, the Eighth Circuit found sufficient latitude to uphold the initial fine,
and reminded the trial court as it reversed that “the law of the shop included arbitral precedent stating that the Commissioner is not forever bound to historical precedent if prior discipline under the Personal Conduct Policy provided insufficient
deterrence.” NFLPA v. NFL, 831 F.3d at 995. It is easy to forget that when arbitrators deserve deference, they deserve deference in their determination of whether the
punishment fits the crime (crime in a colloquial sense), on remedies as well as
liability.
Labor and commercial arbitration were not always on the same page. For background on the sometimes implausible transformations that brought them together,
see Carbonneau, supra note 112, at 38–46; for an argument that further unification
was needed, see Stephen Hayford, Unification of the Law of Labor Arbitration and
Commercial Arbitration: An Idea Whose Time Has Come, 52 Baylor L. Rev. 781
(2000) (at least some of the further unification that Hayford advocated, that to the
law of vacatur, has been accomplished by Hall Street, the decision discussed in note
112; for an argument that these two bodies of arbitral law already are closer than
they should be, see Allison Anderson, Labor and Commercial Arbitration: The Court’s
Misguided Merger, 54 B.C. L. Rev. 1237 (2013).
122
NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 539.
123
Id.
124
Id.
125
Once its counsel remembered NFLPA counsel’s position in opening argument, the NFL’s Reply Brief gloried in the gross inconsistency between the
NFLPA’s position at the hearing and its claim on appeal that a section of the Players
Policies was the exclusive, specific remedy governing the case. See Reply Brief for
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sufficient to reject the Players Policies argument due to the fact that the
NFLPA told the Commissioner that this policy did not apply. In the end,
the majority rejected the argument on the merits as well.126
When the Second Circuit majority addressed Goodell’s comparison of
Brady’s suspension to penalties imposed for steroid use and his failure to
apply lesser penalties like those meted out for using “stickum,” the court
found that not only did Goodell have “generous latitude in phrasing his
conclusions,” but he did not have to fully explain his decisions.127 The
Appellant at 3, NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d 527 (2d Cir. 2016) (No. 15-2805) [hereinafter Reply Brief for Appellant] (“Appellees expressly told the Commissioner during
arbitration that the Uniform Policy was inapplicable, . . .”); id. at 6 (“. . . both
parties took the position [at the Hearing] that the policy was inapplicable”). At the
arbitration hearing, the NFLPA’s lead counsel, Jeffrey Kessler, had claimed that no
prior policy existed to sanction general awareness of anything, Appeal Hearing
Transcript, supra note 9, at 8–9, and then, after a lengthy argument on why it
would be unfair to apply the Competitive Game Policy, a policy for teams, to a
player, argued that none of the Players Policies applied either. In relation to the
“Other Uniform Equipment Violations,” the policy that the NFLPA would argue
on appeal after the award was issued limited all punishment in the Brady case to a
fine appropriate for first violations, Kessler uttered the fateful words:
And then it says ‘Other Uniform Equipment Violations,’ okay. And it
doesn’t mention balls at all, but I’m trying to be creative. Was there anything
that could possibly apply to this? And what it specifically says under this
thing is the first offense will be a fine. That’s what it says.
This is Mr. Brady’s—we don’t believe it did anything, but this would be a
first offense even if it came under this policy, which we don’t believe this policy
applies either, because there is nothing about the balls. . . .
Id. at 26 (emphasis added). Judged by this standard, the NFLPA got very creative
very quickly on appeal.
126
NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 538–39. The majority found the uniform policy
inapplicable to ball tampering and that the policy did not preempt the broad conduct-detrimental powers under the CBA. Id. at 539. It also pointed out that the
2014 Schedule of Fines applicable to uniform and equipment violations indicated
that serious violations could result in stronger discipline than fines, including suspension. Id. The NFLPA thus struck out on virtually all aspects of its preemption
argument.
127
Id. at 539–41. In general, courts have given arbitrators very broad power to
define the appropriate remedies. United Steelworkers, 363 U.S. at 597 (arbitrator “is
to bring his informed judgment to bear in order to reach a fair solution of a problem. This is especially true when it comes to formulating remedies. There the need
is for flexibility in meeting a wide variety of situations”). This is one of the principles that has made the leap from labor arbitration into commercial arbitration more
broadly. As a sign of this migration, Thomas Carbonneau lists the Steelworkers trilogy as the first of three “decisional trilogies [that] constitute the pillars of U.S.
arbitration doctrine.” Carbonneau, supra note 112, at 40. For some thoughts on
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award was not weakened because Goodell “explained why he found the analogy to steroid use persuasive.”128
As for Goodell’s step beyond the Wells Report in determining culpability, the Second Circuit majority found that not only did Article 46’s provision for a hearing carry with it the right to draw new findings from the
hearing, but that Goodell had discretion to decide whether the behavior he
found warranted suspension.129 “[A]ll parties” understood that the hearing’s
purpose was to test the Wells Report’s findings and that the CBA did not
preclude Goodell from using new evidence to conclude “that Brady’s conduct was more serious than was initially believed.”130 As a result, Goodell’s
consideration of Brady’s phone destruction was not improper since Brady’s
failure to cooperate was put in issue by the initial suspension letter and the
NFLPA itself treated obstruction as at stake, too.131
The majority also held that Goodell’s refusal to order testimony by
Executive Vice President and General Counsel Jeffrey Pash under the Federal Arbitration Act did not violate fundamental fairness.132 The Pash issue
turned out to be a silly issue, as it was based on a press release the League
published at the initiation of the investigation that described Pash as co-lead
investigator.133 Wells testified that as soon as he read the press release, he
called Pash and confirmed that he, Wells, was to be an “independent” investigator and that the substance of the Wells Report was entirely the work
of Wells and a few of his partners, even though Wells conceded that Pash
may have submitted oral comments (if so, Wells did not see them) upon a
draft report.134 The Pash-bias complaint did influence Judge Berman, who
the migration of labor arbitration principles into broader commercial arbitration,
see NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 539.
128
Id. at 540. The majority similarly rejected the NFLPA’s complaint about the
Commissioner’s failure to discuss the “stickum” (a “substance that enhances a
player’s grip”) policy because it believed, correctly, that this was another merits
question left to the Commissioner. Id. at 540, 552 (defining stickum). It rejected
that argument in part because the CBA did not make the Commissioner “fully
explain his reasoning,” id. (citing dissent), but this seems unfair: the Commissioner
did fully explain his reasoning. This award surely would satisfy any contractual
requirement for a reasoned award.
129
Id. at 541–42.
130
Id. at 541.
131
Id. at 542–44. The majority pointedly added that “any reasonable litigant
would understand that the destruction of evidence, revealed just days before the
start of arbitration proceedings, would be an important issue.” Id. at 544.
132
Id. at 545–46.
133
Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 261–62 (Wells testimony).
134
Id. at 261–62; id. at 264–65 (Wells explaining report’s statement that it is an
“independent” report and stating “So I cut Mr. Pash out, . . .”); id. at 266–67
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labeled the investigation the “Pash/Wells Report” and cited Goodell’s refusal to order Pash to testify as one reason for vacating the award.135
Finally, the majority upheld Goodell’s denial of access to the Paul,
Weiss investigative files, pointing out that the CBA’s discovery clause
stated only that the parties would exchange copies of exhibits before hearing
and that the Commissioner’s decision to bar inquiry into the Paul, Weiss
files was an arguable construction of the CBA.136
(explaining that “independent” means the report and its conclusions “were those of
myself and the Paul, Weiss team,” that Pash did not attend any interviews, was not
involved in deliberations about the interviews, and “played no substantive role in
the investigation itself”); id. at 268–69 (explaining that he was unaware of whatever
comments Pash made and that they “couldn’t have been that big a deal” because
Wells did not hear about them).
135
NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at 453 (titling section “Pash/Wells Investigation and Wells Report”); id. at 454 (mentioning the “Pash/Wells ‘independent’
investigation”); id. at 463 (listing as one reason for vacatur that Goodell denied
Brady opportunity to examine “one of two lead investigators, . . . Pash”); id. at
470–72 (repeatedly treating Pash and Wells as co-investigators, citing Wells’ admission that Pash may have made some comments on the draft Wells Report but
not his explanation that Pash had no investigatory role, that the comments could
not have been important, and that the report was entirely Wells team’s independent
work). Whatever the trial court was doing, deferring to the arbitrator’s judgment it
was not.
136
NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 546–47.
Presumably to avoid unnecessary delay, but perhaps also to give guidance to the
judge who had been reversed on so many grounds, the majority went on to decide
the issues Judge Berman decided he need not decide. They held that Goodell acted
within “the broad discretion afforded arbitrators” in rejecting claims that he improperly delegated his authority to the NFL representative, Troy Vincent, who
signed the disciplinary letter to Brady. Id. at 547–48. When the May 11, 2015
suspension letter began by stating that “[t]he Commissioner has authorized me”
and ended by citing the “authority of the Commissioner under Article 46,” May
11, 2015 letter, supra note 23, at 1–2, this never was a persuasive argument. And
the majority affirmed Goodell’s refusal to recuse himself for “evident partiality,”
noting that Article 46 authorized Goodell to arbitrate appeals on his own disciplinary decisions and that “the parties to an arbitration can ask for no more impartiality than inheres in the method they have chosen.” NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 548.
The dissenter was the Second Circuit’s Chief Judge Robert Katzmann, who raised
two concerns. First, though he agreed that the CBA gave Goodell “exceptional discretion to impose discipline for ‘conduct detrimental,’” Katzmann did not think
that Goodell had authority to change the Wells Report’s finding of general awareness or to make the new finding of active participation in the deflation scheme and
willful obstruction. Id. at 549–52 (Katzmann, Chief J., dissenting). Presumably
Judge Katzmann would have reached this conclusion even if Goodell had only written for his conclusion, without explanation, “Tom Brady knowingly participated in
a scheme to deflate footballs.” Even with a purely silent award, Judge Katzmann
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In sum, the panel majority reviewed the award the way courts are supposed to review commercial awards. It deferred to the arbitrator on the law,
the facts, discovery, and the remedy. It did not substitute its views for the
arbitrator’s. Goodell’s reasons display thoroughness and signal that he took
his job seriously. His reasoning made the award stronger.
V. Was the Brady Award Reasoned Enough?
Labeling an award “reasoned,” even well reasoned, says nothing about
how detailed the reasons are or whether they are adequate in their substance.
As a starting principle, in order for an arbitration award to be reasoned, it
must thoroughly describe the reasoning behind the position reached on the
issues the arbitrators found to be most serious, and it should at least indicate
a reason for disposition of other lesser issues. And, of course, it helps if the
reasons are correct, even though “mere” error is not sufficient to overturn an
award.
The NFLPA predictably moved for rehearing by the panel or en banc,
and the motion was denied. A number of amici joined it. Yet the objections
they offered tended to caricature the award, instead of providing true assistance as a “friend of the court” should, and so the amici offered no help in
assessing the award. Nonetheless, a proper assessment of the award would
indicate that although the award’s reasoning overall indicates a thoughtful,
deliberate decision-making process, it still did not give enough of an explanation as to why it satisfied applicable legal standards in some areas. Thus it
had too few reasons, not too many.
A first area that Goodell must have known would be a flashpoint for
appeal was his deepening the liability findings after the hearing. His decision to strengthen that foundation for the award was bound to be controversial. It was no surprise that the NFLPA seized upon these expanded findings
and argued that Goodell was not authorized to make new liability findcould have objected to the inadequacy of general awareness as a basis for sanctions.
Better for the arbitrator to give reasons than to remain silent and prevent either
court from seeing the true, much stronger basis for the four-game suspension.
Judge Katzmann also vacated because of what he found as Goodell’s “strained reliance” on steroid penalties and the Commissioner’s failure to discuss fines for using
stickum, “a substance that enhances a player’s grip” (as, of course, Brady believed
low pressure did). This, coupled with Goodell’s increased liability finding, persuaded Katzmann that Goodell was just enforcing “his own brand of industrial
justice.” Id. at 552–54. This was a coded way of saying either that Katzmann believed Goodell was biased or that he strayed beyond the powers given him. Yet the
appropriate discipline for Brady’s conduct was a merits issue given to Goodell.
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ings.137 Yet, somewhat ironically for a detailed 20-page decision in which
Goodell clearly did not feel constrained by space, he nonetheless did not
explain his power to draw new conclusions from the hearing. The award’s
failure to pinpoint the basis for this authority weakened it. The League’s
brief to the Second Circuit contains the kind of explanation the award
lacks,138 and presumably the same lawyers who prepared it helped Goodell
draft his award. In a number of areas, not just this one, Goodell would have
been better served had he put all of his basic reasoning in the award, rather
than leaving some important points for the NFL’s briefs.
Goodell surely knew that anything creative about changing punishment, as he had done in the Ray Rice arbitration,139 or anything that lets a
player challenge the authority for a remedy, as Adrian Peterson did when
Goodell relied upon a policy not yet in effect when the misconduct occurred,140 would be bound to draw extra scrutiny. It should have been obvious that changing the liability findings supporting an award, just like
changing a punishment, also would draw intense objections from the
NFLPA, yet Goodell did not explain the function of evidence in an NFL
appellate arbitration. The award did have a short section on governing standards, but all it said was that a hearing officer must give “appropriate deference” to any findings below; that the “underlying standard of proof for
factual findings” was preponderance of the evidence,141 a standard the “find137

Petition for Rehearing, supra note 7, at 6.
NFL Appellants Brief, supra note 29, at 55–56; Reply Brief for Appellant, supra
note 125, at 13–14.
139
See Ray Rice, supra note 66
140
See NFLPA v. NFL, 88 F. Supp. 3d at 1087–88.
141
One sign that too little thought went into describing what exact role the
appeal and its evidentiary hearing were to play is that the award does not even say
who had the burden of proof on appeal, the player or the League. See Brady Award,
supra note 14, at 5 (defining “underlying standard of proof” as preponderance of the
evidence, this the familiar “more probable than not” standard, but not saying who
bore that burden or whether Goodell intended the burden to be applied in the
appeal, or instead only in his initial decision, or both). Both NFL counsel and Goodell (in the award) hinted that he was requiring himself to be persuaded again that it
was more likely than not that a violation occurred and discipline was warranted. See
Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 28–29 (NFL counsel’s opening remarks
telling Commissioner that “And so following this hearing, it will be up to you to
make a judgment under the CBA regarding two issues. The first is whether Mr.
Brady conducted conduct detrimental or engaged in conduct detrimental; and the
second, assuming you make that conclusion, what is the appropriate discipline?”).
That the Commissioner was making determinations anew is consistent with his
labeling Part II of the award as “Factual Determinations and Findings,” and his
summary – after discussing a wide range of evidence – that the new record “fully
138
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ings below more than satisfy” (without clearly identifying the burden on
appeal or who bore it); and that any decision was bound by “standards of
fairness and consistency of treatment,” standards not described in any detail.142 Contrast this with the clearly stated justification for the Commissioner’s making new findings, if appropriate, and using whatever Goodell
heard in the arbitration hearing in the League’s briefing before the Second
Circuit.143
It may seem obvious that if one holds a hearing, one can use the results,
as the League argued and the Second Circuit majority concluded,144 but one
can see a counterargument that an employee should not be deterred from
appealing improper workplace discipline by risking worse findings if he or
she appeals. The award should have explained why bolstering the suspension’s justifications was legitimate.
Second, the award was not clear about the connection between its two
main liability findings, intent and obstruction, nor did it explain their relationship to the Wells Report’s lesser finding of general awareness and the
Report’s somewhat noncommittal comments about Brady’s failure to
cooperate.
Each of these omissions was a weakness. If a reviewing court decided
that Goodell was not authorized to make new findings, the award did not
state whether he still thought that general awareness, its old foundation, was
enough to support the four-game suspension. Worse, the award needed to
indicate, but it did not, whether the new findings of active participation and
supports my findings” of active participation and willful obstruction. Brady Award,
supra note 14, at 13. The award uses “find” and “findings” terminology throughout. Goodell’s later commented that he “entered into the appeal process open to
reevaluating my assessment of Mr. Brady’s conduct and the associated discipline
. . . ,” id. at 19, suggests that he still wanted to determine whether the evidence
made a violation more likely than not.
The award does mention that Goodell’s “findings below more than satisfy” the preponderance of the evidence standard, “especially taking into account the credibility
of the witnesses, including Mr. Brady,” whom Goodell heard at the hearing. Id. at 5
(emphasis added). One reading of “below” would be that Goodell may not have
rethought his earlier conclusions under a preponderance of the evidence standard.
But as already argued, the language in most of the award seemed to indicate that
Goodell intended to re-analyze the evidence under the preponderance standard and
see if the NFL still prevailed.
142
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 5.
143
See NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F. Supp. 3d at 453–54, 463, 470–72; see note 135.
144
NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 541 (concluding, among other things, that “it
would be incoherent to both authorize a hearing and at the same time insist that no
new findings or conclusions could be based on a record expanded as a consequence of
a hearing”).
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of “willful[ ]” and “active” obstruction only jointly supported the suspension, or whether Goodell meant to hold instead that either finding was sufficient to prove conduct so detrimental that it could justify a four-game
suspension independently.145 He should have foreseen that a reviewing court
might decide that only one of these grounds was adequately supported, and
would need to know if Goodell had determined that the surviving ground
could support a four-game suspension. The award did say that “active obstruction,” which Goodell obviously found, can be conduct detrimental in
itself,146 for instance, but it did not state that Goodell would find conduct
detrimental based only on the obstruction on the facts of this case, or if the
obstruction was detrimental enough on its own to support the full suspension.147 Goodell did not make clear whether he would uphold the sus145
The award’s two main grounds for suspending Brady were that “[t]he evidence” that “fully supports” Goodell’s findings were both “that (1) Brady participated in a scheme to tamper with the game balls” and that (2) “Mr. Brady willfully
obstructed the investigation by, among other things,” having his phone destroyed.
Brady Award, supra note 14. This evidence was glommed together: “All of this
indisputably constitutes conduct detrimental to the integrity of, and public confidence in, the game of professional football.” Id. Goodell also claimed that both
violations were a single scheme, calling the scheme one to secure an advantage by
deflation “coupled with” a failure to cooperate and “destruction of potentially relevant evidence.” Id. at 14. The award does state that “[t]here should be no question
in anyone’s mind that active obstruction of a conduct detrimental investigation may
and will itself be deemed conduct detrimental and subject to discipline” by penalties ranging from fine to suspension or even termination. Id. at 17. But that language does not say that Goodell would have suspended Brady for the next four
games but for his finding of active participation in the deflation scheme and willful
obstruction. Just because he could have imposed such a penalty, were the only violation willful obstruction, does not mean that he concluded he should in this case. In
the conclusion, Goodell again seemed to link his two main findings together. He
explained that he did not change his findings and conclusions “in a manner that
would benefit Mr. Brady,” which the new findings certainly did not, and prefaced
this with “Especially in light of the new evidence introduced at the hearing – evidence demonstrating that he arranged for the destruction of potentially relevant
evidence that had been specifically requested by the investigators — . . . .” Id. at
19.
146
Id. at 17 (“There should be no question in anyone’s mind that active obstruction of a conduct detrimental investigation may and will itself be deemed conduct
detrimental and subject to discipline, as the standard Player Contract provides, by a
fine in a reasonable amount, by suspension for a period certain or indefinitely, or by
termination of the player’s contract”).
147
The NFLPA would have challenged any award that based a suspension upon
obstruction. It tried to make much of the apparently undisputed fact, certainly one
not challenged by the NFL, that “no player in NFL history had previously been
suspended for obstructing an NFL investigation,” Brady Appellees Brief, supra note
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30, at 51, citing Paul Tagliabue’s conclusion in the Bounty arbitration that the
NFL’s practice was to fine, not suspend, players for obstruction, id. at 51–52 (citation omitted). But it makes no sense to say that the NFL could not exercise its
suspension policy in this area until it had suspended someone, making all penalties
not yet used essentially inapplicable. This was something of a throw-away argument
at the end of the NFLPA’s brief because it still was riding its lead horse, the Players
Policies uniform argument, the champion stallion that nonetheless stumbled and
fell as soon as Appellants let the court know in their Reply brief that Appellees
NFLPA had taken the opposite position in opening argument at the hearing. Any
player should know from common-sense notice that you are not likely to be able to
obstruct an investigation without a serious sanction picked at the Commissioner’s
discretion from a range of possible sanctions that include suspension and termination, and that the Commissioner has a wide range of discretion to choose the appropriate sanction.
It is unfortunate nonetheless that this case ended up turning so heavily upon obstruction, because the phone withholding and destruction findings always will have
a scent of unfairness about them even if they fell within Goodell’s discretion. Brady
testified that he followed the advice of his counsel in withholding his phone before
he was interviewed, that no one told him he could be sanctioned for doing so, and
that he would have turned the phone over had anyone told him he was risking
sanctions. Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 85–86 (Brady testifying his
lawyers told him “we don’t think it’s proper for you to turn your phone over, so you
don’t need to do that”). This, of course, is an untestable statement once Brady had
his phone destroyed. When Wells testified, he claimed that his team’s requests for
this information were shunted from the League to Brady’s agent and that the agent
repeatedly met all requests with a polite but blunt refusal (“we respectfully decline”), without reasons. Id. at 303–04, 313–14, 331– 38. Brady knew that the
phone information had been requested – it came up in his interview – but there is
no evidence that he knew he could be sanctioned unless he overrode his lawyers’
advice and produced his phone.
Wells waxed almost poetic on his regret that the evaluation of Brady included obstruction issues because Brady would not turn over his phone but instead destroyed
it, Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 312 (“I did not want Mr. Brady in a
position where I would have to write that he didn’t cooperate . . . — everybody
said the guy was a great guy. Everybody said he was a great guy, great reputation. . . . And I wanted to interview him without this cloud hanging over him,
okay?”), 338 (“I did not want him in the position of not cooperating. . . . it put us
in a hell of a spot because you have a person with this exemplary record and has
done all these good things . . .” yet acting in ways suggestive of guilt). Goodell
found the phone destruction “very troubling.” Brady Award, supra note 14, at 13.
Wells interpreted Brady’s withholding his phone as very, very telling, too. Appeal
Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 304 (Wells rejected Brady’s claim to know
nothing about deflation in the Jets game “based on my assessment of his credibility
and his refusal or decision not to give me what I requested in terms of responsive
documents. . . . so we can all be clear and I will say it to Mr. Brady, I think that
was one of the most ill-advised decisions I have ever seen because it hurt
how I viewed his credibility.”) (emphasis added), 338 (“yet they are conducting
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pension based upon one of his two key findings if a court rejected the
other.148
Third, the award did not adequately address the NFLPA’s serious “no
harm, no foul” defense about destruction of the phone. The award treated
the destruction of Brady’s cellphone as a reason for finding him engaged in a
themselves in a fashion that suggests they are hiding something and may be guilty
and not forthcoming”).
Given that both claimed to want what is best for the League, both respected Brady’s
accomplishments, and both surely watered down their true findings (using terms
like “implausible” and “creditability” when they meant that they thought Brady
was lying to them), and that this conclusion was furthered by Brady’s not producing
his phone, it makes one ask, “So, why didn’t the League tell Brady he could be
sanctioned, even found dishonest, if he didn’t produce this phone?” Yes, Brady’s
lawyers should have notified him that withholding the phone might have severe
consequences, but the League surely must bear some blame here, too. And, if Goodell had any doubt about whether Brady’s lawyers advised that he not produce the
phone as Brady claimed, he should have asked them. Brady waived any privilege on
that issue by using their advice as one of two reasons (the other his concern with the
privacy of family and friends) that he did not produce the phone.
The result of the failure to warn Brady adequately is that one of football’s most
storied players, and its Commissioner, have been tarnished, perhaps because of
overlawyering. Goodell has become a still more divisive figure, certainly in his dealings with players but given Robert Kraft’s clout with other owners and his publicly
expressed anger about the sanction, almost certainly with more than one team
owner as well.
Of course, one then returns to thinking that after all, Brady did destroy his phone
about the time of the interview, yet he never explained why he did so then; instead,
he let the League continue asking for a phone Brady knew no longer existed (another aspect of the destruction that angered Goodell) and denied knowing pretty
much anything about pressure on a record that shows him heavily involved with
ball pressure as well as feel. NFL counsel apparently did offer to have Brady’s lawyers review the phone and just turn over responsive texts, which should have gone a
long way to protecting family and friend privacy, although Brady testified that he
did not remember knowing that (if true, another sign that neither side’s lawyers did
their job of keeping Brady informed of what was going on). Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 110. History is filled with regrets. That the NFL made no
real effort to warn Brady that withholding information his lawyers told him he
could withhold could be found to be obstruction should be one of them.
However, no regret should lead to a too phone-centric view of the Brady award. The
Wells Report and the Commissioner viewed his “implausible” answers, answers
lacking “credibility,” as a form of obstruction independent of the phone issue.
148
The NFLPA argued that the new participation and obstruction findings were
inextricably “intertwined,” so that if one falls all basis for Brady’s suspension disappears with it. Brady Appellees Brief, supra note 30, at 32–33 (“Thus, the non-cooperation issue is inextricably intertwined [in the award] with the alleged equipment
violation”).
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“deliberate effort” to block the investigators and held that he “willfully
obstructed the investigation.”149 Goodell believed Brady’s destruction of the
phone was powerful evidence of “conduct detrimental.”150 Wells admitted
that his view of the evidence was powerfully colored by what he viewed as
Brady’s uncooperative refusal to produce the phone.151 If Brady’s contrary
explanation that he would have produced his phone had anyone told him he
could be sanctioned for not doing so is true,152 and if the finding of Brady’s
likely participation, lack of credibility, and the suspension itself all turned
on this evidence, then the entire “Deflategate” saga is a tragedy borne of
sloppiness on both sides.
It is possible that the obstruction evidence tipped the balance against
Brady. Yet the NFLPA had a good case that it produced most, perhaps all,
relevant evidence in substance, and that what was withheld would not have
changed the basic case. It certainly proved that the NFL had access to the
phones of the other two supposed conspirators, McNally and Jastremski, and
it was able to identify from Brady’s phone company records (after the hearing) all calls and texts Brady made and received on the missing phone, so
the Commissioner could confirm that he had access to all phone-based communications between Brady and Jastremski and Jastremski and McNally (no
one argued that there were any Brady-McNally texts or calls).153
149

Brady Award, supra note 14, at 13; see generally id. at 11–13.
The cellphone destruction played an important role in Goodell’s thinking. See
id. at 13, 17, 19–20. Goodell purported to have begun the hearing open to reassessing his prior views, but the phone evidence pushed him in the opposite direction:
“Especially in light to the new evidence introduced at the hearing—evidence demonstrating that [Brady] arranged for the destruction of potentially relevant evidence
that had been specifically requested by the investigators—my findings and conclusions have not changed in a manner that would benefit Mr. Brady.” Id at 19. Goodell found the phone destruction “very troubling.” Id. at 13.
151
Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 304.
152
For Brady’s assertion that he would have produced his phone information if
anyone told him he could be sanctioned for not doing so, and the possibility that
neither side thought to inform him of the risk he was running, see supra note 147.
153
For the serious arguments that Brady was not fairly on notice that he could be
sanctioned for not preserving his phone (a risk that Goodell, in contrast, called
obvious, see Brady Award, supra note 14, at 17), and that the League had full access
to all relevant information on Brady’s phone from other sources anyway, see
Amended Answer and Counterclaim, supra note 14, at 31–35; Brady Appellees Brief,
supra note 30, at 25. The NFL would respond that it may have had all of Brady’s
communications with McNally and Jastremski because it secured their phones, but
that it never got the full “bucket” of Brady’s texts and emails with anybody else
about inflation and deflation (if such texts and emails exist). See, e.g., Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 332–33 (Wells testifying about this request).
150
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This serious objection to the obstruction case deserved a serious response. Goodell may have discretion to sweep the objection away by treating
obstruction as based upon what he found to be Brady’s lack of credibility as
well as phone destruction, but the award would have been stronger had he
explained why he rejected the no-harm-no-foul defense—or, had the mixed
nature of the evidence on the phone’s destruction persuaded Goodell that it
was not the clearest of evidence, he could have shown flexibility by reducing
the suspension by one or two games, thus still publicly reprimanding Brady
but displaying a visible proportionality in the punishment.
The award did not even explain why Goodell rejected Brady’s sworn
testimony that he refused to produce information on his phone because his
lawyers told him that he did not have to, that Brady had no notice he could
be punished for refusing to produce his phone, and that Brady would have
produced the phone in spite of his privacy concerns had he been warned he
could be sanctioned for not doing so.154 The failure to address these points
The idea of requiring production of all Brady texts and emails mentioning ball
pressure to or from anyone and that failure to comply should be so severely punished
seems entirely inconsistent with the NFL’s justification for refusing to produce NFL
Executive Vice President and General Counsel Jeff Pash for examination at the hearing and its refusal to order production of the Wells Report investigative files. On
these issues, the NFL treated the arbitration as a narrow, focused, and expedited
process that did not require wide witness testimony or document discovery. This
imbalance created the appearance that the NFL wanted sauce for its goose but refused it to Brady’s gander or, to employ an overused but at least a sports metaphor,
that it intended an unlevel playing field.
154
The award stated in passing that, “I do not accept the argument, advanced by
NFLPA counsel on Mr. Brady’s behalf, that in failing to provide information from
his phones to the investigators, Mr. Brady was acting on the advice of counsel.”
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 13 n.12. When that very counsel, lawyers for major
well-known law firms, wrote a brief citing Brady’s testimony on this point and thus
vouching for it, it seems insufficient for Goodell, if he wanted to provide adequate
reasons, to say that he did not “accept the argument” without saying why. Did he
find Brady not credible and believe the lawyers also were not telling the truth? Or
did he think that players are responsible for their lawyers’ decisions if the arbitrator
disagrees with the lawyers’ strategy, imposing upon non-lawyers a duty to know
when the lawyer is correct? Given that Brady waived the privilege on the legal
advice about producing his phone, Goodell certainly could have asked one or more
of his lawyers if that is what they advised him, had Goodell felt he needed verification. When one couples this shortcoming with the award’s failure to explain why a
four-game suspension might be appropriate for the phone’s destruction, and its failure, if Goodell thought that the League did not in fact have all relevant evidence
from other phones, to explain why Goodell thought that, this aspect of the award’s
heavy reliance upon obstruction is disappointing and unpersuasive. Goodell did
complain that the League would have to track down “numerous individuals” to
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raises questions of fairness in an award that, by and large, is balanced and
reasonable. Added explanation would have removed or at least reduced those
questions.
Significant omissions like this are a reminder that for an award to be
reasonable, even if it is reasoned, the arbitrator has to gauge the seriousness of
party arguments and address them at something like the same level of detail, even if not the same relative length, as the parties used.155 When the
have information comparable to that on Brady’s phone, id. at 12 n.11, but he made
no effort to suggest who beyond McNally and Jastremski was reasonably likely to
have exchanged relevant, material messages with Brady.
155
Some courts mistakenly equate “reasoned” with saying almost anything and
oddly have found adequate reasoning in awards that simply describe arbitrators’
conclusions, or, if a bit more long-winded, recite the parties’ positions and then the
arbitrators’ conclusions—even though this would seem the antithesis of reason and
“reasoned.” E.g., Cat Charter, LLC v. Schurtenberger, 646 F.3d 836, 840–41,
844–45 (11th Cir. 2011) (upholding award that merely recited who prevailed, that
all other claims and counterclaims were denied, and who deserved fees and costs, as
satisfying contract that required “reasoned award,” even calling award a “thoughtful, reasoned award.”), see also Rain CII Carbon v. Conoco Phillips, 674 F.3d 469,
471, 474 (5th Cir. 2012) (upholding award that required reasoned award in baseball
arbitration, even though award merely set out parties’ contentions, awarded damages, and added that “[b]ased upon the testimony, exhibits, arguments, and submissions presented to me in this matter,” the existing price formula should remain
in effect); accord, Leeward Constr. Co. v. Am. Univ. of Antigua, 826 F.3d 634,
638–41 (2d Cir. 2016) (in spite of writing a thirty-three page award, arbitrators
who described what they found in considerable detail did not explain their reasoning
why; Second Circuit nonetheless upheld the award as reasoned after citing Cat Charter and Rain with approval and even accepting an unexplained reference to bad faith
as a basis for lost-profit damages though bad faith had not been pled or argued to
the arbitrators); see also Green v. Ameritech Corp., 200 F.3d 967, 970–71, 974–76
(6th Cir. 2000) (accepting award that denied three racial discrimination claims because plaintiff had not “met his burden,” without more, as adequate even though
agreement required an award that “explains the arbitrator’s decision with respect to each
theory advanced by each Plaintiff and the arbitrator’s calculation of the types of damages”)
(emphasis added). For a contrary and correct finding that an award that largely
summarized the parties’ positions and then chose a winner is not a “reasoned”
award, see Tully Constr. Co. v. Canam Steel Corp., 2015 WL 906128, slip op. at
*11–20 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (arbitrator in steel supply dispute with agreement requirement of reasoned award, after 17 days of hearings and 800 exhibits, nonetheless
issued a two-page award listing categories of damages and amount awarded, with
Respondent owing over six million dollars, and denied request for true reasoned
award with order stating that the initial award “sufficiently incorporates all credible
evidence adduced during the hearings, detailed the liability for each item of claim
and counterclaim [i.e., who won on each without explanations why], and, as such, is
a ‘reasoned award.’” Trial court found award not reasoned because it lacked the
arbitrator’s “rationale or reasoning” and contained “no explanation whatsoever,”
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parties devote considerable briefing to an argument, a reasoned award
should explain why the loser’s arguments are wrong, in addition to why the
winner is prevailing. The Brady award assumed that the obstruction was
very severe, but it did not explain why in the context of the NFLPA’s serious counterarguments.156
Similarly, while the award did a good job of explaining that Goodell
viewed the deflation-cum-obstruction as similar to serious play-enhancement-through-drug-abuse when considering discipline, it does not provide a
framework that persuasively explains why he found that equivalence. There
certainly are reasons involving the integrity of the game that could justify
that conclusion. Goodell left it to the NFL’s brief to speak in detail about
these reasons.157 The award was the weaker for this omission from its pages,
where Goodell should have included his full reasoning.
Fourth, given the emphasis the NFLPA put on its argument of preemption by the Players Policies, the award lacks an explanation of the outer
bounds of conduct detrimental and why (and where) that power authorizes
the Commissioner to go beyond the multiple specific areas in which Players
Policies have been issued.158 In contrast, again the NFL’s brief contains a
and vacated and remanded for arbitrator to provide properly reasoned award); see also
Galloway Constr., LLC v. Utilipath, 2014 WL 3965118, at *1–2 (E.D. Tenn. 2014)
(finding award that denied two counterclaims without explanation inadequate when
agreement required arbitrators to “[a]nalyze the issues, claims, counterclaims, and
defenses of the parties submitted or presented at the hearing” and then issue a
“reasoned award”); see also Componex Corp. v. Elecs. For Imaging, Inc., 2014 WL
5361946, at *2 (W.D. Wis. 2014) (granting reconsideration to extent of remanding
for clarification of reasoning on counterclaims and on retainage issue).
156
The exasperation that may have been behind the award’s statement that
“[t]here should be no question in anyone’s mind that active obstruction of a conduct detrimental investigation” can be conduct detrimental in and of itself, see
Brady Award, supra note 14, at 17, seems to have diverted the Commissioner from
explaining why he thought this obstruction was so dangerous to the integrity of the
game. Wise arbitrators will avoid such phrases, because “should be no question in
anyone’s mind” is likely to preface unreasoned conclusions, not explanations. Reasoned awards must explain why arbitrators reach their conclusions.
157
See NFL Appellants Brief, supra note 29, at 4–8 (explaining Commissioner’s
conduct detrimental powers and their fit into a larger disciplinary framework including in the NFL’s Constitution and Bylaws and the standard Player Contract).
Reasons do not necessarily require a lot of words. They just require (at times) a lot
of thought and an explanation of why an arbitrator is reaching the findings and
conclusions reached.
158
The NFLPA argued that the standard form Player Contract also gives the
Commissioner exclusive authority to discipline players who commit “conduct detrimental to the League,” see Amended Answer and Counterclaim, supra note 14, at
13, and that because the CBA does not define conduct detrimental, the League
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strong explanation of why the CBA should be read to give the Commissioner a broader, overarching conduct-detrimental power.159 Goodell should
have put that explanation at the heart of his award instead of having the
lawyers save it for post-award briefing. He should have explained why conduct detrimental is a broad enough phrase to authorize severe remedies for
extreme misbehavior, even when a violation is one that never had come up
before.160 Goodell viewed Brady’s misbehavior as sufficiently egregious to be
an extreme case. He needed to explain why he felt that way.
As an example of what must be the Commissioner’s broad authority in
extreme cases, consider the Richie Incognito bullying fiasco (a fiasco for the
Miami Dolphins, bad news and bad press for the League and the game). Had
the Dolphins not already suspended Incognito, no reasonable person would
have said that Goodell could not have suspended Incognito indefinitely or
even banned him from the game for life for his prolonged bullying of
Jonathan Martin, an unnamed Player A, and a Japanese trainer, all as conduct severely detrimental to the game of football.161 Such strong penalties
were not required, but surely they were within the Commissioner’s power
under the CBA. In the Brady case, Goodell should have shown why it was
that he felt that Brady’s conduct should be seen as similarly egregious. He
was dealing with a new violation and what he viewed as unusually direct
obstruction. He should have put more flesh on the structure that he employed to suspend Brady for four games in this setting. Had Goodell
presented a rational framework for distinguishing deflation-cum-obstruction
from past equipment violations on the one hand and domestic violence on
the other, the award would have been far more persuasive. It would build a
foundation for a wider range of sanctions in future cases of new and unprecedented violations.

issued Players Policies for areas like Substances of Abuse Policy, Steroids Policy, and
equipment-related violations under the “Game Related Player Conduct Rules,” see
id. at 14. It claimed that the current contract contained fourteen separate specific
policies. See id. at 14. But the argument about the specific Players Policies, detailed
and varied though they may be, fully drains the conduct detrimental standard of its
broader natural meaning.
159
See NFL Appellants Brief, supra note 29, at 41–45; see also supra note 154
(citing the broad powers in related documents).
160
And it is not only the Article 46 conduct detrimental authority that gives the
Commissioner this much leeway. As the Second Circuit noted, the schedule of fines
upon which the NFLPA relied included power to impose greater sanctions, including suspensions. See NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 539.
161
See supra note 77.
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Fifth, Goodell missed an opportunity to explain the important role
that credibility played in his conclusions.162 Findings based upon credibility
tend to be upheld because a reviewing court cannot fairly gauge the credibility of a witness not before it. Yet Goodell never explained the weight he
thought lack of credibility should have. Indeed, the term “credibility” is a
euphemism; Goodell was really finding that Brady lied, even though neither
he nor the Wells Report used that word.163
A sixth and final omission, at least an omission of emphasis, is perhaps
the most surprising. If one reads the briefs and the award first, and only then
reads Brady’s testimony, one will be startled by how inconsistent Brady’s
testimony is with even seemingly uncontroversial portions of McNally and
Jastremski’s testimony. The Wells Report and the award determined that
Brady told these employees about his desire for a minimum legal pressure of
12.5 psi, that he was very concerned with ball pressure, and that he had told
McNally to tell the officials of Brady’s pressure preference.164 Yet Brady not
only denied knowing McNally by name, but also that he ever was concerned
with ball pressure.165
The full flavor of Brady’s denials of caring much at all about ball pressure does not really come through in the award or the briefing. Brady
claimed that in his long career he never paid attention to ball pressures until
he was given severely overinflated balls in a game against the Jets in Octo-

162
Goodell lists the evidence upon which he rested his finding that Brady was
not credible in the Brady Award. See Brady Award, supra note 14, at 8–10.
163
Goodell may have deliberately avoided describing in greater detail or with
stronger words what he found lacking in Brady’s credibility. Preserving both
Goodell’s own legitimacy but also Tom Brady’s is very important for the game of
football. Goodell is a public figure and so is Brady. If Goodell wrote a stronger
argument, saying flat out that he thought Brady lied or, even worse, then going
into why in page after page, he was sure to generate a series of newspaper headlines
stating “Commissioner Brands Top Quarterback A Liar” and magnifying the attention given the finding, making it harder for the game to move beyond this very
public investigation and penalty. Every good trial lawyer and every good witness
knows that any use of plain but emotionally charged words has to be done very
carefully, that a jury or factfinder will punish a plain speaker if the evidence does
not back up the language, and that searing accusations (even if true) can cause longterm damage to the parties, often impacting far outside the particular case. For the
argument that Goodell and Wells both avoided using language as strong as the
substance of their findings in their discussions of Brady’s culpability, see discussion
toward the end of the note, supra note 145.
164
See Wells Report, supra note 11, at 21 and text accompanying note 60.
165
See id.
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ber 2014, denied that he had a preference for pressure at 12.5 psi,166 and
even stated that “. . . in the history of my career, I never thought about the
inflation level of a ball.”167 This testimony was flatly inconsistent with testimony by both McNally and Jastremski that Brady instructed them that the
balls had to be at the minimum 12.5 psi and that he talked to them directly
about ball pressure.168 In and of itself, the discrepancy between this testimony and that of McNally and Jastremski would have been great enough for
any arbitrator to find Brady not credible. That the award does not emphasize
this contradiction in testimony may be at least in part because Goodell totally discounted all testimony by McNally and Jastremski as unreliable.169

166

See Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 55–59, 73, 113–20, especially
id. at 116 (Brady stating, “Like I said, I never have thought about the ball, the air
pressure in a football [presumably meaning, except at the October 2014 Jets game
when the balls were grossly overinflated]. . . . I still think it’s inconsequential to
what the actual feel of a grip of a football would be.”) (emphasis added); id. at118
(“No, we picked 12.5 because that was – I don’t know why we picked 12.5.”); id. at
119 (“I never thought about the inflation level, Lorin. I never in the history of my
career, I never thought about the inflation level of a ball.”) (emphasis added); id. at 120
(“I don’t even squeeze the ball and I think that’s why it’s impossible for me to
probably tell the difference between what 12.5 and 12.7 or 12.9 and 14 because I’m
just gripping it like a golf club. . . . You don’t squeeze the golf club. You handle it
very gently”). If Brady is in fact a noble savage playing football entirely by feel
without any idea of ball pressures, then the suspension and the Brady award are both
tragedies. But the vast gulf between his testimony and that of McNally and Jastremski, on issues where one would expect testimony to be entirely uncontroversial
but consistent, surely was itself enough for the Commissioner to find Brady not
credible.
167
See Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 119.
168
See supra notes 91–93 and accompanying text. Neither McNally nor Jastremski testified at the hearing, and, because Goodell did not order interview notes
produced, we do not have a near verbatim record of their interview responses, but
the Wells Report cites enough of what they said to give a clear indication of how far
their testimony strays from Brady’s.
169
See Brady Award, supra note 14, at 10 n.7 (claiming Goodell did not make
any inference from Brady’s failure to call McNally or Jastremski because, in any
event, any “exculpatory” evidence they offered would not be credible). Brady might
have tried to use McNally and Jastremski’s lack of credibility in Goodell’s eyes to
bolster his own position, testifying that if they said he talked to them about pressure they were lying, but he did not. Instead he testified that he thought Jastremski
was honest, see Appeal Hearing Transcript, supra note 9, at 75, 97, and that he did
not personally know McNally or his name even though he might have recognized
him as a familiar face in the locker room, see id. at 81–83. Moreover, each side had
limited time in a one-day hearing, so Brady’s side would have had to jettison part of
the other examination that it clearly thought was important.
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All in all, Goodell’s beliefs about Brady’s active participation and obstruction would not have created a new vulnerability had Goodell issued a
silent award and never mentioned them. But had he not listed these new
reasons, they could not have strengthened the award and would not have
received the deference they ultimately received (from the Second Circuit, not
from the trial court) as part of the arbitrator’s decision. The award would
have been where it was before the hearing, relying upon a report that only
found Brady guilty of general awareness of a deflation scheme and some
perhaps-implausible testimony, even though the arbitrator believed that the
record showed much more.
As long as Goodell believed that the arbitration hearing evidence
showed even greater culpability on Brady’s part, he could write the most
defensible award only if he fully explained his authority to make new liability findings after hearing the evidence (this he unfortunately failed to do)
and if he fully engaged with the almost-certain objections the NFLPA
would raise to the evidence on which he relied and to the new conclusions.
In other words, it is not enough to give conclusory reasons or reasons only
on some key points to get the full advantages of a reasoned award, although
it helps. Smart arbitrators will give detailed reasons that truly explain, not
just announce, a decision, and will deal with the issues the loser has raised.
Providing complete reasons, rather than just summary reasons, adds muscle
to an award.
VI. The Rest of the Appeal.
It is no surprise that the most recent event in the Deflategate saga is
the denial of rehearing by the Second Circuit panel and en banc, followed by
Brady’s abandoning further resistance.170 Given the deference accorded arbitrators, the NFLPA’s arguments for rehearing were largely implausible.
For most of the life of the appeal, the centerpiece of the NFLPA’s many
complaints was the argument that the Players Policies preemptively addressed ball tampering; that those policies notified players that only a fine,
and a quite low fine at that, would be levied for a first-time violation involvThe long paragraph in which Goodell announced that he would not draw an adverse
inference from Brady’s failure to call McNally and Jastremski, a paragraph that
spent much of its length detailing the NFL’s argument for drawing an adverse inference, makes one wonder if Goodell doth protest too much. The award would have
been more impartial had he simply noted that Brady had a right to choose the best
witnesses in a time-limited presentation and that in fairness he, Goodell, would
draw no inference from either side’s strategic choices.
170
See Belson, supra note 7.
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ing uniforms or “equipment”; and that the suspension therefore had to be
thrown out.171 That argument did itself in when it turned out that NFLPA
counsel had taken the opposite position in its opening argument at the
hearing.172
The other main complaint about the award, that suspending Brady for
four games allegedly was vastly more punitive than past discipline for similar conduct,173 ignored the severity of the combined findings of “uncoerced”
participation to break the rules and of willful obstruction. The NFLPA of
course disagreed with Goodell’s judgment about severity, but surely that is a
matter the CBA appoints the Commissioner to judge.
The complaint about not getting to cross-examine Jeff Pash looked
doomed as soon as, if not before, Wells explained under oath that Pash had
no substantive role in the investigation or in the Wells Report.174 The Commissioner had a right to reasonably limit discovery and the hearing to core
issues and to avoid the rabbit trail of further analysis, as the argument for
needing to get Pash under oath would require even Wells to not be telling
the truth. And complaints about the lack of the investigative files for the
many interviews behind the 139-page Wells Report look like another effort
to make the case turn on discovery. Given that the NFLPA did not challenge the Commissioner’s factual determinations at all and made no effort to
call either McNally or Jastremski at the arbitration hearing, that surely was
much ado about nothing.
The Second Circuit majority summarily dismissed two other challenges
the trial court had left unaddressed: the weak argument about partiality that
was based heavily upon Troy Vincent instead of Roger Goodell being the
signatory of the May 11, 2015 sanction letter and the claim that Goodell

171

Judge Berman agreed with the NFLPA’s Players Policies argument. See NFL
v. NFLPA, 125 F.3d at 467–69.
172
For the denouement of this once healthier argument, see NFL v. NFLPA, 820
F.3d at 538–39.
173
A belief that the four-game suspension was disproportionate presumably lay
behind Judge Berman’s finding that “no NFL policy or precedent notified players”
that they could be disciplined based upon “general awareness of the misconduct of
others.” NFL v. NFLPA, 125 F.3d at 466. Of course, this was hardly a fair characterization of what Goodell did in the suspension letter. Even when they focused on
general awareness, both the Wells Report and the suspension letter clearly rested on
the view that it was more likely than not that Brady had done several things wrong,
and that fault did not solely lie with McNally and Jastremski.
174
See NFLPA v. NFL, 88 F. Supp. 3d at 453.
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lacked authority to arbitrate the appeal hearing because he was judging his
own conduct.175
VII. Reasoned Awards Build Arbitration’s Legitimacy
One of the more thoughtful justifications for reasoned awards was
penned some years ago by major rules-and-arbitrator provider CPR. It
claimed that reasoned awards, rather than silent awards, are better for the
parties and for arbitration for the following reasons:
. . . Most parties engaging in arbitration want to know the basis on which
the arbitrator(s) reached their decision. CPR, moreover, considers it good
discipline for arbitrators to require them to spell out their reasoning.
Sometimes this process gives rise to second thoughts as to the soundness of
the result. . . . [In addition, any] tendency on the part of arbitrators to
reach compromise awards should be restrained by the requirement of a
reasoned award.176

The Brady award is a useful prism to analyze these and other justifications for reasoned awards. The supposed big downside of reasoned awards is,
of course, the belief that they create fodder for appeals, thus raising vulnerabilities that silence avoids.177 Presumably were this theory correct, the worst
exposure would be on appeals of the merits, because by providing reasons
175

NFL v. NFLPA, 820 F.3d at 547–48. The atmospherics of the NFLPA’s Vincent argument never were attractive. It contended that Vincent, not Goodell, really
made the suspension decision and that players had a contractual right to have the
Commissioner (not a designee) make this decision, which it claimed was nondelegable. Yet at the same time, the NFLPA was attacking the Commissioner for bias,
claiming that he could not fairly hear the appeal of his own decision and arguing
that he should have delegated the appeal to someone else as he did the Rice and
Peterson appeals. There is nothing illogical in taking the position that a contract
appoints one party to decide discipline, but that the same person should not be a
judge of his own decision. What was inconsistent was the NFLPA’s treating Brady
as allegedly injured by not having Goodell make the discipline decision when the
main thrust of its briefing was that Goodell was too biased to decide the case.
Another weakness of this NFLPA argument is the CBA envisioned this dual role.
The Association tried to get around that problem by claiming that the CBA may let
the Commissioner generally hear appeals of his own decisions, but not when his own
knowledge is at stake, and then claiming, bootstrappingly, that the dispute over
whether Goodell or Vincent made the initial decision put Goodell’s conduct at issue. At some point the series of hypotheses upon which this argument rested was
too thin and its branch of plausibility snapped.
176
Cpr, Rules for Non-Admin. Arb, Commentary on Individual Rules, Rule 15
(2007).
177
See Hayford, supra note 46.
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the arbitrator opens up the substance of his or her thinking. This Article has
shown that many of these vulnerabilities exist because of the outcome of the
award, whether reasons are given or not, and that giving reasons may be the
best defense even if doing so may narrow the justifications available to defend an award on appeal. The standards for reversing decision on their merits
are extremely narrow, as the Second Circuit majority reminded Judge
Berman.178 Merits complaints have become even less likely to prevail in
federal court and in the many state jurisdictions that have relied on Federal
Arbitration Act precedent since 2008, when the Supreme Court held in Hall
Street Associates, LLC v. Mattel, Inc. that the Federal Arbitration Act does not
authorize appeals for manifest disregard of the law.179 Exactly what Hall
Street does and will mean remains a hotly contested topic in arbitration circles, but whatever vitality it does have undoubtedly narrows the range of
appeals and further limits the odds of success in any appeal based upon this
merits challenge.180 Commissioner Goodell’s highly publicized decision in
the Adrian Peterson case, confirming the arbitrator’s award with reasons, and
178

A not-infrequent route for appealing the merits of awards was, until 2008,
under the judicially created “manifest disregard” doctrine. Then the Supreme Court
undercut that doctrine, at least as a gloss on the Federal Arbitration Act, in Hall
Street. See supra note 112. But even if manifest disregard applied, it was a rare case
indeed that could satisfy the doctrine. The challenge was to find a category of error
so severe that it had to be reversed because the decision could not be a just decision,
yet not let courts interfere with decisions of fact and law that the arbitration agreement indicates are for the arbitrators to determine, for example a case that would
prevent severe harm to arbitration but allow the ordinary harm of merely wrong
decisions to continue. While circuits varied on the verbal articulation of their standard, it is a fair summary that their purpose was to intervene mainly, or only, in the
extreme case in which “the arbitrator appreciated the existence of a clearly governing principle but decided to ignore or pay no attention to it.” Domke, supra
note 6, at §39:8. Such a standard creates a funny incentive, of course. The winner
should hope that the arbitrators were really dumb, because if so it should be harder
to prove that they appreciated the “clearly governing principle,” and if they don’t
understand it, that they are not going to be able to deliberately ignore it. In theory,
the loser should want smart arbitrators who “must have” understood the law so that
they could make the inferential argument that if the arbitrators were this smart,
they must have chosen to disregard the law intentionally. But how to demonstrate
“dumb’ or “smart” if there are no reasons, or even if there are? For a pre-Hall Street
argument that too few courts were honoring the subjective mens rea prong of manifest disregard tests, improperly inferring deliberate disregard of known law using an
implicit “big error of law” test, see Hayford, supra note 46, at 465–76.
179
552 U.S. 576 (U.S. 2008).
180
On the uncertainty surrounding what Hall Street really should mean, but certainty that it confirms that manifest disregard never can be more than a very, very
rarely successful basis for vacatur, see supra note 112.
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the reversal of the trial court’s vacatur by the Eighth Circuit offer another
reminder of just how narrow any exposure created by giving reasons really
is.181
In 2005, a group of well-known arbitrators published a study of every
motion to vacate filed in the state and federal courts of the United States
between January 1, 2002 and October 31, 2002.182 The authors identified
182 motions, which contained 277 grounds for vacatur.183 Manifest disregard, the second most common basis for appeal, was raised 52 times but
succeeded only twice – approximately 4% of the times attempted.184 Manifest
disregard was the least successful of all grounds of appeal.185
These outcomes track those the Second Circuit found when it looked at
reversals of awards for manifest disregard in that jurisdiction in a 2002 decision. The Second Circuit, the country’s leading federal jurisdiction for business disputes, calculated that it had handled only 48 arbitration appeals for
manifest disregard since 1960, barely one per year in this 42-year period.186
Of these, only four awards had been vacated in whole or in part.187 Moreover, three of those vacaturs involved an award that exceeded the arbitrators’
powers, and “it is arguable that manifest disregard need not have been the
basis for vacating the award . . . .”188 By 2008, the circuit had considered 18
more challenges for manifest disregard, so the rate of appeals on this ground
had increased. But the court vacated only one more award, so the loser’s
181

For the history of the Peterson discipline, see supra note 67.
Lawrence R. Mills et al., Vacating Arbitration Awards: Study reveals real-world
odds of success by grounds, subject matter and jurisdiction, Disp Resol. Mag. 23 (Summer
2005).
183
Id. at 23.
184
Id. at 23, 25.
185
The “[m]ost potent” ground for appeal was that the arbitrators exceeded
their powers, a challenge tried in 101 cases and successful 21 times, 20.8% of the
time. Other grounds were prejudicial misbehavior, successful only 7 out of 42
times, 17% of the time; refusal to postpone the hearing, tried 12 times but successful twice, 16.7% of the time; evident partiality or corruption, tried 33 times but
successful only 4 times, 12.1% of the time; refusal to hear evidence, tried 24 times
but succeeding only 3 times, 12.5% of the time; and that the award was procured
by corruption, fraud or undue means, tried 13 times but succeeding only once,
7.6% of the times attempted. Id. at 25–26. One hopes that the rarity of challenges
based on “corruption, fraud or undue means” and its poor success ratio both reflect
the general integrity of commercial arbitration in the United States. For arbitration
to prosper it has to add to the Rule of Law, not detract from it.
186
Duferco Int’l Steel Trading v. T. Klaveness Shipping A/S, 333 F.3d 383, 389
(2d Cir. 2003).
187
Id.
188
Id.
182
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success ratio in manifest-disregard challenges in the Second Circuit had
fallen from a poor 8.5% success rate (at best) to an even more measly
5.5%.189
The 2005 arbitration study found that the most common basis for appeal and for vacatur was exceeding powers.190 One can imagine awards that
would have been upheld if silent, because the arbitrator had power under
some contract provision to reach the conclusions on liability and damages,
but that end up reversed on exceeded-powers grounds because the arbitrator’s reasons indicated reliance upon a forbidden basis of authority.191 If the
award were silent, the court would have analyzed all grounds upon which
the arbitrator might have ruled and could have assumed a legitimate
ground.192 But because the arbitrator narrowed the reasons to one ground,
189
See Stolt-Nielsen SA v. Animalfeeds Int’l Corp., 548 F.3d 85, 91 n.7 (9th Cir.
2008), rev.d on other grounds, 130 S. Ct. 1758 (2010). The Second Circuit also remanded two cases for clarification in this later period. Id.
190
See Mills, supra note 182.
191
One of the statutory grounds for vacatur under the Federal Arbitration Act
arises when arbitrators “exceeded their powers.” Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C.
§ 10(a)(4). Usually a party agreement creates those powers, and as long as the
“award draws its essence” from the contract, it is unimpeachable and should not be
vacated. United Paperworkers Int’l Union, AFL-CIO v. Misco, Inc., 484 U.S. 29, 30
(1987) (citation omitted). Whenever the arbitrators are trying to apply their contractual powers, their decision on their scope of authority will get deference. “But as
long as the arbitrator is even arguably construing or applying the contract and acting within the scope of his authority, that a court is convinced he committed serious
error does not suffice to overturn his decision.” Id. at 39. So this ground for vacatur,
too, will rarely succeed. For more, see, e.g., Domke, supra note 6, at §38:12;
Carbonneau, supra note 112 at 542–52.
192
For an example of the oft-expressed principle—one that is parallel to the
principle that arbitrators do not have to explain their awards unless a reasoned
award or findings of fact and conclusions of law are specified—that silent awards
will be treated as presumptively correct, see, e.g., STMicroelectronics NV v. Credit
Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, 648 F.3d 68, 78 (2d Cir. 2011) (“Where, as here, the
arbitrators do not explain the reason for their decision, we will uphold it if we can
discern any valid ground for it.”) (citing Duferco Int’l Steel Trading v. T. Klaveness
Shipping A/S, 333 F.3d 383, 390 (2d Cir. 2003)). Duferco implies that a court
should uphold an award upon any possible ground under which the law might
support it, even if it is a reasoned award and the arbitrators did not mention that
ground, by citing the general principle of upholding an award upon any ground
before later discussing silent awards as but one example of this principle. Duferco,
333 F.3d at 390. But this should not be correct of reasoned awards. If an award is
silent, the court cannot know what the arbitrators thought and the parties, who did
not ask for reasons, took the risk that their award will be upheld on any possible
reason. (Indeed, one can even ask what power the court is exercising to see if it can
think of a legitimate reason when that is the arbitrators’ job; they may have seen a
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and did not indicate that he or she considered others, an articulated error on
that ground may lead to vacatur.
As an example, Judge Berman interpreted the award as showing that
Goodell relied on the Competitive Integrity Policy (CIP) and believed that
players were not fairly on notice that they could be sanctioned under that
team policy. In contrast, had the award been silent, even if Goodell subjectively intended the same reliance upon the CIP, the court should have refused vacatur because there was a conceivable, legitimate ground (reliance
upon the CBA’s broad authority) on which Goodell might have relied and
Goodell said nothing to exclude that legitimate ground (in this hypothetical, he would have said nothing at all about the basis for decision). The court
would not know what a silent Goodell thought about provisions not mentioned, but it should assume the best. By giving some reasons, the award
excludes other reasons.
Yet how much does giving reasons really make awards vulnerable even
when there is an exceeded powers attack? These disputes usually turn upon
the scope of contractual authorization for arbitration, and the arbitrator gets
to read the contract. Thus here, too, the award should get deference.193 It is
reason the court does not consider, yet that should not tarnish their award). But if
we know the basis for an award, because it is reasoned and explains itself, this tells
the reviewing court that the arbitrators did not think of other bases, and if anyone is
to search for alternative explanations, shouldn’t it be the arbitrators whom the parties require to explain their decision? And failure to explain can lead to a vulnerable
award if the reviewing court believes that the award almost certainly ignores governing law, in which case, whether the arbitrators say so expressly or not, the court
may take the absence of any plausible justification for an award they have decided is
unjustified as an added reason to vacate. Cf. Halligan v. Piper Jaffray, Inc., 148 F.3d
197, 204 (2d Cir. 1998) (“At least in the circumstances here, we believe that when
a reviewing court is inclined to hold that an arbitration panel manifestly disregarded the law, the failure of the arbitrators to explain the award can be taken into
account”). One portion of Halligan, it’s at-least-dicta-and-perhaps-more analysis of
courts being able to vacate for manifest disregard of the facts, has been overturned
by the Second Circuit. Wallace v. Buttar, 378 F.3d 182, 191–93 (2d Cir. 2005).
The Second Circuit’s list of federal trial courts in New York that already had cited
Halligan for a manifest disregard of the facts principle, id. at 192–92 (citations
omitted) suggests a tidal wave of federal judges just waiting for any chink in the
dike holding manifest disregard back to break, so that they can indeed begin enforcing their readings of the evidence, or, for that matter, the law.
193
The exceeded-powers basis for appeal is very narrowly construed and violated
only if arbitrators decide issues not asked of them at all or award relief barred by the
agreement. Domke, supra note 6, at §39:6 (“[A]s long as the arbitrator is even
arguably construing or applying the contract and acting within the scope of authority, the award must be enforced”). It is a skittish, anxiety-ridden arbitrator indeed
(or one who is incompetent and knows it) who fears vacatur’s approach along this
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no surprise that even the success rate on exceeded-powers appeals in the
study was only 20.8%,194 as one would expect for decisions that receive
deference. By the time of follow-up studies, the success rate had fallen well
below that.195 The arbitrator’s interpretation of contractual authority is entitled to the same broad deference as decisions about the facts and substantive law. And if an arbitrator does exceed his or her powers, surely it is fairer
for the parties and better for arbitration that the arbitrator state the basis for
the decision, thus making an error easier to spot and for courts to correct
them, rather than that arbitrations forge ahead into unauthorized terrain.
What of the impact of Goodell’s reasoning on the quality of his decision-making? While no direct evidence of that process exists except the
award, Goodell’s thinking about what happened and about the penalty
Brady deserved must have come after more internal “second guessing” because Goodell knew that the award would be subject to scrutiny—indeed, in
tiny path. The kind of decisions Domke lists as violating this standard should be easy
to spot – and to avoid: (1) determining unauthorized secondary liability; (2) awarding relief wrongfully to non-grievance employees; (3) awarding larger unrequested
damages; (4) addressing legal questions when the contract limits arbitrators to factual ones or other questions beyond the agreement; (5) using a definition contrary to
a contractual definition; (6) awarding remedies outside the agreement; (7) adopting
a remedy that adds to or changes the agreement; (8) deciding an untimely grievance; (9) awarding punitive damages when barred by agreement; (10) relying on a
contract outside the arbitrator’s authority; (11) proceeding without the panel as
called for in the agreement; and (12) awarding punitive damages against nonparties.
Id. (combining two lists of exceeded powers violations in Domke). This article discusses another way to exceed powers: failing to comply with the mandatory form of
the award.
194
See Mills, supra note 182.
195
This subsequent study by two of the authors of the initial study on manifest
disregard looked at all cases filed in nine months in 2008 in which motions to
vacate were filed based upon an exceeded-powers ground—the most frequent basis
for seeking vacatur found in their earlier work—and found that these challenges
were successful only 6.3 percent of the time. Tom Brewer and Lawrence Mills, When
Arbitrators Exceeded Their Powers: A New Study of Vacated Arbitration Awards, Disp.
Res. Mag. 46, 48 (February/April 2009). In a recent follow-up, a study looking at
all cases with exceeded-powers motions filed in state and federal court from July
2014 to July 2015, a search that yielded 273 cases, found there were 34 cases, or 12
percent after subtracting certain reversed vacaturs, in which the court vacated the
award. Karen Fitzgerald and Thomas Brewer, Red Flags and Risk Areas for Arbitrators: A Review of Recent Cases Challenging Arbitrator Authority, at 5, presented at 2016
AAA/ICDR Conference (Feb. 19-20, 2016, New Orleans, LA). Because thousands
of awards are issued in the United States in any given twelve-month period, the
percentage of cases overturned is far, far lower than the percentage of successful
motions among the pool of motions studied. Most cases are never challenged, much
less challenged successfully.
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this unusual case, immense public scrutiny. Contrary to much of the popular
commentary on the Brady award, it is hard to believe that Goodell would be
eager to punish a star quarterback of one of the League’s most successful
teams unless he strongly believed that violations occurred, were severe, and
badly damaged the game. After all, two of his most recent sanctions, those
of Ray Rice and Adrian Peterson, met with popular derision, albeit for being
too lenient rather than too tough, and other recent sanctions had been
changed or vacated, too.196 Goodell likely spent more time on the award
because its legitimacy mattered greatly to the League and it needed reasons
to be legitimate.
The public hoopla about whether Goodell was biased has obscured the
seriousness of the violations he found. We should not allow critics (who
seem to assume that every explanation is just “spin” when what they really
disagree with is the outcome) to obscure the reasons in the award. In the
long run, at least in a largely rational world, these reasons should boost the
award’s legitimacy (and it is in players’ interests, not just the owners’, that
whoever administers discipline over players, teams, and owners be viewed as
highly legitimate by all three groups). The Wells Report and the Brady
award tell a plausible story. It is plausible because both give detailed expla-

196

Proving that lawyers sometimes do have more fun, the NFLPA’s counsel
mocked the Commissioner by identifying the impressive credentials of those who
overturned recent Goodell disciplines as follows:
64. Commissioner Goodell’s arbitrary disciplinary actions accordingly have
been rejected by, among others, (a) the former Commissioner of the NFL,
Paul Tagliabue; (b) a retired federal district court judge from this District;
(c) a sitting federal district judge who presided over disputes between the
parties for more than 25 years; and (d) the NFL’s former Executive Vice
President for Labor Relations [the arbitrator who substituted for Goodell
and whom Judge Doty overturned in Peterson, but who later halved Goodell’s ten-game suspension in a matter involving Dallas Cowboy defensive
end Greg Hardy].
Amended Answer and Counterclaim, supra note 14, at 21 § 64. The NFLPA cited
this history, of course, in an effort to show that Goodell regularly overpunishes
players. But mockery is a dangerous weapon. Presumably all humor vanished for the
NFLPA when it realized that its main argument, based on the Players Policy for
uniforms and equipment, contradicted the position it had taken in opening argument. See supra note 125. And arguing that Goodell had been so consistently wrong
had a potential risk when the Peterson award also had not become final. The Eighth
Circuit ultimately would resoundingly reject the vacatur upon which the NFLPA
relied. See supra note 67. With Goodell prevailing before the Second Circuit on
April 25, 2016 and the Eighth Circuit on August 4, 2016, his record looks a lot
better than it did just a year before.
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nations. The award’s addressing of each basis for the decision and each of the
NFLPA’s points on appeal produced a much stronger decision.
At the end of the day, the most important reasons to explain awards
involve their legitimacy to the parties and to their larger audience. Awards
and judicial decisions always face the problem that the losers naturally are
aggrieved by losing. But on balance a reasoned award, one that demonstrates
that the arbitrator truly heard the evidence, considered both sides’ positions
fully, exercised authority only within proscribed limits, and studied and applied the law should tend to satisfy winners and help losers adjust.197 Reasons provide the material for the loser’s lawyers, friends, and business
associates to help explain that the loss was fair and not arbitrary—even if the
loser still thinks the result is wrong.
Legitimacy to the larger public, which includes future users of arbitration (clients and lawyers), politicians who may pass laws governing arbitration, and judges who bring their biases and preconceptions and, yes,
institutional jealousy to their review of awards, matters even more for arbitration’s long run. Here the award has had an uphill battle because so much
commentary about Tom Brady’s suspension has been written in the horserace manner of too much American news reporting. Did Brady do it, or is
Goodell carrying out a power-hungry assertion of his power as Commissioner?198 Any reader who takes the time to read the award, however, or,
better yet, the award and the Wells Report too, will find substantial evidence that something was wrong with the Patriots’ first-half AFC Championship Game footballs. There are too many untrue statements and
implausible aspects of the Brady-McNally-Jastremski side of the story to
believe it all. Reasonable people can differ, and indeed have differed widely,
197

For a summary of research on how the participants’ perceived fairness of the
arbitration process contributes to satisfaction with arbitration, including whether
the arbitrator appears to have given “fair consideration to their evidence,” been
“devoted to understanding of the facts of the dispute,” and been neutral, see
Deborah Hensler, Judging Arbitration: The Findings of Procedural Justice Research,
American Arbitration Association, Handbook On Commercial Arbitration
ch.1 (3d ed. 2016). A sensibly explained decision conveys all of these factors.
198
Even after rehearing was denied, journalists continued to write articles that
treat the sanction as a vendetta by Roger Goodell without discussing the underlying
evidence at all. See, e.g., Adam Killgore, The trust is gone: NFL beats Tom Brady but
loses in the process, Washington Post, July 15, 2016, https://www.washingtonpost
.com/news/sports/wp/2016/07/15/the-trust-is-gone-nfl-beats-tom-brady-but-losesin-the-process/, {https://perma.cc/8DY8-DB93}; Ken Belson, Roger Goodell’s Power
Play, N.Y. Times, Sept. 8, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/09/sports/football/roger-goodell-nfl-players-union.html?ref=international, {https://perma.cc/NQ
7M-5LVQ}.
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on whether they think that Brady is “guilty”—the use of a term more
suited to criminal law showing how far off track discussion can get—but
one obvious fact about the entire saga is that any reasonable arbitrator could
(not necessarily would, but could) reach the same conclusions as Commissioner Goodell.
Moreover, not only is the remedy justified by Goodell’s explanations,
but, in spite of the outcry that deflating footballs should not be equated to
domestic violence, the potential for damage to the game and the wellfounded expectations of fans who invest their time and money in watching
football games and all that goes with this addictive American pastime could
be catastrophic. Professional sports, a huge and valuable industry, depend
upon integrity. Whether deflated “small balls” helped Brady win the Colts
game or not, the League has inflation rules grounded in the belief that balls
outside the pressure range are unfair and the belief that teams should compete using roughly the same tools. Letting players or a team think that they
can bend the rules encourages wider cheating. On top of all this, false responses and obstruction pose a challenge to the disciplinary system itself.
To see the importance of reasons for the award’s legitimacy, imagine if
Goodell had simply announced that Brady participated in a deflation scheme
and would be suspended for four games. None of the evidence, truly compelling evidence, suggesting that Brady broke NFL rules and resisted investigation would be public. Outraged Brady supporters could pick away at the
award, citing lower penalties for “equipment” violations and the fine-forfirst-violation portion of the Players Policies, without any response. The
award would not have a voice. It truly would appear arbitrary, without its
best defender, the arbitrator who went through the evidence and did the
work to reach the outcome. The award and the larger arbitration process
would appear unfair and prejudicial, and the institution of arbitration would
be unfairly tarnished, too.
Reasons matter. The appearance of justice matters and is inextricably
part of the substance of justice. Silent awards forfeit the right to set out the
strongest case in substance and in appearance. Arbitrators should issue silent
awards only when the parties agree that is all they want. Generally, they
should welcome the opportunity to write reasoned awards and explain
themselves.
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I. Introduction

In December 1990, Vincent Edward Jackson, better known as “Bo”
Jackson,1 became the first athlete to be named both a Major League Baseball
(“MLB”) All-Star and a National Football League (“NFL”) Pro-Bowler.2 He
remains the only player to ever achieve such distinction in both professional
leagues.3 Even so, Jackson’s prominent place in American sports lore has
much more to do with brief, on-field demonstrations of other-worldly physical ability than the accrual of any formal MLB or NFL accolades.
At nearly 230 pounds,4 with hand-timed 4.12 forty-yard dash speed,5
Jackson could convert short run-plays into 91-yard touchdowns,6 snap baseball bats like twigs over his own head,7 and altogether transform the routine
into the remarkable on any given play.8 Even more amazingly, as Jackson
himself later revealed, he managed to accomplish these feats without ever

1

See Michael Martinez, Bo Jackson Has a Choice: Football or Baseball, N.Y. Times,
May 19, 1985, http://www.nytimes.com/1985/05/19/sports/bo-jackson-has-achoice-football-or-baseball.html?pagewanted=all, {https://perma.cc/2DHY-4EH
9}.
2
Michael Martinez, The Sky’s the Limit with Bo, N.Y. Times, July 11, 1989,
http://www.nytimes.com/packages/html/sports/year_in_sports/07.11.htm, {https://
perma.cc/TDT2-W2ZM}.
3
Thomas Neumann, Ten things to know on the 25th anniversary of Bo Jackson’s final
NFL game, ESPN (Jan. 12, 2016), http://espn.go.com/nfl/story/_/id/14559718/bojackson-10-things-know-25th-anniversary-final-nfl-game, {https://perma.cc/8SLBU2BD}.
4
Bo Jackson, RB, NFL.com, http://www.nfl.com/player/bojackson/2517329/profile, {https://perma.cc/72FL-AZB5} (last visited Nov. 21, 2015).
5
See Frank Cooney, With 40-yard dash times nothing’s quite ‘official’, USA Today,
Feb. 24, 2008, http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/sports/football/nfl/2008-02-22-40yard-dash_n.htm, {https://perma.cc/NTG4-L2BF} (“[C]oaches have various approaches for getting the 40 time they use. . . . Some use averages. Some throw out
slowest and fastest [times] and then average the rest. . . . [Even so,] Jackson’s time
of 4.12 at the Superdome is the best ever, verified by numerous reports that week in
1986, including a front-page story from USA TODAY.”).
6
See Associated Press, Jackson Tramples Seahawks, N.Y. Times, Dec. 1, 1987,
http://www.nytimes.com/1987/12/01/sports/jackson-tramples-seahawks.html,
{https://perma.cc/6J64-VS3G}.
7
See Ira Berkow, Sports of The Times; Bo Jackson as Paul Bunyan, N.Y. Times, July
16, 1989, http://www.nytimes.com/1989/07/16/sports/sports-of-the-times-bo-jackson-as-paul-bunyan.html, {https://perma.cc/NL37-YSUK}.
8
See, e.g., Lyle Spencer, People Still Marveling About Feats of Bo, MLB.com (July
13, 2010), http://m.mlb.com/news/article/12224490/, {https://perma.cc/SEJ6CU92}.
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going through the trouble of lifting weights,9 which is particularly astonishing considering the substantial, even illegal, performance-enhancing lengths
some of his peers went to just to stay competitive.10 In other words, as You
Don’t Know Bo director Michael Bonfiglio put it, “the story of Bo Jackson
isn’t really a sports story. It’s a superhero story. A legend.”11
Sadly, on January 13, 1991, even Jackson would succumb to the relentless pounding of the NFL.12 On a run up the right sideline, playing for the
Los Angeles Raiders, he was brought down awkwardly by a diving tackle.13
By NFL standards, the play was unextraordinary, as running backs are grappled to the ground by defensive players all the time. For Jackson, however,
the play resulted in a fracture-dislocation of his hip and the permanent conclusion of his NFL career.14
Despite his NFL career-ending injury, Bo Jackson still managed to
play professional baseball.15 After being waived by the Kansas City Royals

9

SportScience: Bo Jackson (ESPN television broadcast Mar. 10, 2013) (“[L]ifting
weights was out of the question. And people always said, ‘how is it that you maintain your size?’ Even in college, we’d have mandatory weight day, the only thing
that I would do is go down and strengthen my neck. . . . That’s all I did. I never
lifted weights[.]”).
10
See, e.g., The Steroids Era, ESPN (Dec. 5, 2012) http://espn.go.com/mlb/topics/
_/page/the-steroids-era, {https://perma.cc/FNP4-BMGC} (“‘The steroids era’ refers
to a period of time in Major League Baseball when a number of players were believed to have used performance-enhancing drugs, resulting in increased offensive
output throughout the game. . . . [The steroids era] is generally considered to have
run from the late ’80s through the late 2000s.”); see also Scott Merkin, Bo Jackson
denies steroids use, MLB.com (Apr. 6, 2005), http://m.mlb.com/news/article/
1001917/, {https://perma.cc/EZ9Q-ZP3P}.
11
You Don’t Know Bo – ESPN Films: 30 for 30 (ESPN), available at http://espn.go
.com/30for30/film?page=you-dont-know-bo, {https://perma.cc/4GVD-D9T9}
(“This film will examine the truths and tall tales that surround Jackson, and how
his seemingly impossible feats captured our collective imagination for an all-toobrief moment in time.”).
12
Ron Flatter, Bo knows stardom and disappointment, ESPN, https://espn.go.com/
sportscentury/features/00016045.html, {https://perma.cc/UU6Q-G69Q} (last visited Nov. 21, 2015).
13
Id.
14
See Lawrence K. Altman, Jackson’s Case Is Dividing Doctors, N.Y. Times, Mar.
20, 1991, http://www.nytimes.com/1991/03/20/sports/jackson-s-case-is-dividingthe-doctors.html?pagewanted=all, {https://perma.cc/2DVL-M526}; see also Jesse
Fredeen, Could Modern Medicine Have Saved Bo Jackson’s Career?, Deadspin (Oct. 15,
2013), http://deadspin.com/could-modern-medicine-have-saved-bo-jacksons-career1443105382, {https://perma.cc/E4LP-6PRG}.
15
See Flatter, supra note 12.
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because of his hip injury,16 the Chicago White Sox signed him to a threeyear contract.17 It took surgery and a full season of physical therapy, but
when Jackson returned to MLB action he did so in dramatic fashion, hitting
a pinch-hit home run on his very first time back at-bat.18 He never rekindled the physical virtuosity he often displayed prior to his hip injury, but he
was a productive major leaguer nevertheless.19 Ultimately, Jackson’s truncated tenure in professional sports has always left fans wondering what could
have been.20 For NFL and MLB team owners, however, his story provides a
vivid reminder of what he actually was: a described “superhero”21 who was
still a risky long-term contractual investment in an injury-plagued NFL.22
This Note discusses the crucial role athlete injury risk plays in MLB
and NFL labor relations and, more specifically, explores the notion that the
greater potential for injury in football, as compared to baseball, has contributed to a significantly less player-friendly Collective Bargaining Agreement
(“CBA”) and resultant contract negotiation landscape in the NFL than exists in MLB. As a consequence of these differences, injury risk may also help
to explain why MLB contracts remain richer in total achievable compensation, total guaranteed compensation, and total promised years of employment than top NFL contracts, despite the NFL bringing in more total
revenue than any other professional sports league in the United States.23
This Note is organized into three parts: Part I provides relevant background on MLB and the NFL’s past labor relations; Part II examines the role
of injury risk on the collective bargaining processes of each league; and Part
III examines the role of injury risk on MLB and NFL contract negotiation.

16

Id.
Murray Chass, BASEBALL; White Sox Decide to Gamble on Bo Jackson, N.Y.
Times, Apr. 4, 1991, http://www.nytimes.com/1991/04/04/sports/baseball-whitesox-decide-to-gamble-on-bo-jackson.html, {https://perma.cc/66XR-99YK}.
18
Flatter, supra note 12.
19
See id.
20
See, e.g., id.
21
You Don’t Know Bo, supra note 11.
22
See generally N.F.L. CAMPS; Report Details Jackson’s Raider Contract, N.Y.
Times, Aug. 1, 1987, http://www.nytimes.com/1987/08/01/sports/nfl-camps-report-details-jackson-s-raider-contract.html, {https://perma.cc/FM94-WJ2Z} (providing the initial details of Bo Jackson’s NFL player contract when he agreed to
terms with the Los Angeles Raiders and officially launched his NFL career).
23
See Mike Ozanian, The Most Valuable NFL Teams, Forbes (Aug. 14, 2013),
http://www.forbes.com/sites/mikeozanian/2013/08/14/the-most-valuable-nfl-teams
(“The National Football League continues to be the most lucrative sports league in
the world.”).
17
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This Note concludes with a prospective discussion on the crucial role injury
risk will almost certainly play in future negotiations over NFL CBA matters.
II. History of Labor Relations in MLB and the NFL
Before analyzing the impact of player injury risk on MLB and NFL
collective bargaining and contract negotiation, it is crucial to understand
each league’s unique historical progression toward its current labor environment. Essential to this understanding is a grasp of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (“NLRA”)24 and its relationship with Section One of the
Sherman Antitrust Act (“Sherman Act”).25
Section One of the Sherman Act prohibits “every contract, combination[,] . . . or conspiracy, in restraint of trade.”26 Taken at face value, this
broad statutory language almost certainly outlaws the practice of unifying
an entire industry of employees to collectively bargain against their employers, i.e., forming a union.27 As a consequence, to avoid the permanent undermining of all organized labor practices by the Sherman Act, Congress passed
“three pieces of legislation explicitly shielding union activity from antitrust
law[:]”28 (1) section six of the Clayton Act of 1914;29 (2) the Norris-LaGuardia Act of 1932;30 and (3) the NLRA of 1935.31
Together, these acts form a “statutory labor exemption” from antitrust
law that “guarantees employees the right to form a union.”32 Nevertheless,
while the language of the NLRA explicitly protects the right to collectively
bargain, it fails to clearly protect any resulting anti-competitive agreement,
e.g., a CBA, from Sherman Act liability.33
As a result, the Supreme Court of the United States interpreted a “nonstatutory labor exemption” to emanate from the NLRA as well.34 This exemption, over years of litigation, has been synthesized into an antitrust exemption immunizing CBAs that meet the following three requirements: (1)
the CBA was negotiated in good faith; (2) the CBA only regulates the em24

29 U.S.C. §§ 151–169 (2012).
15 U.S.C. § 1 (2012).
26
Id.
27
Nathaniel Grow, Decertifying Players Unions: Lessons from the NFL and NBA
Lockouts of 2011, 15 Vand. J. Ent. & Tech. L. 473, 478 (2013).
28
Id.
29
15 U.S.C. § 17 (2012).
30
29 U.S.C. §§ 101–115 (2012).
31
Grow, supra note 27, at 479.
32
Id.
33
Id.
34
Id.
25
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ployment relationship between the union members and signatory employer(s); and (3) the CBA does not affect competing companies that are not
parties to the agreement.35 The current CBAs of both MLB and the NFL
meet these requirements and, as a result, escape antitrust liability.36
However, the function of unions in the context of professional sports is
somewhat unique. In most unionized industries, where workers are largely
fungible, employees form unions to “achieve wage levels that are higher
than would [otherwise] be available in a free market.”37 In professional
sports, however, because elite (i.e., rare) physical abilities render athletes less
readily replaceable, most players actually command sufficient individual
bargaining power to garner lucrative salaries without the aid of a union.38
Instead, the primary reason professional athletes form unions is to “prevent
leagues from imposing anticompetitive labor restraints[.]”39 As a consequence, and somewhat paradoxically, this means that professional athletes
rely on an anticompetitive labor strategy to ensure the enjoyment of a more
competitive, free market labor environment.40
A. MLB’s Labor Relations History
The Major League Baseball Players Association (“MLBPA”) is the entity that currently bargains on behalf of all active MLB players during collective bargaining.41 By MLB’s own admission, the MLBPA is “widely
considered one of the strongest unions in the country.”42 However, this was
not always so. During the early twentieth century, the adolescent years of
organized professional baseball, player contracts customarily included “re35

Id. at 480–81.
Id.; see also Michael C. Harper, Multiemployer Bargaining, Antitrust Law, and
Team Sports: The Contingent Choice of a Broad Exemption, 38 Wm. & Mary L. Rev.
1663, 1722 (1997) (“[P]rofessional team sport athletes . . . can still free themselves
to bring antitrust challenges to league-imposed labor market restraints by decertifying their union[,] . . . thereby eliminating any collective bargaining process with
which antitrust challenges could interfere.”).
37
Grow, supra note 27, at 481.
38
Id. at 482.
39
Id.
40
See id.
41
Frequently Asked Questions, MLBPlayers.com, http://www.mlbplayers.com/
ViewArticle.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=34000&ATCLID=211044889, {https://perma
.cc/XR8N-2A8S} (last visited Dec. 21, 2016).
42
History, MLBPlayers.com, http://www.mlbplayers.com/ViewArticle.dbml?
ATCLID=211042995&DB_OEM_ID=34000, {https://perma.cc/4ZXR-5ZPL}
(last visited Nov. 21, 2015).
36
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serve clauses.”43 These clauses bound players to the first team they signed
with, but still allowed teams to trade, sell, or cut players at their broad
discretion.44 In other words, baseball initially had no “free agency,”45 and
players were forced to either accept their current team’s deal or retire from
the sport altogether.
Predictably, use of the reserve clause eventually led to an antitrust controversy.46 In 1922, MLB’s American and National Leagues managed to buy
out and scuttle a fledgling, competitor baseball league.47 Irked by MLB’s
meddlesome commercial maneuver, Ned Hanlon, owner of a team in the
now defunct upstart league, filed an antitrust suit under Section One of the
Sherman Act48 against MLB, alleging a conspiracy to monopolize professional baseball.49
Infamously, in Federal Baseball Club of Baltimore, Inc. v. National League
of Professional Baseball Clubs, the United States Supreme Court found in favor
of the National League (i.e., MLB), determining that baseball, despite its
revenue production and nationwide reach, was not interstate commerce and,
therefore, not subject to federal antitrust law.50 For Hanlon, the decision
served as a formal eulogy for his gone-too-soon league, a disappointing re43

David Greenberg, Baseball’s Con Game: How did America’s Pastime get an Antitrust Exemption?, Slate (July 19, 2002), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_
politics/history_lesson/2002/07/baseballs_con_game.html, {https://perma.cc/7BM
D-WKKA}.
44
Id.
45
“Free agency is the system that enables professional athletes to satisfy their
contract terms with one team to receive offers from other teams in order to relocate
or increase their salaries. It is an important right for an athlete, enabling him [or
her] to take advantage of the competition among the teams in the League to receive
a fair value for his services.” Bradley S. Albert & Brian K. Albert, Fourth and Goal:
It’s Time for Congress to Tackle the Nonstatutory Labor Exemption, 2 Sports Law. J. 185,
186 n.3 (1995).
46
See Roger I. Abrams, Before the Flood: The History of Baseball’s Antitrust Exemption, 9 Marq. Sports L.J. 307, 308 (1999).
47
See id.
48
15 U.S.C. § 1 (2012).
49
See Abrams, supra note 46, at 307–08 (“The historical wellspring of baseball’s
antitrust exemption was a typical business war among entrepreneurs[.] . . . Federal
League owners had created a rival circuit of baseball clubs, enticing some of the
major league’s finest talent to jump. . . . [But w]hen American and National League
magnates, as big league club owners called themselves, brought ‘reason’ to bear on
their competition along with millions in cash, the Federal League folded.”).
50
259 U.S. 200, 207–09 (1922) (“[T]he transport [of teams and equipment] is a
mere incident, [and] not the essential thing. That to which it is incident, the exhibition, although made for money[,] would not be called trade of commerce in the
commonly accepted use of those words.”).
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sult for any entrepreneur with no way to see the fruits of his investment
realized. For the professional athletes now confined to MLB, however, the
impact of Federal Baseball was considerably more profound and devastating.51 In fact, it would take an iconic uprising by outfielder Curt Flood,52
decisive vision from renowned MLBPA leader Marvin Miller,53 and approximately fifty years of tenacious collective bargaining to walk back the effect
of Federal Baseball and eventually realize the degree of free agency rights
modern MLB players experience today.
B. The NFL’s Labor Relations History
The NFL similarly started with a “reserve system,”54 and likewise saw
it gradually cast away by collective bargaining.55 However, for the NFL,
there was never a flagship Supreme Court verification of football’s monopolistic practices to sew deep, interminable seeds of resentment in players, like
there was for baseball.56 By contrast, the NFL’s most conspicuous free
agency legal battle is Mackey v. National Football League, an Eighth Circuit
decision that actually marked a major victory for NFL players.57 In Mackey,
the Eighth Circuit overturned the free agency-inhibiting “Rozelle Rule”58
and, as a consequence, set the NFL down a path leading directly to its cur51

See Abrams, supra note 46, at 307–09.
See Joseph Durso, Curt Flood is Dead at 59; Outfielder Defied Baseball, N.Y.
Times, Jan. 21, 1997, http://www.nytimes.com/1997/01/21/sports/curt-flood-isdead-at-59-outfielder-defied-baseball.html, {https://perma.cc/M8XG-G367}; see
also Flood v. Kuhn, 407 U.S. 258, 283 (1972).
53
See Marvin Miller: MLBPA Executive Director, 1966–83, MLB.com, http://
mlb.mlb.com/pa/bios/miller.jsp, {https://perma.cc/M8B7-WSS9} (last visited Nov.
21, 2015).
54
See Alvin Dominique, NFL History: The Road to Free Agency, Bleacher Report (Apr. 17, 2008), http://bleacherreport.com/articles/18183-nfl-history-theroad-to-free-agency, {https://perma.cc/E6MX-ZMFL}.
55
See Jarrett Bell, Timeline of NFL Labor Disputes, USA Today, Mar. 3, 2011,
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/sports/football/nfl/2011-03-03-nfl-labor-disputestimeline_N.htm, {https://perma.cc/J95E-LXL4}.
56
Fed. Baseball, 259 U.S. at 209.
57
543 F.2d 606 (8th Cir. 1976).
58
“The Rozelle Rule involved an automatic one-year option clause in the Standard Player Contract that permitted the owner to option their own players for one
year at 90% [of] their previous salary. The result was that players were coerced to
sign new contracts [with their current team] and get paid more money[, before ever
obtaining free agency eligibility,] . . . [to avoid having to] work under the option
and get[ing] less.” Genevieve F.E. Birren, A Brief History of Sports Labor Stoppages:
The Issues, The Labor Stoppages and Their Effectiveness (or Lack Thereof), 10 DePaul J.
Sports L. & Contemp. Probs. 1, 11 (2014).
52
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rent incarnation of player free agency.59 It is particularly important to note
that the reason the NFLPA had to take the Rozelle Rule to court was that
the union initially failed to vindicate its member-players’ free agency rights
through collective bargaining.60 As a result, the federal courts came out as a
champion of NFL free agency, in stark contrast to the conservative roadblock
created by the MLB free agency litigation.
C. An Especially Motivated MLBPA
The judicial system’s contradictory treatment of baseball and football
can be rationally explained by the tremendous evolution in professional
sports as an industry between 1922, when Federal Baseball was decided,61
and 1976, when Mackey was decided.62 What is less easily understood is the
Supreme Court’s decision to affirm Federal Baseball’s dubious holding as late
as 1972, in Flood v. Kuhn.63 Justice Blackmun, writing the majority opinion,
explained that while “[p]rofessional baseball is a business and it is engaged
in interstate commerce[, the reserve system] . . . is an aberration that has
been with us now for half a century, one heretofore deemed fully entitled to
the benefit of stare decisis[.]”64 He goes on to concede that “[o]ther professional sports operating interstate—football, boxing, basketball, and, presumably, hockey and golf—are not so exempt[.]”65 In the wake of Flood,
[t]hose specializing in sports law have either attacked Flood as a ridiculous
decision that improperly distinguished between baseball and other professional sports, or have praised it for waging guerilla warfare on the idea that
Section 1 of the Sherman Act should apply to intra-league arrangements
by owners of professional sports teams.66
59

Mackey, 543 F.2d at 622 (holding that the Rozelle Rule was an unreasonable
restraint of trade in violation of the Sherman Act).
60
See Birren, supra note 58.
61
Fed. Baseball, 259 U.S. at 209.
62
Mackey, 543 F.2d at 606.
63
407 U.S. 258, 284–85 (1972); see also Toolson v. New York Yankees, Inc.,
346 U.S. 356, 357 (1953).
64
Flood, 407 U.S. at 282.
65
Id. at 282–83.
66
Stephen F. Ross, Reconsidering Flood v. Kuhn, 12 U. Miami Ent. & Sports L.
Rev. 169, 171 (1995) (“Those viewing Flood through the lens of statutory interpretation perceive the decision as adhering rigidly to the principle of stare decisis; this
rigidity has been both praised and criticized, and Flood has also been attacked for
unjustifiably relying on legislative inaction to infer congressional support for earlier
precedents.”).
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What remains indisputable, however, is the simple fact that the Supreme
Court repeatedly, and over numerous decades, imposed an exceptional application of federal antitrust law on professional baseball.67 As a result, that
unpleasant truth has almost certainly served as enduring confirmation of the
uniquely crucial nature of MLB collective bargaining in a way not quite
matched by the NFLPA’s labor relations situation.
Eventually, the Curt Flood Act of 1998 officially eliminated baseball’s
antitrust exemption for player employment issues.68 But by that point, the
MLBPA had already largely resolved the issue, through collective bargaining, without Congress’ help.69 The Act also left team relocation,70 the minor
leagues,71 and numerous other non-employment issues untouched and still
utterly exempt from antitrust law.72 As a consequence, professional baseball
remains shielded from antitrust law to a greater degree than any other professional sport in the United States.73 This distinction, though not directly
applicable to employment issues anymore, has inevitably created a sense of
urgency in the MLBPA.74 Professional baseball’s unique labor history has
contributed to that union’s run as arguably the most successful union in
United States’ history.75
67

See, e.g., Fed. Baseball, 259 U.S. 200; Flood, 407 U.S. at 258; Toolson, 346 U.S.
at 357.
68
Curt Flood Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-297, § 3, 112 Stat. 2824 (1998)
(codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. § 26b (2012)).
69
See Edmund P. Edmonds, The Curt Flood Act of 1998: A Hollow Gesture After
All These Years?, 9 Marq. Sports L.J. 315, 342 (1999).
70
Team relocation refers to the practice of moving a professional sports
franchise’s home location from one metropolitan area to another. MLB currently
imposes substantial restrictions on the free movement of its teams. Ari K. Haber,
Keeping the A’s in Oakland: Franchise Relocation, City of San Jose, and The Broad Power of
Baseball’s Antitrust Exemption, 22 UCLA Ent. L. Rev. 1, 2 (2014).
71
There are 160 minor league franchises in total; each is affiliated with a major
league club and categorized into a class (Triple-A, Double-A, or Single-A) based on
level of competition. The overall function of the minor leagues is to gradually develop players, as they progress through the minor league classes, for the eventual
rigors of MLB competition. Bradley V. Murphy, Protecting America’s Pastime: The
Necessity of Major League Baseball’s Antitrust Exemption For The Survival of Minor League
Baseball, 49 Ind. L. Rev. 793, 797 (2016).
72
See Edmonds, supra note 69, at 341; see also Garrett R. Broshuis, Note, Touching
Baseball’s Untouchables: The Effects of Collective Bargaining on Minor League Baseball
Players, 4 Harv. J. Sports & Ent. L. 51, 67 (2013).
73
Edmonds, supra note 69, at 317.
74
Id. at 327.
75
See, e.g., Richard McKelvey, For It’s One, Two, Three, Four Strikes
You’re Out at the Owners’ Ball Game: Players Versus Management in Baseball 54 (2001) (describing the creation of the MLBPA and its foundational advo-
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III. Impact of Injury Risk on Collective Bargaining
In 2007, Steven J. Dubner, of Freakonomics fame, posed this question to
a handful of sports economists and writers: “It’s a widely held perception
that . . . players have more juice in M.L.B., while it’s a team’s ownership
that has more power in the N.F.L., often at the expense of individual players. Is this true?”76 In response, Andrew Zimbalist, professor of economics at
Smith College and a prominent sports economist, simply asked:
Why would anyone ask this question? Major League Baseball and the
N.F.L. are organized by the owners. The owners in each league elect a
commissioner who acts in the best interests of the owners, or, at least,
endeavors to do so. Each league is a monopoly and exercises significant
market power by, inter alia, extracting significant public subsidies for the
construction of facilities. The players in each league share in the monopoly
booty. However, since there are 45 active roster players on an N.F.L. team
[and] 25 on an M.L.B. team, the average salaries in baseball are roughly
twice as high in M.L.B. as they are in the N.F.L.77

Is the answer really that simple? Does each MLB player, on average, receive
a larger portion of the “monopoly booty”78 solely because of smaller rosters?
From a mathematical perspective, Zimbalist’s assertion seems undeniably
true, dividing up money among less people results in greater relative shares
for each person. However, the devil is in the details of a CBA, and in these
details is where the impact of injury risk surfaces.
A. MLB vs. NFL: CBA-Created Differences in League Structure
The major differences between the NFL’s79 (ratified in 2011) and
MLB’s80 (ratified in 2016) latest CBAs are the differences in revenue-sharing
cates and members’ efforts as ultimately resulting in “the MLBPA arguably
becoming the most successful union in history—and not just in sports history.”).
76
Stephen J. Dubner, N.F.L. vs. M.L.B. as a Labor Market: A Freakonomics Quorum, Freakonomics (Nov. 28, 2007), http://freakonomics.com/2007/11/28/nfl-vsmlb-as-a-labor-market-a-freakonomics-quorum/, {https://perma.cc/6ATB-2JVU}.
77
Id.
78
Id.
79
NFL Collective Bargaining Agreement, NFL Labor Wordpress (2011),
https://nfllabor.files.wordpress.com/2010/01/collective-bargaining-agreement2011-2020.pdf, {https://perma.cc/85TU-5KTL}.
80
Details of MLB, MLBPA Labor Agreement, MLB.com (Dec. 4, 2016), http://
m.mlb.com/news/article/210125462/-mlb-mlbpa-labor-agreement, {https://perma
.cc/WXE3-N49X}. On November 30, 2016, mere hours before the prior 2012
CBA was set to expire, MLB and the MLBPA agreed in principal to a new, five-year
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and competitive balance mechanisms. The NFL’s revenue-sharing system is
much more egalitarian, essentially splitting 80% of all profits evenly among
its 32 teams.81 By contrast, MLB’s revenue-sharing system is much more
individualistic, with only 25% of the profits being divided evenly among its
32 teams and the remaining 75% staying locally with the team that earned
it.82 As for competitive balance mechanisms, once again, the NFL employs a
more egalitarian “salary cap” structure, requiring that teams keep total salary expense below a strict maximum figure, while MLB allows its teams to
spend as much as they want, as long as they are willing to pay an additional
luxury tax for exceeding a certain figure.83
CBA. For the purposes of this Article, the general thrust of the 2016 CBA’s revenue
sharing structure and competitive balance mechanisms remain consistent with those
expressed in the 2012 CBA. Even so, there are changes in the 2016 CBA that will
inevitably alter, to some degree, the way MLB teams operate in free agency and
general roster construction. When appropriate, this Note will discuss those changes
and address their relative consequences in more detail. MLB Avoids Lockout, Reaches
CBA Deal with Union, Sports Illustrated (Dec. 1, 2016), http://www.si.com/
mlb/2016/11/30/mlb-lockout-collective-bargaining-agreement-deal-reached,
{https://perma.cc/7VTM-2YL7}; Michael Baumann, What’s in MLB’s New CBA?,
The Ringer (Dec. 1, 2016), https://theringer.com/whats-in-mlb-s-new-cba-11de1b
0e5682, {https://perma.cc/E89S-TSRU}; 2012–2016 Basic Agreement (2011),
http://mlb.mlb.com/pa/pdf/cba_english.pdf, {https://perma.cc/L2GQ-YRF7}.
81
Dubner, supra note 76.
82
Id.; see also Details of MLB, MLBPA Labor Agreement, supra note 80 (“The total
net transfer value under the [2016 CBA’s] Revenue Sharing Plan, as a percentage of
industry revenue, will remain the same [as it was in the 2012 agreement], but the
formula by which individual Club’s revenue sharing treatment is determined has
been revised.”); Evan Drellich, MLB Changes Market Rank Formula in Revenue Sharing, Bos. Herald, Dec. 3, 2016, http://www.bostonherald.com/sports/red_sox/club
house_insider/2016/12/mlb_changes_market_rank_formula_in_revenue_sharing,
{https://perma.cc/U24C-5XWD} (“[In the 2012 CBA,] MLB was essentially divided in two as part of something called market rank disqualification. The top 15
markets, gradually, lost their revenue sharing, [while the] . . . bottom 15 did not.
Market rank disqualification still exists in the new [2016] CBA, but how it is
calculated has changed. The formula is based on something called market score,
which is essentially the relationship of the market to the average MLB market based
on population, income and cable households. . . . In the new system, . . . [t]he total
number of teams disqualified has dropped from 15 to 13[.]”).
83
See Nathaniel Grow, MLB’s Evolving Luxury Tax, FanGraphs (May 1, 2015),
http://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/mlbs-evolving-luxury-tax/, {https://perma.cc/9M
X2-SAXU} (“[MLB teams] incur a fine ranging from 17.5% to 50% – depending
on how many years in a row the club has exceeded the luxury tax threshold – for
every dollar they spend on player salaries over $189 million per year.”); see also
David Schoenfield, Why Baseball’s Big Spenders Now Risk a 92 Percent Luxury Tax,
ESPN (Dec. 2, 2016), http://www.espn.com/blog/sweetspot/post/_/id/76697/dodg-
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The result of these systemic differences is an NFL where revenue is
largely tied to league-wide success and salaries are artificially capped, and an
MLB where revenue is largely tied to individual team success and extravagant salaries are merely taxed, but not strictly capped.84 As sports consultant
Vince Gennaro put it, “the lower variability associated with N.F.L. revenues
and costs yield[s] a more favorable risk adjusted return than the up-anddown fortunes of an M.L.B. owner.”85 Obviously, this is excellent news for
NFL owners, but how did it get to be this way? Are NFL owners better at
collective bargaining? Is the NFLPA more inept than the MLBPA?
B. Injury Risk’s Effect on CBA Leverage
In many ways, the MLBPA appears to be better at collective bargaining
than the NFLPA.86 However, as previously noted, due to the more collectivist nature of the NFL’s revenue-sharing system, NFL team owners have
largely identical economic interests and incentives.87 As a result, they stand
substantially more unified than their employee-players, who, despite being
represented by a single union, vary in rookie-to-veteran status, position
group, and perceived skill level.88 Even so, arguably the most important
factor contributing to the differences between the two CBAs is injury risk.
Injuries are extremely common in the NFL.89 Over a stretch of fifteen
recent seasons (2000 through 2014), NFL teams filed 30,186 injury reers-among-big-spenders-likely-hit-hard-by-luxury-tax, {https://perma.cc/67CLLVHJ} (“The . . . [2016] luxury tax threshold was $189 million. That jumps to
$195 million for 2017, then to $197 million, $206 million, $209 million and $210
million through 2021, the final season of the [collective bargaining] agreement.”).
84
See Dubner, supra note 76.
85
Id.
86
See Howard Bryant, The MLBPA’s Power — and the NFLPA’s Failings, ESPN
(Apr. 13, 2015), http://www.espn.com/nfl/story/_/id/12659451/los-angeles-angelsjosh-hamilton-protection-nfl-vets-imagine, {https://perma.cc/KU9V-93WM}
(identifying persistent infighting and the absence of a “public face of [the] union”
to encourage solidarity as key reasons for the NFLPA’s relative collective bargaining
struggles); see also Malcolm Gladwell, Talent Grab: Why Do We Pay Our Stars So Much
Money?, New Yorker, Oct. 11, 2010, http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2010/
10/11/talent-grab, {https://perma.cc/9FLR-3X4E}.
87
See supra text accompanying note 81.
88
See Terrence Caldwell, An Overview and Comparative Analysis of the Collective
Bargaining Agreements in the NBA, NFL, and MLB, CMC Senior Theses 2, Paper
62, 28 (2010).
89
Zachary O. Binney, NFL Injuries Part I: Overall View, Football Outsiders
(Sept. 25, 2015), http://www.footballoutsiders.com/stat-analysis/2015/nfl-injuriespart-i-overall-view, {https://perma.cc/2UGZ-UK5L}. Football Outsiders, created
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ports90 and NFL players missed a combined 51,596 regular-season weeks as
a consequence of those reported injuries.91 From those figures, that means
roughly 2,012 injury reports are filed in an average NFL season.
By comparison, 3,072 players were placed on the disabled list (“DL”)92
over a recent seven season period (2002 through 2008) in MLB.93 From
those figures, that means approximately 439 DL designations are made in an
average MLB season. Considering that the MLB regular season extends over
a marathon-like 162 games,94 while the NFL regular season is a modest
16,95 and MLB also has the longest preseason of any major professional
American sport,96 the disparity between the NFL’s staggering 2,012 injury
reports per season and MLB’s 439 DL designations per season is remarkaby Aaron Schatz, a writer and analyst for ESPN.com and ESPN the Magazine, is a
website dedicated to the development of new statistical approaches to analyzing the
NFL game. Meet the Outsiders, Football Outsiders, http://www.footballoutsiders
.com/info/meet, {https://perma.cc/8EBS-HGQN} (last visited Feb. 28, 2016).
90
It should be noted that Football Outsiders’ injury data comes from “official”
NFL injury reports. However, NFL injury reports do not record every single NFL
player injury (e.g., a rookie who gets injured in training camp, then fails to make
the 75-man roster, and ultimately never ends up playing an NFL snap would go
completely undocumented by official injury reports). As a result, this data is almost
certainly an underestimate of the NFL’s true injury toll. Id.
91
Id.
92
“The disabled list or DL is the place where teams inscribe a player’s name
when he is unavailable for a lengthy period of the season due to an injury.” Disabled
List, Baseball-Reference, http://www.baseball-reference.com/bullpen/Disabled_list, {https://perma.cc/E8JD-7SRF} (last visited Mar. 6, 2016).
93
Matthew Posner et al., Epidemiology of Major League Baseball Injuries, 39 Am. J.
Sports Med. 1676, 1677 (2011).
94
See 2012–2016 Basic Agreement, art. V – Scheduling, sec. A, at 3 (2011),
http://mlb.mlb.com/pa/pdf/cba_english.pdf, {https://perma.cc/HCC6-HEJQ}; see
also Dayn Perry, MLB, Players Avoid Lockout by Agreeing to New Five-Year CBA, Pending Ratification, CBS Sports (Dec. 1, 2016), http://www.cbssports.com/mlb/news/
mlb-players-avoid-lockout-by-agreeing-to-new-five-year-cba-pending-ratification,
{https://perma.cc/M9G4-SRVZ} (“The season will expand from 162 games over
183 days to 162 games spread across 187 days or so.”).
95
See NFL Collective Bargaining Agreement, art. 31 – Additional Regular Season Games, at 158 (2011), https://nfllabor.files.wordpress.com/2010/01/collectivebargaining-agreement-2011-2020.pdf, {https://perma.cc/V6J3-PZDD}.
96
See Gil Imber, Is MLB Spring Training Too Long, Too Short or Just Right?,
Bleacher Report (Mar. 5, 2013), http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1553909-ismlb-spring-training-too-long-too-short-or-just-right, {https://perma.cc/J942DGLB} (“Compared to other sports, MLB’s preseason ritual—which clocks in at 37
days—can be considered lengthy. . . . In terms of actual games, NFL teams play
four contests, basketball has eight and the NHL between seven and eight. MLB
clubs, on the other hand, play approximately 33.”).
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ble.97 Put simply, NFL players experience more injuries per competitive
contest than MLB players by a tremendous margin.98
Thus, because NFL players are exposed to such a high risk of injury,
NFL team owners have the benefit of dealing with players who have relatively short career-spans: only 3.3 years on average.99 The benefit of bargaining against players with such short average careers is that those players have
less time to agree on a deal and are much less likely to use the strongest,
last-resort leverage available to any employee union: the strike.100
The MLBPA, on the other hand, managed to avoid the introduction of
a salary cap by striking for 232 days and missing more than 900 total
games, including the World Series, during the 1994 season.101 Of course, a
97

Binney, supra note 89; Posner et al., supra note 104, at 1677. It should be
noted that NFL active rosters (53 players) are more than twice the size of MLB
active rosters (25 players), which means the NFL (1,696 total active players) has
significantly more athletes contributing to its annual injury totals than MLB does
(only 750 total active players). Even so, after accounting for this disparity in roster
size by looking at the number of injuries per active player, the data indicates that
roughly 1.2 injuries are reported per active NFL player each season, while only 0.6
DL designations are made per active MLB player each season. Marc Lillibridge, The
Anatomy of a 53-Man Roster in the NFL, Bleacher Report (May 16, 2013), http://
bleacherreport.com/articles/1640782-the-anatomy-of-a-53-man-roster-in-the-nfl,
{https://perma.cc/2RCF-8RJV}; Roster, BaseballReference, http://www.baseball-reference.com/bullpen/Roster, {https://perma.cc/YJK9-3XP7} (last visited
April 29, 2017).
98
Even outside the context of direct comparison to MLB, the NFL’s injury rate is
still quite striking when one considers that by week two of the 2015 NFL season
almost 15% (250 players) of the league’s entire active roster population had already
suffered an injury. Judd Legum, Two Weeks into the Season, 15 Percent of Football Players have Suffered an Injury, Think Progress (Sept. 21, 2015), http://thinkprogress
.org/sports/2015/09/21/3703665/the-human-toll-of-2-weeks-of-nfl-football/,
{https://perma.cc/5LG3-NHJ6}.
99
Average Playing Career Length in the National Football League, Statista, http://
www.statista.com/statistics/240102/average-player-career-length-in-the-nationalfootball-league, {https://perma.cc/HRK4-Q7WT} (last visited Dec. 21, 2016); see
generally John Keim, With average NFL career 3.3 years, players motivated to complete
MBA program, ESPN (July 29, 2016), http://www.espn.com/blog/nflnation/post/_/
id/207780/current-and-former-nfl-players-in-the-drivers-seat-after-completingmba-program, {https://perma.cc/89YZ-TWF8}.
100
See, e.g., Caldwell, supra note 88, at 28 (“[U]nlike MLB or [the] NBA, the
NFL owners were unified[,] and this unity was so strong because they shared revenues [and] . . . had the advantage of dealing with athletes with relatively short
career-spans, which meant they could wait-out player strikes.”).
101
Cliff Corcoran, The Strike: Who Was Right, Who Was Wrong and How It Helped
Baseball, Sports Illustrated (Aug. 12, 2014), http://www.si.com/mlb/2014/08/
12/1994-strike-bud-selig-orel-hershiser, {https://perma.cc/5GGX-PYQ9}.
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major reason why MLB players were able to take such a hard-edge stance is
because they enjoy an average playing career, about 5.6 years, that nearly
doubles that of their NFL counterparts.102 Therefore, striking for an entire
season is a tenable solution for most MLB players, but illogical for the average NFL player. The typical NFL player would not only lose a year’s worth
of compensation, but he would also be throwing away one-third of his playing career for CBA demands that, even if realized, would only benefit him
for a couple of seasons at most. Unless martyrdom for the sake of future NFL
players is the objective, such a course of action makes little sense for current
NFL players. Thus, the urgency to make the most of fleeting on-field earning potential overshadows the wisdom, or rather the luxury, of thinking
long-term during collective bargaining.103
C. Lack of Leverage Leads to Short-term Strategy
The NFL’s 2011 CBA provides a clear example of the NFLPA’s preference for securing small, short-term needs instead of larger, long-term goals.
Ever since the most recent CBA was signed in 2011, NFL teams are making
money “hand over fist.”104 For example, in the two years prior to the 2011
CBA, the Green Bay Packers reported a combined net income of $22.3 million; in the two years after the new CBA, the Packers reported a combined
net income of $85.8 million, nearly quadruple its previous earnings.105 As
for the players, since the new CBA, “[t]he rookie pool has been slashed,
young players are locked into unfavorable contracts, and the money isn’t
trickling to the veterans, who are getting priced out of the NFL, even at
minimum salaries.”106 In other words, the new CBA lowered the maximum
102

William D. Witnauer, et al., Major League Baseball Career Length in the Twentieth Century, 26(4) Popul. Res. Policy Rev. 371, 371–86 (2007). For a discussion
of this study, see Sam Roberts, Just How Long Does the Average Baseball Career Last?,
N.Y. Times, July 17, 2007, http://www.nytimes.com/2007/07/15/sports/baseball/
15careers.html, {https://perma.cc/3QLF-AWZW} (“After studying the 5,989 position players who began their careers between 1902 and 1993 and who played
33,272 years of major league baseball, three demographers have come up with an
answer: On average, a rookie can expect to play major league baseball for 5.6
years.”). See also Teddy Schall & Gary Smith, Career Trajectories in Baseball, 13(4)
Chance 35, 35–38 (2000).
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See Caldwell, supra note 88, at 28.
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Ben Volin, Now More than Ever, We Realize NFL Owners Won, Bos. Globe,
July 21, 2013, https://www.bostonglobe.com/sports/2013/07/20/nfl-owners-destroyed-players-cba-negotiations/ia3c1ydpS16H5FhFEiviHP/story.html, {https://
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amount of money teams are allowed to pay rookies, made sure those lowearning rookie deals lasted longer, and rendered veteran players unattractive
investments by setting relatively high veteran minimum salaries.107 As an
anonymous sports agent bluntly put it, “It’s the worst CBA in professional
sports history. It’s pushing the veterans out of the game and cuts the rookie
pay in half. How is that a good deal?”108
The 2011 CBA did manage to score some important benefits for NFL
players, most of which are closely related to player health and post-career
care. As time passes, however, even those feel like hollow victories.109 As one
writer explained,
[t]o be fair, the players have better post-retirement benefits—medical care,
pensions, transition programs, and more—under the new CBA. . . . Players also have a better quality of life, with a shorter offseason program,
stricter guidelines on contact in practice, and the elimination of two-adays in training camp. Then again, the owners probably were happy to
cave on those demands. It helps them promote player safety and ward off
lawsuits. And do you think [New England Patriots’ owner Robert] Kraft
or any owner cares if his players have two-a-days? . . . [W]hen it comes to
the serious stuff—splitting up the NFL’s $9 billion in revenue—the
NFLPA “got taken to the woodshed[.]”110

Essentially, instead of pushing for ways to better financially capitalize on
earning years (i.e., playing years) by attacking the NFL’s salary cap and egalitarian revenue-sharing mechanisms, the NFLPA settled for retirement benefits that are certainly sorely needed, but are still inferior to the benefits
offered by other American sports leagues.111 Even further, the NFL’s retire107

See Jason Fitzgerald, Explaining the NFL Rookie Pool and Its Impact on the Salary
Cap, Over The Cap (Mar. 7, 2013) http://overthecap.com/explaining-the-nflrookie-pool-and-its-impact-on-the-salary-cap, {https://perma.cc/QRB8-AR3R}
(“Per the current CBA[,] each NFL team is allotted a maximum amount of dollars
to spend on their draft picks not only in year 1 [salary] cap charges, but also in total
value. . . . [As a result,] rookies are limited to increases that equal 25% of their first
year[’]s cap charge.”); see also Volin, supra note 104 (“[W]hile the CBA promises
minimum salaries for veterans[,] . . . many times it works against them. [As one
player agent revealed,] ‘I’ve had teams tell me all the time, ‘Your guy is a minimum-salary guy, he’s too expensive,’ . . . [and yet] I have veteran players that would
play for $50,000 if they could.’”).
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Volin, supra note 104.
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See Greg Johnson, Pensions in Sports: System of Checks and Imbalances, L.A.
Times, Feb. 27, 2007, http://articles.latimes.com/2007/feb/27/sports/sp-pension27,
{https://perma.cc/DD3U-MZL4} (“[I]n two years, [former-MLB pitcher Larry]
Dierker, 60, will begin to receive $180,000 in annual retirement benefits[.] . . .
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ment benefits only kick in for players with at least three years of NFL service, which renders numerous players ineligible.112 Also, the benefits
themselves might have been introduced anyway, without pressure from the
NFLPA, to quell mounting public criticism of the NFL’s seemingly callous
attitude toward the often very substantial113 health needs of retired football
players.114
However, the most troubling aspect of the NFLPA’s performance in
collective bargaining is that only active players have a vote in union matters,
which means increased financial compensation of current players should
have been one of the NFLPA’s top priorities heading into CBA negotiations.115 As a result, by cutting its losses on player compensation for the
receipt of underfunded retirement benefits, the NFLPA ensured a CBA that
manages to fail active players in the short-term, while still disappointing all
players over the long-term.116
Even so, these collective bargaining losses are ultimately less about any
perceived negotiating ineptitude by the NFLPA, and more about the inherent disadvantage of bargaining without the full array of labor relations
weaponry, namely the prolonged employee strike. And to reiterate, short
playing careers, due in no small part to an exceptionally high rate of player
injury in football, is a crucial reason why the NFLPA lacks such leverage.117
As a result, it is no wonder that in 2015, NFL team owners got away with
spending no more than their $148.23 million salary cap,118 while MLB

Contrast what baseball will pay Dierker to what the NFL will provide former lineman Conrad Dobler, who at 56 would receive $24,000 annually if he were to immediately begin taking his pension—or $48,000 if he could unsnarl his finances and
delay retirement until age 62.”).
112
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perma.cc/G69X-V44C} (“Seventeen years removed from his NFL career, exquarterback Don Majkowski says he . . . has undergone nearly 20 surgeries related
to football, . . . has a 12-inch scar on his stomach, and he can’t walk very far because
his left foot is fused with his ankle by a pair of metal plates and 13 screws. ‘It’s like
walking on a pirate peg leg,’ he said.”).
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teams, competing in a freer market system, decided, or maybe even felt
compelled, to spend upwards of $314 million on player salaries.119
IV. Impact of Injury Risk on Contract Negotiation
A crucial symptom of the NFL’s team-friendly structure is a resultant
contract negotiation environment between individual players and their respective teams that favors team interests over those of the players. Injury
risk is a root cause of (1) a team-friendly CBA, (2) a team-friendly league
structure, and (3) a team-friendly contract negotiation climate. However,
injury risk plays an even more direct role in shaping NFL contract relationships because it lowers the predictability of projected player performance.
This section explores both the root cause and the direct impacts that injury
risk has on NFL contract negotiation.
A. Structural Reasons for “Richer” Contracts in MLB
Using MLB as a foil for the NFL once more, one cannot ignore the
tendency for top MLB contracts to have longer terms and more guaranteed
total salary than top contracts in the NFL.120 As the Washington Post reported in the spring of 2015,
Guess how many baseball contracts you have to go through, in total compensation, before you get to the most lucrative in another American team
sport[.] . . . You’ll never get it. Try 32. Thirty-two! Yep, Kobe Bryant’s
seven-year, $136.4-million deal with the Los Angeles Lakers, from
2004–11, is trumped by Johan Santana and David Wright and Carl Crawford and Zack Greinke and Todd Helton and on and on and on from baseball. [As for the NFL,] Detroit wide receiver Calvin Johnson signed the
richest long-term deal in NFL history at eight years and $132 million. Of
course, all those baseball players will get all the zeroes they signed for . . .
119

$314 million was the amount of the Los Angeles’ Dodgers’ 2015 payroll. See
MLB Payroll Tracker, Spotrac, http://www.spotrac.com/mlb/payroll/2015, {https://
perma.cc/6QTQ-Q23K} (last visited Nov. 21, 2015). It should also be noted that
MLB teams have 25-man active rosters, while NFL teams have 53-man active rosters. This means the 2015 Los Angeles Dodgers paid more than double the NFL’s
salary cap figure for a roster half the size of any found in the NFL. See id.; Lillibridge, supra note 97; Roster, supra note 108.
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Barry Svrluga, Why a $114 Million NFL Contract Isn’t as Good as It Sounds,
Wash. Post, Mar. 10, 2015, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/sports/wp/2015/
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[, while] Johnson is guaranteed $60 million of his deal – less than half of
the reported total.121

To clarify, the Washington Post looked solely at the value of a player contract over its full term, not the per season earnings, when it anointed baseball contracts the most lucrative.122 In addition, endorsements, while often a
significant portion of top athletes’ earnings, were ignored because they come
from sources other than the team-employer.123 As a result, the report only
reveals that MLB teams are willing to contractually promise more guaranteed money per contract than the teams of any other American professional
sports league.124 However, the question remains as to why MLB franchises
are willing to guarantee players more total compensation than their apparently richer NFL counterparts when the NFL’s average team revenue was
nearly $50 million higher than MLB’s in 2013.125
One reason, of course, is that the NFL’s salary cap ensures a maximum
payroll that NFL teams are seriously punished for exceeding.126 Another reason is that the NFL’s collectivist revenue-sharing system partially severs the
tie between winning games and growing revenue and, consequently, pro121
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vides an incentive to spend at the “salary floor”127 to maximize revenue
during non-contending, rebuilding seasons. Combine those league features
with a heavily restricted “rookie salary pool”128 and expensive veteran minimum salaries,129 and most NFL teams have adopted the strategy of continuous roster rebuilding, meaning they constantly release still-productive
veterans for unproven but significantly cheaper rookies that are guaranteed
bargains.130
In MLB, on the other hand, where winning is more closely tied to
increased individual team revenue131 and the luxury tax affords teams more
spending flexibility,132 roster-building is more about putting as competitive
a team on the field as possible. As an article on Nate Silver’s statisticsfocused website FiveThirtyEight explained,
If you want to build a winning baseball team, which strategy works best—
a balanced roster, or one made up of stars and scrubs? . . . [W]e arrive at
this conclusion: Build a balanced roster or a stars-and-scrubs roster. Either
way, which players are good, and how good they are individually, doesn’t
make any difference after we control for how good the team is in the ag-
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gregate. The moral of the story is to find players who generate as much
value as possible, in whatever combination, period.133

In other words, while not every MLB team can afford to fill its roster with
the most expensive players at every single position (because the individualized revenue-sharing system essentially guarantees a greater disparity in
comparative team wealth), every MLB team is incentivized to spend as much
as it can to be competitive because its portion of the league’s revenue pie is
more dependent on its on-field performance.134 As a result, successful MLB
roster-building often becomes an escalating spending spree in a way that
simply cannot happen in the NFL.135
B. The More Direct Impact of Injury Risk on Contract Negotiation
Focusing entirely on the NFL’s CBA-imposed structural features
(namely, the salary cap, rookie pool, etc.) and its impact on NFL contracts
fails to take into account the more direct influence that injury risk has on
NFL contract negotiation. Due to the violence of the sport and the prevalence of injury as a result of it, injury risk is inevitably at the forefront of
every NFL general manager’s mind when entering into a contract negotiation with a player.136 Excluding a few select position groups,137 NFL teams,
therefore, take tremendous care to structure contracts so as to not commit
large total amounts of guaranteed money and employment years.138
133
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Before getting into the details of these contracts, it is important to
note that injured players still count toward an NFL team’s salary cap calculation.139 Therefore, putting aside the grim emotional and physical toll injuries take on players, player injuries punish teams in two ways: once, by
stripping them of the services of a productive employee for the duration of
the injury, and, once more, by forcing them to dedicate valuable cap space to
a non-contributing employee. Consequently, NFL teams are not only looking for cheap and productive players, they are also looking for healthy, injury-averse players. Some of the most crucial factors affecting the likelihood
of player injury are age, position, and individual injury history.140 Although
a player’s personal injury history can be illuminating (especially if it is extensive), the first two factors are more useful for making predictive generalizations about populations of different player types.
Despite there being a number of ways to evaluate the relationship between age and the likelihood of injury in the NFL, studies tend to show that
injury rate increases as NFL players age.141 According to research by Football
Outsiders, official NFL injury reports from 2000–2014 reflect that the odds
of being listed on an injury report rises from about 59% for 22-year-old
players (the age many players are when drafted) to more than 70% by age
30.142 However, the chance of actually missing at least one game due to the
injury only rises from about 36%, for players younger than 30, to roughly
41%, for players 30 and older.143 For some reason, the more the data focuses
exclusively on substantial injuries, the less pronounced the injury rate difference is between younger and older players.
Continuing this trend, the study further reveals that the chances of
missing “significant time” (i.e., at least four weeks) only goes from 16% for
players under 30 years of age to just 20% for players beyond that age.144
This shows only a 4% difference in the rate of severe injury between socalled “young” and “old” NFL players.145 But why is this? Are NFL players
139
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somehow able to better resist significant injuries, as opposed to minor ones,
as they age? According to Football Outsiders, the answer lies in the Darwinian nature of the NFL:
You have to be pretty . . . healthy to survive more than a few years in the
NFL. When we get into older players, we’re only looking at the cream of
the crop, health-wise. By the time players hit their 30s, what’s left is likely
a group of Iron Men with a much lower baseline injury risk (and greater
skill) than your average player. . . . [So,] let’s eliminate survivor bias by
looking at stable cohorts of players who played until at least a certain age
in the NFL. . . . [O]nce we eliminate survivor bias we see a much stronger,
more consistent, positive effect of age on injury risk. . . . [W]e see the risk
of missing any time due to injury rising from around 30 percent in your
early 20s to 50 or 60 percent by your mid-30s.146

Therefore, for NFL teams, older players have to be extremely productive to
be justifiable contractual investments. This is so not only because they command a more expensive veterans’ minimum salary, but also because the
chance of them missing time due to physical incapacity, which wastes valuable salary cap space, is statistically higher.147
Even so, age is only part of the equation. Second, and equally important, is position group. Since football requires the services of such a diverse
array of athletes,148 the potential for injury can differ dramatically depending on the position one plays on an NFL team. According to another installment of Football Outsiders’ NFL injury study, there are “three tiers of
positions when it comes to injury risk” in the NFL.149 These tiers are as
follows:
[In the top tier, we have] “mobile” positions. Defensive backs, linebackers, running backs, wide receivers, and tight ends have about a 65 to 70
percent risk of landing on the injury report, a 40 percent chance of missing
146
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at least a game, and a 15 to 20 percent chance of missing four or more
games in a given season.
In the second tier are quarterbacks and linemen on both sides, with about
a 60 percent (linemen) or 55 percent chance (quarterbacks) of ending up
on the injury report, a 35 percent chance of missing at least a week, and a
15 percent chance of missing four or more games in a given season.
All on their own in relative safety are the special-teams specialists. They
only have a 25 percent chance of hitting the injury report, a 10 percent
chance of missing time, and a 5 percent chance of missing four or more
weeks.150

With eleven players on offense, eleven on defense, and three punt and kick
specialists on every single NFL team’s starting roster, typically twelve or
thirteen of those players belong to the top “mobile” tier, nine or ten fall in
the second tier, and three go in the purely special teams tier.151 That means
that nearly 88% of a typical NFL starting lineup falls within the top two
tiers of Football Outsiders’ injury risk groupings.152
Interestingly, when looking at a list of the top ten oldest players under
contract at the start of the 2013 NFL season, seven of them were kickers,
punters, or long snappers.153 In other words, in 2013, 70% of the top ten
oldest players in the league played in a position group that made up no more
than 12% of the NFL’s entire starting lineup population.154 Even further,
since NFL teams rarely employ backups for their kickers, punters, or long
snappers, when one considers the full 53-man roster every NFL team employs, the special teams position group likely only makes up about 6% of
the NFL’s total roster population.155
Thus, when you take into account the relationship between injury risk
and age and the connection between injury risk and position group, even
150
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though pure special teamers make up such a small percentage of the league
as a whole, it is not surprising that in the oldest sector of the NFL they are
extraordinarily overrepresented. Put more simply, NFL teams are able to
count on the health of players in this position group to a greater degree than
any other. As a result, these players have an average playing career of nearly
five years, a figure much closer to the MLB average than to the rest of the
NFL.156
By contrast, in MLB in 2015, of the top fifteen oldest players in the
league, eight were pitchers and seven were position players.157 The typical
MLB pitching staff has somewhere between 12 to 13 pitchers, leaving 13 or
12 position players to fill out the remainder of the 25-man active roster.158
Therefore, one could reasonably expect something close to a 52%/48% split
between pitchers and position players on an average MLB roster. The fact
that the positional distribution of the oldest population is relatively similar
to the positional distribution of the league as a whole in MLB speaks
volumes. MLB’s stable positional distribution shows that, while pitchers and
position players may experience different kinds of typical injuries,159 MLB
general managers apparently feel that injury risk within the game as a whole
is low enough that specific position groups need not have strict “injury
cliff” reputations, like they do in the NFL.160
Looking at NFL running backs as a particularly apt example, data compiled by ESPN reveals that, “[i]n the NFL’s 95-year history, there have been
46 instances of a 1,000-yard season by a running back who is at least 30
156
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(Apr. 9, 2015), http://www.sportsonearth.com/article/117185466/oldest-players-inbaseball-latroy-hawkins-bartolo-colon-arod-david-ortiz-ichiro, {https://perma.cc/
47FW-Q27C} (estimating the remaining effectiveness of MLB’s oldest players, and
noting that forty-year-old pitcher Joe Nathan was excluded from this discussion
because he was placed on the disabled list for the entirety of 2015).
158
See Pitcher, BaseballReference, http://www.baseball-reference.com/bullpen/Pitcher, {https://perma.cc/BK4U-UW9V} (last visited April 17, 2017).
159
See Stephania Bell, Injury Primer: A Guide to Common Baseball Injuries, ESPN
(May 30, 2009), http://espn.go.com/fantasy/baseball/flb/story?page=mlbdk2k9_in
juryprimer, {https://perma.cc/Y2T2-DD2D}.
160
See Kevin Seifert, Inside Slant: Running Back Cliff After Age 27, ESPN (Apr. 7,
2014), http://espn.go.com/blog/nflnation/post/_/id/123542/inside-slant-runningback-cliff-after-age-27, {https://perma.cc/U4T3-XUGE} (“Overall, we see [running-backs’] careers peak at age 27. Afterward, their rushing totals drop by 15
percent in one year, 25 percent in two and almost 40 by the time they are 30. Most
decision-makers—whether their background was in scouting, accounting or anything in between—saw that trend as a bad investment. As with any business, they
reserve premium contracts for projected growth in production, not a decline.”).
157
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years old[,] . . . [but o]nly four times has it happened for one older than 32,
and not once since 1984.”161 With precisely that data in mind, NFL general
managers have all but guaranteed the extinction of the over-32, 1,000-yard
rusher by purposefully avoiding expensive contracts with aging running
backs at all costs.162 As a result, even a running back healthy enough to keep
playing into his mid-to-late 30s is going to find it nearly impossible to find
an NFL team willing to employ him long enough to actually reach that
age.163 Rookie running backs, with their cheaper salaries and better agegroup injury statistics, are just too attractive of an investment.164
In contrast, MLB players, even injury-prone ones, are carefully analyzed
on an individual basis and ultimately given the benefit of the doubt much
more often than NFL players.165 As a USA Today report explained,
The comprehensiveness of MLB’s statistics and the ability to distinguish
individual players’ contributions from those of their teammates mean that
baseball players often come with less risk than their colleagues in other
sports. An NFL GM can rarely be certain that a wide receiver will provide
elite-level production once he is separated from his previous quarterback
and offensive coordinator. With a player like [Giancarlo] Stanton, the
Marlins take on relatively little risk he will completely collapse anytime
soon. Even despite Stanton’s injury history, he’s a safe bet to continue
producing huge offensive numbers for the near future because he’s only 25
and baseball players’ aging curves have been so thoroughly mapped.166

161
Kevin Seifert, Inside Slant: History Working Against Adrian Peterson, Other RBs,
ESPN (June 1, 2015), http://espn.go.com/blog/nflnation/post/_/id/169782/insideslant-elite-nfl-running-backs-after-30-mmmkay, {https://perma.cc/7BX5-2K2V}.
162
See id.
163
See Mike Tanier, The Sad State of Running Backs, Sports on Earth (Apr. 17,
2014), http://www.sportsonearth.com/article/72337788/chris-johnson-mauricejones-drew-running-back-is-worst-job-in-pro-sports, {https://perma.cc/A8GH8NVB}.
164
See id. (“All rookies sign four-year contracts now, with zero negotiating options for the first three years and minimal maneuverability in the fourth. Firstround picks get excellent salaries, but first-round running backs are becoming an
endangered species. . . . A four-year contract takes a 21-year old rookie running
back through his 25th birthday. By the time he reaches the open market, he is
essentially at his peak and ready to decline. General managers are aware of this and
increasingly reluctant to hand out huge paydays. . . . Running back is rapidly becoming the worst job in professional sports.”).
165
See Ted Berg, 5 Reasons MLB Stars Make So Much More than Other Pro Athletes,
USA Today, Nov. 18, 2014, http://ftw.usatoday.com/2014/11/giancarlo-stanton-contract-mlb-money-nba-nfl, {https://perma.cc/7SHS-KCBY}.
166
Id.
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Instead of exclusively relying on broad generalizations about an entire position group, MLB general managers also look at the specific aging, injury,
and production progressions of each individual player.167 Of course, as just
mentioned in the USA Today report, part of the reason MLB teams are able
to do this is because baseball, being a more individualistic sport, is simply
more conducive to the capturing of accurate individual production statistics.168 However, with recent advances in on-field athlete analytics, the NFL
is already utilizing technology for tactical and training purposes169 that
could actually be used for injury tracking and prevention too. As a Wired
article explains,
Think about it this way: The No. 1 driver in fan engagement (and ultimately, team success) is having a star player on the field performing. So,
reducing injuries (especially preventable ones) not only keeps players in
the game, it keeps fans engaged. Using athlete analytics to spot potential
overuse and risk areas will continue to evolve the way teams practice and
the way they substitute, keeping players healthy, a win-win-win-win for
players, teams, leagues and fans.170

Giving NFL teams a more reliable way to predict injuries will ultimately
allow them to evaluate professional football players on an individual basis,
like MLB teams do. The possible result? NFL general managers could finally
evolve beyond the rudimentary “injury cliff” rubrics of years past and, potentially, feel more comfortable contractually guaranteeing money over
longer durations to players nearing the dreaded “30 year old” benchmark.
Even so, as long as the NFL game remains as violent as it currently is,
injury risk will continue to be a weightier concern for NFL general managers than it is for their MLB counterparts, no matter how far injury detection
167

See id.
See id.
169
See, e.g., Nicola Twilley, How Will Real-Time Tracking Change The N.F.L.?,
New Yorker, Sept. 10, 2015, http://www.newyorker.com/news/sporting-scene/howwill-real-time-tracking-change-the-n-f-l, {https://perma.cc/HAX5-CG7S} (“The
upper deck of each of the league’s stadiums is now encircled with a constellation of
small receivers[,] . . . which record the pings emitted by each of a player’s shoulders,
twelve for every second that they are on the field. The quarter-sized R.F.I.D. tags
contain a battery-powered chip and an antenna that broadcasts a unique identifying
code to the receivers, which, in turn, are connected to a server. There, Zebra’s [the
maker of this technology] software triangulates the distance between a chip’s bleep
and the individual receivers all but instantaneously, thereby discerning a player’s
whereabouts on the field.”).
170
Tim Newcomb, How Tracking Football Players Can Help Reduce Injuries, Wired
(Jan. 13, 2016), http://www.wired.com/2016/01/how-player-tracking-can-reducefootball-injuries, {https://perma.cc/3LHD-QARY}.
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technology advances. As a result, at least as things currently stand, it would
be economically imprudent, even reckless, for NFL teams to match the
levels of fully guaranteed compensation found in MLB contracts.
V. Conclusion: How to Flip the Script
Injury risk likely makes collective bargaining and contract negotiation
a perpetual uphill climb for the NFLPA and its member-players, especially
because injuries continue to be accepted as just “part of the game.”171 Even
so, there may be an opportunity for the NFLPA to leverage growing public
criticism of concussion injuries to the players’ benefit during the next round
of CBA negotiations.172
Whether in collective bargaining or individual contract negotiation,
NFL teams have the leverage of time and can wait out players, who have
fleeting windows of on-field productivity, until they get their way.173 As a
consequence, the NFLPA’s strategy during the next round of CBA negotiations should be to emphasize player safety to such a feverish degree, capitalizing on the media’s current momentum against head trauma in
particular,174 that it forces the league to alter in-game rules to make NFL
football fundamentally safer.175 In the short-term, this bargaining tactic will
171
See Violence, Injuries Headline in NFL, NBA and MLB, Nat’l Pub. Radio
(Dec. 14, 2013) http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=2509901
28 (“[W]hen people talk about safety, they talk about concussions and head trauma
and lawsuits, and all these things. But what doesn’t get talked about enough is the
impact on the actual game itself. . . . [I]t’s a game of attrition. . . . Injuries are part
of the game, as they say.’”).
172
See, e.g., Scott Mendelson, Why Will Smith’s ‘Concussion’ May Actually Impact
the NFL, Forbes (Dec. 24, 2015, 11:01 AM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/
scottmendelson/2015/12/24/why-will-smiths-concussion-may-actually-make-a-difference/ - 3830615b48f9; Andrew Brandt, The Conversation the NFL Does Not Want to
Have, Sports Illustrated (June 11, 2015), http://mmqb.si.com/2015/06/11/nflyoung-players-retirement-problem, {https://perma.cc/M9DS-JEXL}.
173
See Caldwell, supra note 88, at 28.
174
Mendelson, supra note 172.
175
See, e.g., Bill Connelly, Making Football Safe Enough Will Be Awkward and
Hard. We Have To Do It Anyway., SB Nation (Sept. 24, 2015), http://www.sbnation
.com/college-football/2015/9/24/9391449/football-concussions-cte, {https://perma
.cc/J7V4-RZUD} (“Football has become what it is because it offers us a combination of tactical complexity and visceral physicality that no other sport has approached. . . . I can’t imagine what kind of event it would take [to force gamealtering safety measures], and I hope we can do it without that event. . . . [But that]
would mean the NFL actually acknowledging how serious CTE is and not asking
friends with medical credentials to call the threat ‘exaggerated.’ That means actually
being willing to stop watching/attending NFL games until they do.”).
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do little to guarantee the financial security of active players. However, in the
long run, it may lower the NFL’s injury rate and, as a result, slowly increase
the average NFL player’s long-term value and productivity as an employee.
Eventually, as a safer NFL game translates into longer NFL playing careers,
the threat of a sustained NFLPA strike becomes increasingly legitimate.
With that added degree of leverage, the NFLPA can finally start to chip
away at the severe financial disadvantages the current NFL structure offers,
much like the MLBPA had to do after the infamous Federal Baseball
decision.176
Of course, the major hurdle continues to be that the NFLPA will have
to somehow convince the current group of active NFL players that pursuing
long-term, game-altering safety improvements is more important than
scraping as much revenue as possible from the current structure before their
brief NFL tenures are up. The NFLPA’s best chance of getting players to
unify around such safety objectives is to fully educate all its member-players
about the severe long-term effects of playing football and to ride the growing media swell of negative attention aimed at the NFL’s failure to properly
address player health and player compensation.177
Ultimately, while the NFLPA may not be able to sell the next CBA
negotiation as the NFLPA’s all-hands-on-deck, 1994-esque178 stand against
the stranglehold NFL team owners hold over league revenue, it can—and
likely must—sell it as the critical penultimate struggle for player safety that
must take place before any final stand can occur in the future. In truth, the
odds are uniquely stacked against the NFLPA by virtue of the particular
sport its member-players play, but, much like the MLBPA in the face of an
extraordinary antitrust exemption, unique challenges are no excuse for total
ineffectiveness. Perhaps Marvin Miller, the MLBPA’s most successful
leader,179 framed the necessary mind-set best in an interview with Fortune
Magazine, not long before his death:
[Interviewer] You had a series of government and union jobs, before becoming a star with the Steelworkers. Why did you want to organize baseball players?
176

See supra text accompanying notes 50–53.
See, e.g., League of Denial: The NFL’s Concussion Crisis (Frontline television
broadcast Oct. 8, 2013), http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/league-of-denial,
{https://perma.cc/6QJD-2GAD}; see also Matthew Futterman, NFL Withheld Millions From Players, Wall St. J., Feb. 23, 2016, http://www.wsj.com/articles/nflwithheld-millions-from-players-1456189111, {https://perma.cc/EU9Q-8SNF}.
178
See Corcoran, supra note 101 (describing the MLBPA’s 1994 strike to avoid
the imposition of a salary cap).
179
See Marvin Miller: MLBPA Executive Director, supra note 53.
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[Miller] Some of the players sought me out[.] . . . When the offer was
made, I knew a lot of it as a fan, but [there was] much I didn’t know. As
my wife and I studied the history of the game, I realized it would be a
tough row to hoe because of the “Reserve Clause.” Players and fans had
accepted it for 100 years.
[Interviewer] Did you come aboard thinking “I’m going to change this”?
[Miller] Yes.180

With similarly daunting history against it, the NFLPA will need to be just
as resolute.

180

David A. Kaplan, Lion of American Labor: A Final Conversation with Marvin
Miller, Fortune (Nov. 27, 2012), http://fortune.com/2012/11/27/lion-of-americanlabor-a-final-conversation-with-marvin-miller, {https://perma.cc/H59B-WLAG}.
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I. Introduction
In April 2014, the USA Track and Field (USATF) organization signed
a twenty-three-year-long extension with Nike, Inc. (Nike), valued between
$450 and $500 million, that starts in 2018.1 The extension makes Nike the
exclusive outfitter for USATF in the World Championships and Olympic
Games until 2040.2 As the exclusive outfitter, Nike benefits from USATF’s
enforcement of its Statement of Conditions (Statement) against every
USATF team athlete.3 The Statement says each athlete understands that he
or she must wear the official team uniform during competition, at award
ceremonies, at team press conferences, and at “other Team functions.”4 The
athlete cannot wear a logo of any competitor to the exclusive sponsor—
Nike––during these events.5
1

See Darren Rovell, Nike Extends Deal with Team USA, ESPN (Apr. 18, 2014),
http://espn.go.com/olympics/story/_/id/10791755/nike-extends-sponsorship-dealusa-track-field-team, {https://perma.cc/268P-54LZ}.
2
See id.
3
See Jeré Longman, Runner Nick Symmonds Faces Ban over Gear, N.Y. Times, Aug.
7, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/08/sports/olympics/dispute-overuniforms-may-keep-nick-symmonds-from-the-worlds.html?_r=0, {https://perma
.cc/8PVX-7UDT} (noting that Symmonds received a letter from USATF stating
that he should only bring “‘Team U.S.A., Nike or nonbranded apparel’ to the
world championships”).
4
See USA Track & Field, 2015 Governance Handbook 175 (2015) (“I understand that USATF’s sponsor contract for uniforms depends upon athletes wearing
the uniform and using the uniform items at competitions, award ceremonies, ‘official’ Team press conferences, and other ‘official’ Team functions, and that I shall not
participate in any of these activities with a logo of any competitor of USATF’s
sponsor affixed to me in any manner whatsoever.”).
5
See id. However, this provision does not extend to sunglasses, watches, or shoes.
See id.
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The Statement became a focus of attention when runner Nick Symmonds decided to forego the 2015 World Championships in Beijing as a
protest to the ambiguous condition.6 Symmonds, who is sponsored by
Brooks Running, said the Statement is unclear about what is considered an
“official function,” and he did not want to potentially compromise his relationship with Brooks by signing the Statement.7 The ambiguous definition,
coupled with heavy enforcement of the provision by USATF officials, means
that on the sport’s biggest platforms, non-Nike athletes could only occasionally, or never, display their personal sponsors’ names.
The crux of the sponsorship issue comes down to adequate compensation for the USATF athletes. According to a study commissioned by the
Track and Field Athletes Association, Smith College economics professor
Andrew Zimbalist found that USATF only shares roughly 8 percent of its
revenue with its athletes.8 The athletes make their living by retaining sponsors that will pay them a salary for wearing the sponsors’ gear during competitions or making appearances while wearing the sponsors’ logos.9 These
deals, however, are not very lucrative, as more than half of the top professional track athletes make less than $15,000 a year from all of their sources
of income, including sponsorship.10 Therefore, the strict rules on sponsorship are severely detrimental to an athlete’s livelihood.11
USATF’s relationship with Nike combined with the aggressive enforcement of the Statement leads to a cluster of competing interests. Athletes want to be able to take advantage of their peak marketability with
6

See Darren Rovell, Nick Symmonds to Miss Worlds After Failing to Sign USATF
Contract Release, ESPN (Aug. 10, 2015), http://espn.go.com/olympics/trackandfield/
story/_/id/13407856/runner-nick-symmonds-miss-15-world-championships-clothing-contract-language, {https://perma.cc/7YE6-QTU3}.
7
See id.
8
See id. (citing to a study that found of the $42.92 million in revenue that
USATF accrued in 2015, only $3.46 million was expected to be paid to the
athletes).
9
See id.
10
See David Woods, Pro Track Athletes Make as Little as $5,000, Indystar (June
23, 2014), www.indystar.com/story/sports/2014/06/23/pro-track-athletes-make-little/11282551/, {https://perma.cc/T5E4-9Y29}; Tim Marcin, How Much Do Track
Stars Make? Why Your Favorite Olympian Probably Earns Less than $15K a Year, Int’l
Bus. Times (July 6, 2016), www.ibtimes.com/how-much-do-track-stars-make-whyyour-favorite-olympian-probably-earns-less-15k-year-2388710, {https://perma.cc/
YYM4-3RGN}.
11
See Tim Layden, Nick Symmonds vs. USA Track and Field is Far Bigger Than Just
One Runner, Sports Illustrated (Aug. 11, 2015), http://www.si.com/olympics/
2015/08/11/nick-symmonds-usa-track-and-field-team-usa-nike-olympics, {https://
perma.cc/4X7F-HPDS}.
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multiple sponsorships, whereas USATF needs to cater exclusively to Nike’s
needs, which include limiting competitors’ exposure in the sport.12 Unfortunately for the athletes, they wind up on the losing end of the conflict. With
USATF’s long-term relationship with Nike firmly in place and no sign of
the Statement changing anytime soon,13 the prospects of making track and
field a profitable career seem bleak.14 There is very little that these athletes
can do to remedy their situation because there are no unions for non-team
sports.15 With no union in place, there is no collective-bargaining relationship between the athletes and the governing body.16 With no collectivebargaining agreement (CBA), athletes are unable to effectively challenge
governing-body decisions through labor law.17
One possible solution for the athletes is to bring an antitrust suit
against USATF under § 1 of the Sherman Act for creating an unreasonable
restraint on trade with its Statement of Conditions bylaw.18 However, as a
non-team sport governing body, USATF could be considered as a single
entity and subsequently immune from § 1 liability, which bans conspiracies
only between two or more entities.19 A business that asserts that it is a
single entity utilizes the single-entity defense.20 This defense allows a defendant to claim that its corporate structure and actions were unilateral, or
made within the business alone, making it impossible to conspire in re12
See Longman, supra note 3 (“Many athletes have their own endorsement deals
with apparel companies. The national federation has its own deal. Sometimes those
collide.”).
13
See Layden, supra note 11 (noting that the Statement has been unchanged for a
number of years and that it is a part of USATF’s bylaws that cannot be amended
without the organization’s judicial process).
14
See Woods, supra note 10 (noting that there are very few track athletes who
make the National Basketball Association league minimum contract amount, yet
track and field is still considered a professional sport).
15
See Rovell, supra note 6.
16
See Cyntrice Thomas, Thomas A. Baker III & Kevin Byon, The Treatment of
Non-Team Sports Under Section One of the Sherman Act, 12 Va. Sports & Ent. L.J. 296,
307 (2013).
17
See Clarett v. Nat’l Football League, 369 F.3d 124, 130 (2d Cir. 2004) (stating
the collective-bargaining relationship between players and leagues is promoted by
federal labor law).
18
See Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1 (2016). (“Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is hereby declared to be
illegal.”).
19
See Thomas, supra note 16, at 308 (noting that without the cooperation element found in team sport leagues, a non-team sport governing body is more apt to
be considered as a single entity).
20
See Copperweld Corp. v. Indep. Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 769 (1984).
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straint of trade.21 Federal courts, however, have had a difficult time finding
the right way to apply the single-entity defense to a variety of non-team
sport governing bodies.22
If the federal courts were to grant a broad single-entity defense for nonteam sport governing bodies, that would severely limit the professional athletes’ ability to challenge their governing body’s decisions through the legal
system.23 As stated earlier, labor laws do not protect non-team sport athletes
because they lack a union. Being locked out from § 1 of antitrust law would
force the athletes to develop a case under § 2 of the Sherman Act, which
governs monopolies.24 It can hardly be said that any single stipulation, such
as Nike’s vague sponsorship stipulation, shows a governing body’s intent to
form a monopoly, making § 2 of the Sherman Act an unrealistic avenue for
change in these situations.25
Even though the single-entity defense has not been litigated in the
context of athletes and league relationships, the relationship is so delicate
that the issue needs to be discussed before an athlete chooses to sue his or
her league. The single-entity defense should be narrowly tailored so that
these non-team sport governing bodies are not exempt from antitrust challenges brought by their athletes. The easiest way for courts to implement
this type of system would be to categorically include athlete challenges
against their governing body under § 1 scrutiny. The courts would then be
able to bypass any litigation necessary to prove or rebut a league’s singleentity status whenever an athlete had a grievance against his or her league.
21

See id. (noting that an internal agreement that implements a policy for one
single firm does not trigger the type of activity § 1 was designed to prohibit).
22
See Thomas, supra note 16, at 312–13 (noting that federal courts have not done
an in-depth analysis for non-team sport leagues and the single-entity defense, and
that these type of league structures will vary substantially, unlike the more uniform
team sports).
23
See Chris Sagers, Why Copperweld Was Actually Kind of Dumb: Fury and the Once
and Still Missing Antitrust Theory of the Firm, 18 Vill. Sports & Ent. L.J. 377, 378
(2011) (noting that a grant of the single-entity defense leads to summary dismissal
of a case).
24
See 15 U.S.C. § 2 (2016) (“Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to
monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize
any part of the trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations,
shall be deemed guilty of a felony . . . .”).
25
See United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 567, 576 (1966) (holding
that because Grinnell owned three businesses that controlled 87% of the protective
services business, it eliminated any potential competition and was therefore an unlawful monopoly); United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 58 (D.C. Cir.
2001) (noting that having a monopoly power is not enough to violate § 2, the
company must also engage in exclusionary conduct).
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Part I of this Note discusses how the single-entity defense has been
developed and used in the sports world. Part II discusses how the singleentity defense applies in non-team sport cases and the problems with its use.
Part III analyzes why the single-entity defense should be narrowly tailored
so as not to preclude athlete issues from antitrust protection. The Note will
then offer a brief conclusion.
II. Antitrust and Its Role in Sports
The antitrust laws have served an important role in how athletes and
leagues interact on a business level for a number of years. The very nature of
professional sports as a competitive industry leads to multiple areas being
vulnerable to antitrust litigation. It is no wonder that when the Supreme
Court implemented the single-entity defense in 1984, it became a popular
tool for sports leagues to utilize in antitrust litigation. Before delving into
the intricacies of antitrust law in the sporting world, it is critical to understand the antitrust basics.
A. Antitrust Law and the Development of the Single-Entity Defense
The Sherman Act governs federal antitrust law in the United States.26
The Act is designed to regulate how businesses interact and compete in the
marketplace.27 It was first implemented to constrain the power that manufacturing companies obtained during the Industrial Revolution.28 Moreover,
the antitrust laws are closely tied to the economic marketplace under the
theory that corporations’ anticompetitive behavior would be detrimental to
economic efficiency.29
There are two main sections of the Sherman Act that govern this anticompetitive behavior.30 Section 1 prevents two or more businesses or entities from colluding together in an effort to restrain trade or commerce.31
26

See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1–7 (2016).
See Thomas, supra note 16, at 298.
28
See Sherman Antitrust Act, 2 Encyclopedia of American Business, 697, 697
(W. Davis Folsom ed., rev. ed. 2011).
29
See id. at 698 (As a basic principle of antitrust law and capitalism in general,
fostering competition between corporations prevents price fixing agreements and
gives consumers the power of choice. This power gives corporations the incentive to
manufacture better products at a fair price, thus creating economic efficiency).
30
See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1–2.
31
See id. at § 1 (“Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise,
or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with
foreign nations, is declared to be illegal.”).
27
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Section 2 covers any attempt to monopolize by a single firm or by a firm in
combination with any other entity.32 The key difference between the two
sections is that § 1 does not reach unilateral conduct but rather governs
colluding actions between separate entities.33 Furthermore, § 2 only focuses
on attempts to monopolize,34 which is when one entity is the sole provider
of a good or service in the marketplace and utilizes that power to actively
reduce competition.35 As a result, § 1 covers a much broader scope of potential misconduct than § 2.36 Though the language of § 1 implies potentially
expansive coverage, the section is only relevant when there is concerted action between separate entities.37 Consequently, courts will not focus on independent business decisions under a § 1 antitrust challenge, and will
instead consider only those actions between two or more entities that “actually threaten[ ] to chill competition.”38
In an effort to reduce § 1 claims against single firms, the Supreme
Court created the single-entity defense in its Copperweld Corp. v. Independence
Tube Corp. decision.39 In 1927, Copperweld purchased Regal Tube from Leer
Siegler.40 Copperweld then made Regal into a wholly owned subsidiary of
its company.41 When one of Leer Siegler’s corporate officers formed Independence Tube to compete within Regal’s market,42 Copperweld and Regal sent
letters to potential Independence customers that said that Copperweld
would take the steps necessary against Independence to protect the trade
32

See id. at § 2 (“Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize,
or combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of
the trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be
deemed guilt of a felony . . . .”).
33
See Copperweld Corp. v. Indep. Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 768 (1984).
34
See 15 U.S.C. § 2.
35
See United States v. Grinnell, 384 U.S. 563, 576 (1966) (holding that Grinnell’s significant hold on the marketplace was enough to be a monopoly power).
36
See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1, 2; see also Standard Oil Co. of N.J. v. United States, 221
U.S. 1, 60 (1911) (holding that the § 1 provision did not define the types of contracts under its authority, so theoretically the classes of acts covered could be “broad
enough to embrace every conceivable contract or combination which could be made
concerning trade or commerce or the subjects of such commerce”).
37
See Barak Orbach, The Durability of Formalism in Antitrust, 100 Iowa L. Rev.
2197, 2211–12 (2015) (establishing the difference between concerted action and
independent action and what is permissible conduct by such entities).
38
Nathaniel Grow, American Needle and the Future of the Single Entity Defense Under
Section One of the Sherman Act, 48 Am. Bus. L.J. 449, 476 (2011).
39
See Copperweld Corp. v. Indep. Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 776–77 (1984).
40
See id. at 755–56.
41
See id. at 756.
42
See id.
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secrets it purchased within the Regal deal.43 Independence subsequently
sued Copperweld and Regal, claiming that the two companies had conspired
together in violation of § 1 of the Sherman Act.44 The Supreme Court held
that the actions of a parent company and its wholly-owned subsidiary must
be viewed as a single enterprise under § 1.45
The reason that the two entities were not considered to be separate was
that the parent and its wholly-owned subsidiary had a “complete unity of
interest.”46 The majority denied the dissent’s opinion that Congress intended § 1 to have a broad reach,47 and determined that Congress limited
§ 1 to concerted conduct only.48 Therefore, a single firm’s decisions are governed under § 2 and are only unlawful when those actions threaten actual
monopoly.49
The distinction between the number of entities described in § 1 and
§ 2, as detailed above, allows for corporations to assert the single-entity defense whenever a § 1 challenge is brought against their allegedly restraining
activity.50 The logic behind keeping a single entity out of § 1 challenges is
that a single entity is technically unable to conspire with itself. In practice
then, the single-entity defense will act as a rule that allows for summary
dismissal at the onset of litigation. Furthermore, the Supreme Court stated
in Copperweld that Congress intentionally left a gap in the § 1 language so
that antitrust challenges could not reach independent businesses.51 The

43

See id. at 756–57.
See id. at 757-58.
45
See id. at 771–73, n. 21 (noting that “substance, not form should determine
whether a[n] . . . entity is capable of conspiring under § 1”).
46
See id. at 771 (asserting that the companies’ “objectives are common, not disparate; their general corporate actions are guided or determined not by two separate
corporate consciousnesses, but one”).
47
See id. at 785 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (“This Court has long recognized that
Congress intended this language to have a broad sweep, reaching any form of combination . . . .”).
48
See id. at 776 (Majority opinion).
49
See id. at 767–69 (noting that “an internal agreement to implement a single,
unitary firm’s policies does not raise the antitrust dangers that § 1 was designed to
police”).
50
See Thomas, supra note 16, at 299.
51
See Copperweld Corp. v. Indep. Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 775 (1984) (“Subjecting a single firm’s every action to judicial scrutiny for reasonableness would
threaten to discourage the competitive enthusiasm that the antitrust laws seek to
promote.”).
44
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Sherman Act leaves a single firm’s potential anticompetitive activities or
decisions free from judicial interference.52
After the Copperweld decision, team sport leagues started to consistently
assert that they were single entities immune from § 1 litigation.53 Courts,
however, had a difficult time determining how exactly these leagues would
fit under a single-entity analysis.54 The issue has necessarily required courts
to do fact-intensive analyses of leagues’ economic relationships, which often
lead to mixed determinations of whether the defense applies.55
B. An Overview of How Courts Handle Team Sport Leagues’ Use
of the Single-Entity Defense
To get a full understanding of how courts determine whether a league
is a single entity, this section will review such cases from the team sports
context. Courts have only ruled a team sport league to be a single entity
once. In Chicago Professional Sports Ltd. v. National Basketball Ass’n,56 the Chicago Bulls sued the National Basketball Association (NBA), claiming that
the NBA’s broadcasting rules and subsequent tax on games broadcasted to a
national audience were a violation of the antitrust laws.57 The Seventh Circuit ruled that in the realm of broadcasting rights the NBA acted more like
a single firm than like independent actors of individual teams.58 The court
noted that each sports league was unique, and that there was no single
formula to determine exactly how a single entity needs to be structured to
receive the Copperweld treatment.59 Furthermore, the court said that a league
could operate as a single entity in one specific area, free from § 1 scrutiny,
but then act more like a joint venture in another area, thus subjecting it to
52

See id. (interpreting the statute as allowing a single firm’s restraints of trade
that do not come from a “contract, combination or conspiracy” even if that anticompetitive conduct is indistinguishable from conduct by two firms that would be
subject to § 1 scrutiny).
53
See Fraser v. Major League Soccer, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 56 (1st Cir. 2002); Chi.
Prof’l Sports Ltd. v. Nat’l Basketball Ass’n, 95 F.3d 593, 597 (7th Cir. 1996); see
also Thomas, supra note 16, at 301.
54
See Thomas, supra note 16, at 301 (noting that courts disagreed whether teams’
cooperation was enough to deem the entire league as a single entity).
55
See, e.g., ]Am. Needle, Inc. v. Nat’l Football League, 560 U.S. 183 (2010);
Fraser, 284 F.3d at 56; Chi. Prof’l Sports Ltd., 95 F.3d at 597.
56
95 F.3d 593 (7th. Cir 1996).
57
See id. at 595.
58
See id. at 600.
59
See id. (noting that each sport league is diverse and it is necessary to ask the
Copperweld question one league at a time, and potentially one facet of each league at
a time, because it is possible to act as a single entity in one area and not in another).
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§ 1 litigation.60 The court’s approach exemplifies that the inquiry into
whether the single-entity defense should apply to a particular league is necessarily fact-intensive and fact-dependent.
The First Circuit also had to determine whether a team sport league
was a single entity in Fraser v. Major League Soccer, L.L.C.61 In this case,
Major League Soccer (MLS) players sued their league, claiming that the
league and its investors violated § 1 of the Sherman Act by agreeing not to
compete for player services.62 The MLS had a unique structure wherein all of
the teams were league-owned, which meant that the league negotiated all
player contracts for the teams and essentially determined where a player
would play.63 The First Circuit was able to dismiss the case on grounds
other than the single-entity defense, so whether the MLS was a single entity
was not a key determinant for the case.64 Nevertheless, the court noted that
the league’s structure was not necessarily that of a single entity because the
league and its investors had potentially diverging interests, such as team
revenues, that dis-incentivized them from colluding.65
The Supreme Court’s decision in American Needle, Inc. v. National Football League is the latest word on team sport leagues’ use of the single-entity
defense.66 In 1963, the National Football League (NFL) teams voted to form
a corporate entity, the National Football League Properties (NFLP), to handle all of the teams’ intellectual-property interests.67 Prior to this agreement, all of the teams had created licenses and marketed trademarks for hats
and jerseys as individual corporations.68 In 2000, the NFLP decided to give
an exclusive license to Reebok to manufacture and sell headwear with NFL
teams’ logos on the merchandise.69 This effectively ended the nonexclusive
rights deals other companies had obtained through the NFLP.70 American
Needle, Inc., was one of the nonexclusive licensees that had a deal with a

60

See id.
284 F.3d 47, 55 (1st Cir. 2002).
62
See id. at 54–55.
63
See id. at 53.
64
See id. at 59.
65
See id. at 57–58 (determining that it was doubtful that MLS could be a single
entity because the “distinct entrepreneurial interests” distinguished the case from
Copperweld’s “complete unity of interest” assessment).
66
560 U.S. 183 (2010).
67
See id. at 186.
68
See id.
69
See id. at 187.
70
See id.
61
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NFL team before Reebok.71 The NFL asserted that the NFLP was acting as a
single entity and therefore was incapable of conspiring under § 1.72
The Court prefaced its decision by saying that in these situations it
must look at how the parties involved in the alleged anticompetitive conduct actually operated and whether that operation was a concerted action.73
The Court noted that while aspects of the NFL, such as game scheduling,
require certain cooperation, that type of cooperation did not justify treating
the league as a single entity in the context of individually-owned intellectual property.74 A unanimous Court held that the NFL teams were unable to
successfully claim a single-entity defense because they were independently
owned and managed businesses with no common objective.75 In actuality,
the teams competed in the intellectual-property market, and, in so doing,
did not share a common interest with the entire league.76 The collective
licensing done by the NFLP subsequently deprived the market of independent decision-makers, which led to less potential competition.77
The cases discussed above mostly deny a league’s single-entity defense
and consequently weaken leagues’ ability to claim the defense. They are also
a step toward facilitating the core purpose of the antitrust laws to foster
competitiveness by recognizing the potential to restrain trade in each
league.78 In the context of sports, athletes often bring antitrust lawsuits
71

See id.
See id. at 187–88. The NFL argued that the NFLP acted as a “single driver”
that pushed teams’ merchandise as a common interest for the entire league. Id. at
198.
73
See id. at 195 (“The relevant inquiry, therefore, is whether there is a ‘contract,
combination . . . or conspiracy’ amongst ‘separate economic actors, pursuing separate economic interests’ such that the agreement ‘deprives the marketplace of independent centers of decision making,’ and therefore of ‘diversity of entrepreneurial
interests’ and thus of actual or potential competition.”) (quoting Copperweld Corp.
v. Indep. Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 769 (1984); Fraser v. Major League Soccer,
L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 57 (1st Cir. 2002)).
74
See id. at 204; see also NCAA v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Okla., 468 U.S. 85
(1984) (deciding a case where the collegiate teams actually sued the NCAA, which
shows that participants, including teams, will sue their league for potential § 1
violations).
75
See Am. Needle, 560 U.S. at 196.
76
See id. at 197; Copperweld, 467 U.S. at 771. It should be noted that the Copperweld standard required that entities needed to have a “complete unity of interest”
to be deemed a single entity not capable of conspiring. Id. at 771.
77
See Am. Needle, 560 U.S. at 197.
78
John A. Fortunato & Jef Richards, Reconciling Sports Sponsorship Exclusivity with
Antitrust, 8 Tex. R. Ent. & Sports L. 33, 35–36 (2007) (noting further that corporate sponsorship exclusivity appears to decrease competition and that antitrust law
could help courts mitigate certain issues).
72
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against their respective leagues in an effort to gain more freedom from
league rules, whether they be economic or based on general policy matters.
C. Comparing Team Sport League Athletes and Non-Team Sport Athletes
When leagues place restraints on their athletes, antitrust law is often
used to help resolve the disputes.79 In order for the leagues’ rules affecting
athletes to be considered valid, the rules have to encourage competition or at
least have a business incentive.80 However, if league rules fall within those
general categories, the league normally has free reign in creating certain
stipulations against players. The following subsections will compare the experience of team sport and non-team-sport athletes in contesting their respective league rules to provide a better view of the avenues available to each
type of athlete.
1. Team Sport Athletes’ Options to Challenge League Rules
In the team sport context, disputes between athletes and leagues often
do not receive antitrust protection because players’ unions represent athletes
and can resolve the players’ grievances without resorting to litigation.81
Moreover, the Supreme Court has long recognized a nonstatutory exemption
from antitrust sanctions for union-employer agreements.82 The exemption
allows for restraints on competition that develop through the collective bargaining process to be immune from antitrust sanctions.83 The Court said in
Brown v. Pro Football, Inc. that exempting the union and employer agreements helps ensure that a meaningful bargaining process can take place be79
See, e.g., Fraser v. Major League Soccer, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 57 (1st Cir.
2002); see also ABA Section of Antitrust Law, Sports and Antitrust Law
74–75 (2014).
80
See ABA Section of Antitrust Law, supra note 79, at 78.
81
See Timothy Bolen, Note, Singled Out: Application and Defense of Antitrust Law
and Single Entity Status to Non-Team Sports, 15 Suffolk J. Trial & App. Advoc. 80,
94 (2010) (noting the difference between team sport leagues and non-team sport
leagues is the players union in team sport leagues that have collective bargaining
agreements with the governing body).
82
See Connell Const. Co., Inc. v. Plumbers & Steamfitters Local Union No. 100,
421 U.S. 616, 622 (1975).
83
See Brown v. Pro Football, Inc., 518 U.S. 231, 237 (1996) (“[T]he implicit
exemption recognizes that, to give effect to federal labor laws and policies and to
allow meaningful collective bargaining to take place, some restraints on competition imposed through the bargaining process must be shielded from antitrust
sanctions.”).
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tween the employee and employer.84 The case Clarett v. National Football
League exemplifies how labor law and antitrust law interact within the sports
world.
In Clarett,85 Maurice Clarett challenged the NFL’s draft eligibility rule,
which requires entrants to be at least three years removed from high school,
by claiming the rule was an unreasonable restraint of trade.86 Clarett’s antitrust claim failed because its remedy fell within the province of labor law.87
The court found that the eligibility rules were “mandatory bargaining subjects.”88 Accordingly, the players’ union and the NFL had to come to an
agreement on the matter through the CBA negotiation process.89 The rule
developed by the NFL and the players union could not be considered a restraint on the marketplace because athletes had a voice in the matter
through the labor process.90
Unions in the professional sports world are different from regular industry unions because athletes have a particular set of skills that do not
translate well to other professions.91 The athletes’ narrow skillset means that
most of the time there are no other legitimate alternatives for similar employment for the athletes, so they are unlikely to outlast a governing body in
a labor dispute.92 Leagues, consequently, often have the upper hand in labor
negotiations.
Just because players have a union does not mean that labor law is their
only legal avenue, however. In response to some disputes, players will often
dissolve their union and then bring an antitrust suit against the league as

84

See id.
Clarett v. Nat’l Football League, 369 F.3d 124 (2d Cir. 2004).
86
See id. at 126.
87
See id. at 143 (“It would disregard those [labor law] policies completely . . . to
allow Clarett to undo what we assume the NFL and its players union regarded as the
most appropriate or expedient means of settling their differences.”).
88
See id. at 139.
89
See id. at 142.
90
See id. at 143 (stating that Clarett’s case was just an employee’s disagreement
with a policy established by the league and the labor union that did not amount to
antitrust violations).
91
See Gabriel Feldman, Antitrust Versus Labor Law in Professional Sports: Balancing
the Scales After Brady v. NFL and Anthony v. NBA, 45 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1221,
1236–37 (2012).
92
See id. (“With no competing league, most players have no legitimate alternative job opportunity and thus, are unlikely to outlast management in a labor dispute.” (quoting Ethan Lock, The Scope of the Labor Exemption in Professional Sports,
1989 Duke L.J. 339, 403 (1989))).
85
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individuals, rather than by using labor laws as a collective group.93 As noted
above, such action likely would not get blocked by the single-entity defense
because the teams composing the league have competing interests. The flexibility of having a players’ union gives athletes in team sports the benefit of
a union while maintaining antitrust law as a safety net.94
2. Non-Team Sport Athletes’ Options to Challenge League Rules
In contrast to team sports leagues, in non-team sports, an athlete’s ability to challenge league rules is limited by both labor law and antitrust law.95
There is often no union representation for the athletes, which means there is
no CBA between the athletes and the leagues that allows for negotiation on
rules implemented by the league, nor is there a labor law resolution. Instead,
the athletes are independent contractors participating in the league, not employees of the league like team sport athletes.96 Independent contractors
contract to do work on their own accord, and their employer has no control
over how that work is performed.97 Comparatively, an athlete who is an
employee of a team sport league is bound by the union’s CBA and must
adhere to those employment agreements.98 With no CBA for non-team sport
athletes, athletes theoretically could bring § 1 challenges against leagues
because there is no nonstatutory exemption.99 This means that before the
93

See Brady v. Nat’l Football League, 644 F.3d 661, 663 (8th Cir. 2011); Powell
v. Nat’l Football League, 764 F. Supp. 1351, 1354 (D. Minn. 1991).
94
See Feldman, supra note 91, at 1259–60 (noting that when there is no conflict
between labor law and antitrust law, then antitrust law should be given its full
effect to govern).
95
See Bolen, supra note 81, at 94; Copperweld Corp. v. Indep. Tube Corp., 467
U.S. 752, 771 (1984).
96
See Matthew J. Mitten & Timothy Davis, Athlete Eligibility Requirements and
Legal Protection of Sports Participation Opportunities, 8 Va. Sports & Ent. L.J. 71,
100–01 (2008); Jeré Longman, Nick Symmonds, a Sidelined Track Star, Continues to
Break From the Pack, N.Y. Times, Aug. 14, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/
08/15/sports/olympics/nick-symmonds-a-sidelined-track-star-continues-to-breakfrom-the-pack.html?_r=0, {https://perma.cc/R69K-998U} (noting that “[a]thletes
are not unionized, are not governed by a collective bargaining agreement and perform as independent contractors”).
97
See Russel v. Torch Club, 97 A.2d 196, 197 (Hudson Cty. Ct. 1953).
98
See Mitten, supra note 96, at 104.
99
See id. at 110 (Stating that because individual athletes are not employees of a
league, they have no union to collectively bargain on their behalf); Feldman, supra
note 91, at 1238 (describing how the collective bargaining agreement between players and leagues effectively eliminates antitrust litigation because of the nonstatutory
exemption).
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single-entity defense was implemented, an athlete’s antitrust claim would be
heard without first having to determine how the league was structured.100
For example, Deesen v. Professional Golfers’ Ass’n involved an independent athlete challenging golf’s governing body’s eligibility policy.101 Deesen
was decided eighteen years before the Copperweld decision. In the case, Herbert Deesen challenged the Professional Golfer’s Association’s (PGA) regulation that governed athletes’ eligibility for PGA-sponsored tournaments as a
restraint and boycott in violation of § 1.102
The Ninth Circuit held that these rules were not put in place to destroy competition, but rather to foster it by maintaining high-quality competition.103 In the court’s analysis, there was only a small discussion of what
the PGA was and not how the entity was structured as a business.104 The
court instead focused on the eligibility rule at issue.105 The court’s focus on
the issue allowed it to determine that the league’s rule was reasonably tailored to promote competition, meaning that Deesen’s claim did not amount
to a § 1 violation.106 After the Copperweld decision, non-team sport governing bodies sought to use the single-entity defense as a way to immunize
themselves from antitrust actions. The results of the defense have been
mixed, much like the results seen when team sport leagues attempt to use
the defense.
The Supreme Court’s decision in Copperweld established a defense that
significantly affected how the courts view antitrust litigation. The Court’s
determination that corporations that have a “complete unity of interest”
cannot be subject to § 1 scrutiny opened the door for a variety of businesses
to seek § 1 immunity, including team sport leagues. While the American
Needle decision altered how the single-entity defense is utilized by team
sports, there are still questions about how the defense should apply to nonteam sport leagues.
100

See Deesen v. Prof’l Golfers’ Ass’n, 358 F.2d 165 (9th Cir. 1966).
See id.
102
See id. at 166.
103
See id. at 170 (“The means PGA has chosen to accomplish this purpose also
appear to be reasonable insofar as this record reveals, having in view the national
scope of the activity and the practical problems which had to be met. . . . Deesen
did not establish a violation of section 1 of the Sherman Act.”).
104
See id. at 166. The court only gives information that the PGA is an association of 4,300 golfers and that it sponsors all of the professional golf tournaments in
the United States.
105
See id. at 167–68. The court dedicates about five paragraphs to describing the
rule that the PGA implements for eligibility purposes and what the exact issue with
that rule is.
106
See id. at 170.
101
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III. Implementing the Single-Entity Defense in a
Non-Team Sport Context

The number of cases where the single-entity defense has been discussed
for non-team sport leagues is small. Further, the number of articles analyzing the defense’s use in this area is overshadowed by articles written about
team sports’ use of the defense.107 Non-team sports pose several problems for
judicial analysis as their league structures can vary and their legal problems
are often different than those of team sports.108 These factors, along with the
necessity of a fact-intensive analysis, have caused courts to struggle with
properly defining whether these governing bodies are single entities. While
some courts note that they have historically subjected sports leagues to § 1
scrutiny,109 those decisions have mostly been made in team sport cases.110 This
section will discuss how courts have analyzed the single-entity defense as
applied to non-team sport leagues. It will then review scholars’ opinions on
how the defense has become flawed. Finally, it will show how the law has
moved slightly away from using the defense by implementing other dismissal tools.
A. The Single-Entity Defense Applied to Non-Team Sport Leagues
When assessing whether a non-team sport league is a single entity,
courts will still implement a fact-intensive analysis of whether there is independent economic decision-making. The Second Circuit determined that
there was no independent decision-making in Volvo North America Corp. v.
Men’s International Professional Tennis Council, which lead to holding that the
single-entity defense did not apply.111 The Men’s International Professional
107

See Thomas, supra note 16, at 297.
See id. at 307–08 (suggesting that the structures of non-team sport leagues are
not well known, which makes courts hesitant on how to apply antitrust law to
them).
109
See Chi. Prof’l Sports Ltd. P’ship v. Nat’l Basketball Ass’n, 95 F.3d 593, 599
(7th Cir. 1996) (noting that courts have preferred to treat professional sports as joint
ventures rather than as single firms).
110
See, e.g., Sullivan v. Nat’l Football League, 34 F.3d 1091 (1st Cir. 1994); N.
Am. Soccer League v. Nat’l Football League, 670 F.2d 1249 (2d Cir. 1982); Smith
v. Pro Football, Inc., 593 F.2d 1173, 1179 (D.C. Cir. 1978). Each one of the challenged leagues is a team sport.
111
See, e.g., Volvo N. Am. Corp. v. Men’s Int’l Prof’l Tennis Council, 857 F.2d
55, 71 (2d. Cir. 1988) (noting that the Men’s International Professional Tennis
Council was made up of several different entities, which ultimately led to holding it
susceptible to § 1 scrutiny).
108
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Tennis Council (MIPTC) was a governing body for professional tennis that
scheduled and presided over tournaments for Grand Prix tennis events.112
Volvo had been a sponsor for some of these tournaments for several years
before the litigation.113
Volvo and three other plaintiffs brought multiple claims of antitrust
violations against MIPTC, stating that the restrictions MIPTC implemented
limited their ability to compete with MIPTC-sanctioned events.114 Before
analyzing the § 1 claim, the court first established that there must be an
agreement between two or more persons for the claim to fall under § 1
liability.115 The court held that even though it is impossible to conspire
with oneself, the MIPTC was not making singular decisions.116 The MIPTC
was an association that consisted of other tennis associations, tournament
owners, and professional tennis players.117 These connections meant that the
MIPTC was acting more as a joint venture rather than a single entity and
subsequently could violate § 1.118
A similar decision was made in Deutscher Tennis Bund v. ATP Tour,
Inc.119 The Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) ran a tour, comprised
of various tournaments, for professional men and women tennis players.120
The plaintiffs in this case produced and managed tournaments as part of the
ATP Tour.121 When the ATP created its Brave New World plan for tennis
tournaments, it demoted the plaintiff’s tournaments to tier II tournaments,
making them less attractive to players.122 The plaintiffs claimed that the
defendants had violated § 1 of the Sherman Act by conspiring to control the
best tennis players and creating a mandatory class of tennis tournaments.123
112

See id. at 58.
See id. at 59.
114
See id. at 60–62.
115
See id. at 70 (“An agreement between two or more persons is fundamental to
any § 1 claim.”).
116
See id. at 71.
117
See id. (noting that joint ventures, like sports leagues, can violate § 1 and
therefore, appellants had adequately shown that there was a “contract, combination,
or conspiracy”).
118
See id. (deciding that because there were multiple actors coming together to
create these tournaments, the plaintiff in the case had adequately claimed that the
element of a contract, combination, or conspiracy existed).
119
Deutscher Tennis Bund v. ATP Tour, Inc., 610 F.3d 820 (3d Cir. 2009).
120
See id. at 824–25.
121
See id. at 826–27 (The Brave New World plan reorganized the ATP tour in
an effort to boost the tour’s popularity). Id. at 824.
122
See id. at 827.
123
See id.
113
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The court ultimately decided that the plaintiffs could not prevail on a
§ 1 violation because they did not establish a relevant market.124 However,
the court still commented on whether ATP was a single entity. ATP contended that its decisions were internal and therefore did not fall under § 1
scrutiny.125 The court determined that the agreements between all of ATP’s
tournament members could have led to less competition in the market because the individual tennis tournaments normally competed over the player
talent featured in the competitions.126 Accordingly, any agreement between
the ATP tournament members could have been subject to § 1 scrutiny.127
In contrast to these decisions, the Fourth Circuit held that the PGA
was a single entity in Seabury Management, Inc. v. Professional Golfers’ Ass’n of
America.128 In 1989, Seabury entered into a five-year contract with the MidAtlantic Section of Professional Golfers’ Association (MAPGA) that allowed
Seabury to run a golf trade show under MAPGA sponsorship.129 After having some difficulties in hosting a show within MAPGA’s regional section,
the PGA ordered MAPGA to pull its sponsorship contract with Seabury.130
Seabury brought several claims against the PGA and the MAPGA, including a restraint of trade claim in violation of § 1 of the Sherman Act.131 After
an examination of the relationship between the PGA and the MAPGA, the
court found that the two were acting as a single entity.132
The court reasoned that even though Copperweld did not decide whether
a parent corporation can conspire with an affiliate, there had been cases
where related entities are not capable of conspiring together.133 The court
affirmed the lower court’s reasoning that the PGA and the MAPGA operated more like a single unit and were unable to conspire in violation of the
124

See id. at 828.
See id. at 835–37. ATP alleged that because each of its members relied upon
each other to create a common product in a tennis tour, the members had always
cooperated to produce a tour and never competed against one another. Id. at 835.
126
See id. at 837.
127
See id. (“The record in this case indicates that the individual tennis tournaments traditionally compete for player talent. An agreement restricting this competition should not necessarily be immune from § 1 scrutiny merely because the
tournaments cooperate in various aspects of producing the ATP Tour.”).
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Seabury Mgmt., Inc. v. Prof’l Golfers’ Ass’n of Am., Inc., No. 94-1814, 1995
WL 241379 (4th Cir. Apr. 26, 1995).
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See id. at *1.
130
See id.
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See id. at *1–2.
132
See id. at *3.
133
See id. at *2 (citing Oksanen v. Page Memorial Hosp., 945 F.2d 696, 703–05
(4th Cir. 1991)).
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antitrust laws.134 The fact that each of the MAPGA’s decisions had to be
approved by the PGA showed the court that this type of relationship fell
under the Copperweld rule.135 These three cases are the extent of the singleentity defense jurisprudence and have their own specific issues, not including the athlete-against-league scenario.136
Even though courts have not answered the single-entity defense question to the athlete-against-league scenario, they have addressed the employee-against-employer problem in similar contexts.137 In Bolt v. Halifax
Hospital Medical Center, the Eleventh Circuit held that it was legally possible
for a hospital and its medical staff to conspire with each other in the context
of awarding physicians staff privileges, thus opening the hospital up to § 1
scrutiny.138 The court determined that because each staff member could have
potentially competed with other staff physicians, the doctors were considered separate economic entities.139
The court did not find a basis for holding that a hospital and its staff
were analogous to a corporation and its officers, which cannot conspire as a
matter of law.140 Nevertheless, even though there was a theoretical possibility for the hospital and staff to conspire, the plaintiff still needed to prove
that conspiratorial acts were taken.141 The reasoning stands that although a
corporation is vulnerable to § 1 litigation, the corporation is not automati134
See id. at *3 (agreeing with the district court that the PGA and its members
“functioned as a single economic unit,” and that the PGA had ultimate authority
over other sections’ actions (citing Seabury Mgmt., Inc. v. Prof’l Golfers’ Ass’n of
Am., 878 F. Supp. 771, 777 (D. Md. 1994)).
135
See Seabury, 878 F. Supp. at 778.
136
See id.; Deutscher Tennis Bund v. ATP Tour, Inc., 610 F.3d 820, 828 (3d
Cir. 2009); Volvo N. Am. Corp. v. Men’s Int’l Prof’l Tennis Council, 857 F.2d 55,
71 (2d. Cir. 1988).
137
See Bolt v. Halifax Hosp. Med. Ctr., 891 F.2d 810, 813 (11th Cir. 1990).
138
See id. at 814, 819.
139
See id. at 819 (“We perceive no basis, however, for holding that the members
of a medical staff are legally incapable of conspiring with one another. Each member
practices medicine in his individual capacity; each is a separate economic entity
potentially in competition with other physicians.”).
140
See id. (“A hospital and the members of its medical staff, in contrast [to corporations and their agents], are legally separate entities, and consequently no similar
danger exists that what is in fact unilateral activity will be bootstrapped into a
‘conspiracy.’ ”). But see Weiss v. York Hosp., 745 F.2d 786, 817 (3d Cir. 1984)
(holding that hospital staff members acted like an officer to a corporation because
they could “make staff privilege decisions on behalf of the hospital.”). Further, the
court noted that even though staff members had independent economic interests,
the staff as an entity did not have an interest in competing with the hospital. Id.
141
See Bolt, 891 F.2d at 819 (“That the members of the committees could conspire with each other and with their hospital does not mean, however, that every
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cally found guilty upon determination that it is able to conspire. With that
said, a single instance where the single-entity defense failed is not dispositive of all the issues that surround the defense’s use. It is necessary then to
consider how these issues may be resolved before the issue fully presents
itself. Before trying to analyze how the single-entity defense applies to nonteam sports leagues, the Note will give an overview of the current state of
the defense.
B. Has the Single-Entity Defense Become Hopelessly Flawed?
The single-entity defense has been in place for thirty-one years. During
that time span, the use of the defense has not come without its difficulties or
critiques by some scholars.142 For example, Cleveland State University Professor Chris Sagers argues that the single-entity defense is really an unneeded obstacle in antitrust litigation.143
Professor Sagers’s argument is that while the defense provides a way for
a defendant to receive an early dismissal, antitrust is already abundant with
quick-removal practices, making an additional avenue for removal unnecessary.144 There is also the idea that the single-entity defense will protect individual firms from frivolous lawsuits, but Professor Sagers offers a contrary
argument that frivolous suits would likely be dismissed on the merits alone
or not brought at all.145 Furthermore, because the single-entity defense is a
difficult issue to resolve, the legal process slows down in order to conduct
discovery for the sole issue of whether a league is a single entity.146 Then,
after a court determines whether the case should continue or not, parties will
start additional discovery on the actual antitrust issue, which is a burdensome process in itself.147 However, if a court decides to grant summary judgaction taken by the committees and hospital satisfies the contract, combination, or
conspiracy requirement of section 1 of the Sherman Act.”).
142
See Sagers, supra note 23, at 378 (claiming that the decision made in Copperweld now seems more regrettable than ever before).
143
See id. at 378.
144
See id. at 378 n.7 (listing several ways in which an antitrust suit can get
thrown out at the early stages of litigation, such as the Twombly pleading standard
and statutory exemptions for some industries).
145
See id. at 379.
146
See Am. Needle, Inc. v. Nat’l Football League, 538 F.3d 736, 739 (7th Cir.
2008), rev’d, 560 U.S. 183 (2010) (noting that the only discovery done before summary judgment was to determine if the NFL qualified as a single entity).
147
See id.; see also Gabriel Feldman, The Puzzling Persistence of the Single Entity
Argument for Sports Leagues: American Needle and the Supreme Court’s Opportunity to Reject
a Flawed Defense, 2009 Wis. L. Rev. 835, 901 (2009).
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ment to a league on the single entity issue, then no discovery is performed
for the actual antitrust issue at all.148 Therefore, the single-entity defense
either unnecessarily lengthens an already-grueling litigation process, or the
defense prematurely ends a case before adequate discovery for the anticompetitive practice is even started.
Moving forward, scholars claim that Copperweld only answered a very
narrow question of antitrust law––whether a parent company and whollyowned subsidiary were a single entity––but gave no consideration to the fact
that other cases can become much more complex.149 Lower courts have used
the Copperweld opinion in various ways to try to distinguish between what
concerted action is and what unilateral action is.150 Courts have created multiple types of judicial tests because the criteria for determination of a single
entity is general and various.151 For instance, courts have examined whether
businesses had complete ownership, majority ownership, or potential for
competition, along with many other tests, to answer the singular question of
whether the challenged agreement was “fraught with anticompetitive
risk.”152 Further, the courts have diverged from each other on how to properly apply the single-entity defense to the point that there is no consistency,
and the defense has evolved into an expensive precursor to litigation rather
than being a way to filter meritless claims.153 Even with the observed
problems from scholars, the single-entity defense still plays a key role in
antitrust, but the Supreme Court has started to whittle away at its
expansiveness.
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See Am. Needle, 538 F.3d at 739; see also Feldman, supra note 147, at 894.
See Copperweld Inc. v. Indep. Tube, Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 755 (1984); Sagers,
supra note 23, at 386.
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See O’Bannon v. NCAA, No. C 09–1967 CW, 2010 WL 445190, at *3
(N.D. Cal. Feb. 8, 2010) (holding that a former collegiate athlete had plead sufficient facts to show a potential conspiracy between the NCAA and its members by
showing that the NCAA member presumably abided by its bylaws); Feldman, supra
note 147, at 855.
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See Sagers, supra note 23, at 390–93 (discussing the flaws in the Second Circuit’s decision in American Needle and other cases where each decision showed nothing more than “empirically unsupported and theoretically unbounded hunches”).
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See Feldman, supra note 147, at 855.
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See Judd E. Stone & Joshua D. Wright, Antitrust Formalism Is Dead! Long Live
Antitrust Formalism! Some Implications of American Needle v. NFL, 2010 Cato Sup. Ct.
Rev. 369, 400 (2010).
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C. Narrowing the Broad Copperweld Decision

In the past couple of years, Supreme Court decisions have started to
narrow Copperweld, perhaps because of the defense’s ambiguous criteria.154
Professor Gabriel Feldman has argued that because of the complexity of single-entity defense problems, the courts should focus on simplifying the resolution to § 1 cases.155 The Supreme Court’s decision in American Needle
seems to have mitigated some of those issues.156 For example, the decision
narrowed the number of businesses that could receive Copperweld protection.157 Under American Needle, it is necessary that there be complete ownership from a single firm for there to be a unitary economic interest.158
In addition to the American Needle decision, the single-entity defense’s
use was further limited by Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly because a plaintiff
who wants to challenge ordinary business decisions through antitrust law
must allege a plausible claim of anticompetitive effects from such a practice.159 In effect, Twombly acts as a substitute to the single-entity defense’s
job of filtering out meritless claims. Twombly, however, provides for a better
gatekeeping procedure than the single-entity defense because its dismissal
occurs early at the pleading stage of litigation, compared to the necessary
discovery stage for the single-entity defense. Because of these implementations, the single-entity defense is not as robust as it once was but is still a
tool in antitrust litigation.
Even with the significant changes to antitrust litigation, the singleentity defense serves a purpose in certain circumstances. The Court in American Needle said that there may be times where the league collectively owns a
piece of intellectual property that could be used in commerce without facing
§ 1 scrutiny.160 Nevertheless, how courts analyze the single-entity defense
154

See Am. Needle, Inc. v. Nat’l Football League, 560 U.S. 183, 183 (2010);
Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 544 (2007); see also Stone, supra note
153, at 395, 405 (noting that Copperweld was narrowed by American Needle by requiring full common ownership to obtain single-entity status and by Twombly).
155
See Feldman, supra note 147, at 902, 915–16.
156
See Am. Needle, 560 U.S. at 191 (noting that the Court favors functional considerations of how the parties in the alleged anticompetitive conduct actually operate); Stone, supra note 153, at 394–98 (analyzing all of the implications that the
American Needle decision has on how antitrust litigation will proceed after the case).
157
See Stone, supra note 153, at 400.
158
See id. at 395.
159
See Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 548 (2007) (changing the
pleading standard of antitrust complaints by requiring complaints, taken as true, to
show that an actual agreement was made).
160
See Am. Needle, 560 U.S. at 198.
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has changed. The decision in American Needle shifted the focus from asking
whether separate entities seem like one firm to asking whether there are
independent decision-makers acting together to foreclose competition. This
shift is likely to narrow the types of issues and cases moving forward in
antitrust litigation. With that being said, lower courts have not performed
an in-depth analysis concerning whether the single-entity defense applies to
non-team sport leagues, and, it is unclear how American Needle will affect
these unique governing bodies.161
The single-entity defense has been used sparingly by non-team sport
governing bodies with inconsistent results. Because not every non-team
sport governing body is structured similarly to team sport leagues, applying
the defense categorically to every issue is not an option. While the Supreme
Court has narrowed the defense slightly, it is still unclear how this controversial defense should be applied to the league-athlete relationship.
IV. Proposal to Narrowly Tailor the Single-Entity Defense
for Non-Team Sports
The single-entity defense was created in a very narrow Copperweld holding and focused solely on the potential harm that concerted action would
have on competitors to the alleged conspiring firms.162 The decision does
not provide an adequate basis for distinguishing between a § 1 violation and
a § 2 violation. The Court only concerned itself with Congress’s intent to
exclude unilateral conduct from § 1 scrutiny but never provided a definition
for what exactly concerted action would look like.163 Simply stating that a
parent company and its wholly owned subsidiary could not be subject to § 1
scrutiny because they had a “complete unity of interest” does not give adequate insight into how courts should handle § 1 litigation. Cases such as
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp.164 provide for a more
clear analysis on what would justify § 1 scrutiny.165 Because the Copperweld
decision failed at being a filter to meritless claims, it is necessary to recon161

See Thomas, supra note 16, at 312.
See Copperweld Inc. v. Indep. Tube, Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 778 (1984) (focusing on how a single firm’s anticompetitive decision or action would affect a competitor, but did not consider the broad implications of antitrust law).
163
See id. at 775 (noting that the plain language of the Sherman Act shows that
courts should accord a difference between unilateral and concerted action).
164
475 U.S. 574 (1986).
165
See id. at 575 (noting that a plaintiff must show evidence that tends to show
the alleged conspirators did not act independently, focusing the court’s attention on
the allegedly unlawful activity, which is more helpful than determining if there is a
common interest).
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sider the scope of the single-entity defense. This section aims to explain the
difficult position non-team sport athletes are placed in, argue why the single-entity defense is unnecessary in this area of sports, exemplify how nonteam sport athletes are treated unfairly in comparison to team sport athletes,
and finally offer a potential solution to the problem.
Oftentimes in sports, antitrust law extends beyond considering the potential effect that conspiracies have on competing firms and is instead used
to protect athletes from the anticompetitive practices of the league.166 In
other words, instead of a running company, like Asics, challenging the
USATF’s sponsorship policies, the athletes can utilize antitrust laws for their
own benefit. However, with no clear answer as to how the single-entity
defense applies to non-team sport leagues, it is possible that these athletes’
rights could be barred from antitrust protection.
A. The Single Entity Defense Provides an Unfair Roadblock to Non-Team
Sport Athletes’ Legitimate Claims
As exemplified by the situation between USATF and its athletes, nonteam sport leagues can create anticompetitive rules that ultimately injure
their athletes.167 A decision that may seem harmless on its face in actuality
causes a league’s athletes to suffer financially to the point that they can no
longer feasibly pursue their careers. This situation could theoretically evolve
into a potential lawsuit brought by either a single athlete or a number of
athletes. This section will outline the complexities of the single-entity analysis as well as explain why the defense is unfair to non-team sport athletes.
In the hypothetical track and field lawsuit, USATF could be immune
from an antitrust claim because it made its rule as a “single entity” and thus
did not conspire with another corporation. A court would necessarily have to
analyze the league’s structure to verify the league’s claim. What makes this
analysis difficult is USATF’s league structure could be considered as a single
entity or not depending on which area of the organization is analyzed.
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See, e.g., Brady v. Nat’l Football League, 644 F.3d 661, 663 (8th Cir. 2011);
Deesen v. Prof’l Golfers’ Ass’n, 358 F.2d 165, 166 (9th Cir. 1966) (exemplifying
that anticompetitive challenges do not only come from competitors in the marketplace, but can come within an organization by its employees).
167
See Layden, supra note 11 (noting that USATF’s Statement is met with natural
resistance from athletes because it requires non-Nike athletes to wear Nike equipment to their financial detriment).
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USATF’s main governing body consists of one board of directors.168
The not-for-profit organization establishes grassroots programs, selects and
manages the USA national team, and establishes the rules and regulations
for the sport.169 Furthermore, the organization runs the USATF Championship Series, which is a series of track and field meets sponsored by various
companies.170 USATF also has fifty-seven associations around the country,
each with multiple running clubs.171 These constituencies choose officers,
members, and delegates who represent the associations at the USATF’s Annual Meeting.172 There are more than 126,000 members and close to 3,500
running clubs under USATF.173 What makes the single-entity determination difficult is that, as in Seabury, USATF mirrors how the PGA and its
affiliates were structured by having one final decision maker,174 but it also
has a similarity to how the tennis associations worked with the individual
tennis-tournament planners in Volvo and Deustcher.175 Because of the league’s
ambiguous structure, it could be difficult for a court to decide what capacity
the league operates in regards to the creation of the Statement.
USATF claims that its Statement has been in place for a long period of
time and is a common practice overall within the sport.176 This would seemingly show that USATF was adhering to protocol and was neither creating a
conspiracy with Nike or Nike athletes, nor contracting with Nike to restrain
168

See Board of Directors, USATF, http://www.usatf.org/About/Committees/
Board-of-Directors.aspx, {https://perma.cc/AL9G-78A4} (last visited Sept. 28,
2015).
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See About USATF, USATF, http://www.usatf.org/About.aspx, {https://perma
.cc/HVL8-XWL3} (last visited Oct. 25, 2015).
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See USATF Championship Series - Outdoor, USATF, https://www.usatf.org/
Events—-Calendar/2015/Home/2015-USATF-Outdoor-Championship-Series.aspx,
{https://perma.cc/X9VF-F6UQ} (last visited Oct. 25, 2015).
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See About USATF, supra note 169.
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See Nick Weldon, USATF Versus Its Critics: Who’s Off Track?, Runner’s
World, http://www.runnersworld.com/general-interest/usatf-vs-critics-whos-offtrack, {https://perma.cc/N4EE-DMH8} (last visited Feb. 7, 2015) .
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See id.
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See Seabury Mgmt., Inc. v. Prof’l Golfers’ Ass’n of Am., 878 F. Supp. 771,
777 (D. Md. 1994) (noting that the PGA had ultimate authority over its individual
sections actions), aff’d in part, rev’d in part by U.S. v. Florea, 52 F.3d 322 (4th Cir.
1995).
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See Volvo N. Am. Corp. v. Men’s Int’l Prof’l Tennis Council, 857 F.2d 55, 71
(2d Cir. 1988); Deutscher Tennis Bund v. ATP Tour, Inc., 610 F.3d 820, 837 (3d
Cir. 2010).
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See Statement from USATF Regarding Nick Symmonds, USATF, http://www.usatf
.org/About/Statements/Nick-Symmonds.aspx, {https://perma.cc/NNU4-Z5RZ}
(last visited Oct. 27, 2015).
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trade. However, the contract between USATF and its athletes via the Statement has resulted in a restraint of trade, whether intentional or not. That
contract has caused anticompetitive actions by both USATF and Nike in
enforcing the Statement that at least raises an antitrust question. USATF’s
unilateral structure combined with its strict, anticompetitive practices make
it unclear whether such a decision should result in § 1 scrutiny. What
makes the uncertainty more unsettling is that non-team sport athletes may
never be able to have their complaints heard in court.
The non-team-sport athlete does not benefit from having a labor relationship with his or her league through an athletes’ union. With no labor
union, the only voice an athlete has with the governing body is informal and
would only be taken as suggestive rather than instrumental.177 Without a
union, then, athletes do not have the option to challenge league rules
through labor law.178 Because there are no athletes’ unions for non-team
sport leagues, these leagues are theoretically more susceptible to antitrust
scrutiny.179 While this would be beneficial to non-team-sport athletes who
cannot take advantage of labor laws, the antitrust legal avenue can be
blocked by the single-entity defense, leaving the athletes with almost zero
options to settle their grievances.180 Instead of exempting a non-team sport
league with a broad single-entity defense, the courts need to create a policy
that makes the league susceptible to antitrust lawsuits in specific areas of
league activity and decision-making to limit the chances of athletes being
taken advantage of.
If non-team sport leagues establish a defense to antitrust suits because
they are a “single entity,” then questions of whether league actions against
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See id. (noting leagues such as the NFL, NBA, NHL, and MLB form collective
bargaining agreements with their athletes “that dictate the terms and conditions of
employment for the athletes” and no such agreement is present for athletes and
non-team sport leagues).
178
See Feldman, supra note 91, at 1225 (“A basic tenet of labor law holds that
employees have a right to choose not to be represented by a union and to refrain
from collective bargaining. If employees choose to forego collective bargaining and
opt to negotiate and compete for employment opportunities individually, antitrust—and not labor law—applies.”).
179
See Thomas, supra note 16, at 307 (“There are no collective bargaining relationships between athletes and any of the governing bodies of non-team sports. As a
result, they are more vulnerable to Section One challenges.”).
180
See id. (noting that, despite American Needle, non-team sport leagues have not
given up the single-entity defense and opining that the leagues should not give it
up).
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athletes create an illegal restraint of trade would go unanswered.181 The
broad power would leave athletes vulnerable to unfair practices because the
non-team sport leagues would not be held accountable by any outside party.
Leagues could ostensibly hide behind internal league decisions, when in reality those choices could be in pursuit of an anticompetitive prerogative.
With the single-entity defense acting as a pretrial roadblock to certain cases,
it is unclear what practices actually rise to the level of anti-competitiveness
that society would not tolerate. The courts’ application of the single-entity
defense is unjustifiably ambiguous when it is being used in the non-team
sport context. Without a legal intervention to correct the ambiguity and
haphazard approach to the single-entity defense, athletes will enter into
costly litigation blind to whether there is a legal remedy to the unfair treatment they are receiving.
B. The Single-Entity Defense is Too Unwieldly to Serve as a Fair Dismissal
for Non-Team Sport Athletes
The current state of the single-entity defense creates a multitude of
issues as to how the defense should apply to non-team sport leagues.182 First,
Copperweld was a narrow holding that focused on a parent company and its
wholly-owned subsidiary and did not consider other potential business
structures. Second, courts have avoided giving an absolute judgment on
non-team sport leagues’ use of the defense.183 Third, the American Needle
decision is not analogous to non-team sport leagues because the different
structures between leagues suggest that non-team sport leagues cannot invoke the single-entity defense. Furthermore, determining if a business is a
single entity is a complex legal issue that distracts from the actual issues of
the case.184 The single-entity defense was once a way for courts to quickly
dismiss cases, and now it has turned into a heavily litigated precursor to
antitrust litigation.185 Courts spend a significant amount of time devoted to
181
See Stone, supra note 153, at 378 (noting that the single-entity defense is an
early dismissal for antitrust litigation).
182
See Thomas, supra note 16, at 297 (“At first glance, it may seem that singleentity status is available for non-team sports because these sports do not require
cooperation among economic competitors. However, issues unique to non-team
sports, such as joint ventures and sponsorships for tournaments, complicate the
issue.”).
183
See Thomas, supra note 16, at 297.
184
See Sagers, supra note 23, at 388 n.44.
185
See Stone, supra note 153, at 400 (noting that when courts diverged from each
other on how to properly apply Copperweld, the value of the defense as an inexpensive
dismissal of meritless claims declined).
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determining if the defense should be applied to the particular situation in
front of them.186 Before Copperweld, courts actually discussed the anticompetitive issue alleged by an athlete, rather than wasting litigation time on a
league’s structure.187 The task of analyzing a league’s structure is not easy
because the complex intricacies involved with business structures and relationships only add to the already difficult assignment of determining
whether a business is a single entity.188 As was noted in American Needle,
there are situations where a firm may be acting unilaterally and other circumstances where it is acting in a concerted fashion.189 These ambiguous
situations can blur the lines of what exactly a single entity looks like.
For example, USATF is comprised of fifty-seven associations across the
country,190 has six different divisions each with multiple committees pertaining to different races and teams, produces several track meets in its
championship series, and develops the national team.191 With so many operations being run by “one” organization, at least in name, it is a difficult
decision whether it should be considered a single entity. A court making the
final decision faces a daunting challenge because independent decisions
within a single organization are generally treated as an action done to maximize profits, not to conspire.
At first glance, it seems that USATF would be considered a single
entity because it makes the sole decisions on rules in the sport, sponsors
events, and develops Team USA. However, definitively calling the league a
single entity becomes more problematic when other actors, such as athletes,
running clubs, and sponsors, are added into the business structure.192 The
line determining which part of the organization constitutes the firm and
186

See, e.g., Fraser v. Major League Soccer, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 55–59 (1st Cir.
2002); Chi. Prof’l Sports Ltd. v. Nat’l Basketball Ass’n, 95 F.3d 593, 596–601 (7th
Cir. 1996).
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See Deesen v. Prof’l Golfers’ Ass’n, 358 F.2d 165, 166–68 (9th Cir. 1966).
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variety of business structures and relationships, such as, “complete common ownership, majority ownership, [and] potential for competition” among many more to
differentiate unilateral and concerted action).
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See Am. Needle, Inc. v. Nat’l Football League, 560 U.S. 183, 202 (2010).
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See About USATF, supra note 169.
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www.usatf.org/About/Committees.aspx, {https://perma.cc/JL4A-8HUX} (last visited Oct. 28, 2015).
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See id.; Am. Needle, 560 U.S. at 200 (noting that even though the NFLP was a
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the organization. See also About USATF, supra note 169.
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which part is a separate actor is much hazier. It is unclear what role each
participant actually has in the functioning of the league, leaving the status
of the league as a single entity in question.
Nevertheless, even with the difficulties that the single-entity defense
presents in its application to sports leagues, the American Needle decision did
not completely rule out that non-team sport leagues could obtain singleentity immunity from § 1 scrutiny.193 Rather, the Court only focused on the
case in front of it.194 In other words, the Court did not broadly strike down
the use of the defense in all sports-related litigation. In fact, Professor Nathaniel Grow argues that the defense still is promising for non-team sport
leagues despite how American Needle was decided.195 It is likely that these
types of leagues will continue to assert the defense because the outcome may
be favorable to the leagues’ questionable actions. If leagues are broadly
granted the defense, then courts would have to determine on a case-by-case
basis whether a league is a single entity based on how a particular league is
structured, which is a complex process. If courts were to concretely decide
that non-team sport leagues can use the single-entity defense for the athleteleague relationship, then extending such a broad immunity would create
substantial policy issues in terms of athletes’ rights. For instance, athletes
could have to give up their careers because league rules restrict the potential
compensation an athlete can receive.196 Furthermore, the current state of
antitrust law creates ambiguity for whether non-team sport athletes can be
protected by antitrust law that is not present in the team sport context.
C. The Different Worlds of Non-Team and Team Sport Athletes
in Antitrust Law
As noted above, non-team sport athletes have very limited options
when it comes to challenging league rules and policies. Team sport athletes
are much more fortunate. In the realm of team sport leagues, leagues have a
193
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See Woods, supra note 10 (noting that athletes give up their dreams because
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non-statutory exemption from antitrust suits when it comes to issues with
their athletes because those disputes are generally governed through labor
law. The Supreme Court created the non-statutory exemption to ensure that
meaningful bargaining between the league and its athletes could be accomplished without fear of an antitrust lawsuit looming overhead.197 In effect,
the balance theoretically not only allows for the athletes in team sport
leagues to have a voice in league rules through collective bargaining, but
also to have the option to bring an antitrust suit against the leagues by
dissolving their union.198
As American Needle points out, team sport leagues are not generally
considered to be single entities because of the multiple independent teams
that make up the league.199 These leagues cannot utilize the single-entity
defense because the teams are all in competition with one another for ticket
sales, merchandise sales, and even players, which leaves the door open to
antitrust litigation for athletes when a union is dissolved. In fact, team
sports leagues have been subject to many antitrust lawsuits because the
teams in the league have to agree to the same employee conditions for the
league to function properly.200 Therefore, team sport athletes have a multitude of options available to them when leagues violate their rights as players.201 With that said, the athletes do not hold all of the power because team
sport leagues still have the opportunity to bargain with athletes through a
CBA and then can dispute any issues with a union in the courts through
labor law.202 Simply put, there are a lot of options where team sport athletes’
voices can be heard against league policies.
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Non-team sport athletes should enjoy the same flexibility in challenging league rules that team sport athletes enjoy. The relationship between
non-team sport athletes and their leagues offers a unique interplay of conflicting interests that should be vulnerable to § 1 scrutiny. For example,
Nike is the main sponsor of USATF. The $500 million that Nike pays
USATF provides for the majority of the governing body’s budget.
The contract is a cause for concern because USATF’s priorities are more
likely to fall in favor of Nike than the athletes on the team.203 Since athletes
often are not paid a salary to participate in non-team sport leagues, but
rather obtain their own shoe and apparel sponsorships that pay only a modest salary, the conflicting priorities become a major problem.204 Furthermore, all athletes have a special set of skills that can only be practically used
through leagues.205 These skills are unlike the typical attributes needed for a
regular career, such as typing or analytical reasoning, because an athlete’s
physical prowess only lasts for a finite number of years. The very limited
scope to earn money puts athletes in a precarious position.206 The athletes
can either challenge the league and potentially lose their careers, or take
whatever money they can. Therefore, it is easy to see how conflicts between
athletes and their governing bodies can arise, especially when considering
the financial disparities athletes face. But the law does not necessarily have
to function this way.
As exemplified by American Needle and Chicago Professional Sports Ltd.,
courts generally agree that a sport league can be a single entity in one area
and a joint venture in a separate area.207 The single-entity defense is malleable when determining which areas of a league to apply the defense to, suggesting how easily the single-entity defense can be tailored. In other words,
courts can grant use of the defense in certain situations where a league is
operating unilaterally, but deny it when there is a question of concerted
activity even though it is one league. It is not “all or nothing.” Courts
203
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should take advantage of the defense’s flexibility to ensure that athletes’
rights do not get overlooked while also trying to protect business decisions.
D. Tailoring the Single-Entity Defense to Permit Non-Team
Sport Athletes’ Claims
The use of the single-entity defense should be tailored in a way that
allows antitrust litigation against non-team sport leagues, thereby ensuring
that athlete grievances can be solved. The single-entity defense should not
be used against non-team sport athletes because athletes in non-team sport
leagues perform as independent contractors and not as employees.208 Nonteam sport athletes are never fully enveloped into league functions like team
sport athletes.209 As a result, when non-team sport athletes compete in their
league, they are doing so at their own independent discretion. In American
Needle, the Court shifted the focus of the single-entity defense inquiry so
courts should now ask whether a contract, combination, or conspiracy would
minimize the number of independent decision-makers in the market.210
Since non-team sport athletes are not technically employed by the league,
they should be considered independent decision-makers by courts, much
like individually-owned teams in regular professional leagues.
By viewing athletes as independent economic entities when contracting
with leagues instead of as cogs in the singular league structure, it is easier to
see that the two parties are acting more like a joint venture and thus would
be susceptible to § 1 scrutiny.211 Although the athletes do not own a stake
in the governing body, as would be typical in a joint venture, there is still a
necessary relationship between the two separate entities to have a functioning league. There is simply no common, collective mind when non-team
sport leagues make rules for their athletes to abide by, and according to
American Needle that is an absolute necessity to be considered a single entity.
Furthermore, when looking at non-team sport athletes as a collective
whole, rather than as individual athletes, it becomes easier to comprehend
208
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the impact they have on leagues, despite currently having no real influence
in league decisions.212 Courts have already used this type of reasoning to rule
that non-team sport leagues are not single entities. In Volvo, the Second
Circuit established that because the league consisted of multiple entities,
including the tennis players who played in the tournaments, MIPTC was
subject to § 1 scrutiny.213 When athletes agree to participate in a non-team
sport league, like USATF athletes do by signing the Statement, that participation should make the league an entity capable of conspiring and thus
susceptible to antitrust litigation in that area of the league’s operations.
Another reason why the single-entity defense should not be used
against non-team sport athletes is because it is possible for league decisions
to favor one group of athletes over another. This relationship between a
governing body and its athletes is similar to a hospital and its staff of physicians.214 Some circuits have recognized that these hospital relationships are
susceptible to § 1 scrutiny because it is possible for the hospital and staff to
conspire, even if that was not the original intent of the parties. Courts have
determined that a doctor practices medicine in his or her own individual
capacity and is considered a separate economic entity; the same status should
be applied to an individual athlete.
As stated before, these athletes are independent contractors and are not
obligated to compete in every meet or every tournament that the league may
provide. They make their own decisions separate from what the league actually wants. Due to this separation, when a league decision is made that benefits one group of athletes over another, suspicions of conspiracy are raised.215
To defeat a single-entity defense claim, a plaintiff is only required to prove
that a conspiracy is possible, not that there actually is one occurring at that
very moment.216 A court’s assessment of whether a conspiracy has actually
taken place still must be proven in the litigation, but that is beyond the
scope of this Note.
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With all the faults of the single-entity defense, it does serve a valuable
purpose in certain situations. There is value in keeping unilateral business
decisions away from constant scrutiny because those decisions affect how
successful a company is.217 The single-entity defense, then, should not be
used only when a league rule directly affects the athletes’ rights.218 Because
it is fundamental for a § 1 claim to involve an agreement between two parties, any athlete claim would necessarily have to derive from a contract between the athletes and the league. By keeping the scope where an athlete can
bring a claim to just the athlete-league relationship, the “gap” in the Sherman Act that does not touch a single firm’s decisions is left intact.
Because non-team sport leagues make internal decisions in furtherance
of their business, it is possible that they fall under the policy established in
Copperweld that the Court does not want to open businesses to potentially
frivolous claims.219 The fact that internal choices are exempt from scrutiny
could be true for the majority of the league’s decisions; however, the relationship with its athletes combines too many independent entities for the
league to be considered as a single, functioning unit. Again, this does not
mean that a league is open to any and all antitrust claims, but the narrow
area of the athlete relationship could potentially yield valid claims, and having the league vulnerable to such claims is a necessity to protect athlete
rights.
Courts will need to limit the scope of issues brought by athletes that
can suppress a league’s single-entity defense. Courts must narrow the issues
that circumvent a single-entity defense to problems that specifically stem
from the athlete-league relationship and that affect the athletes’ participation in the league. First, the limitation would ensure that no abuse of power
by the athletes would occur by bringing frivolous claims. Second, leagues
would not be chilled from making decisions for fear of litigation because
eliminating the single-entity defense would only apply to league decisions
that have a direct effect on athletes and not on decisions that only have a
disparate impact on them. Nevertheless, narrowing the scope of the single-
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entity defense will ensure athletes a fair opportunity in court and create a
stronger trust in antitrust litigation.
E. Arguments to Keep the State of Antitrust in Its Current Form
Proponents of the single-entity defense will argue that while some circuit courts have held that hospitals and their staff members can conspire,
there are other circuits that have not made the same decision.220 They would
say that this circuit split should indicate that the single-entity defense
should apply to all non-team sport leagues no matter what. However, the
reasoning behind those circuits’ decisions is not analogous to the athleteleague relationship.
In the hospital scenario, the Third Circuit said there is no possible
conspiracy between hospitals and its staff because the staff members are acting on behalf of the hospital and have no desire to compete with it.221 In the
non-team sport league and athlete context, the athletes simply compete in
the league and do not act on behalf of the league; the athlete is simply a
member of the league. For any type of athlete, there is a clear division between the athlete and the league. However, a major difference between a
non-team sport athlete and team sport athlete is that the independent nonteam-sport athlete is not folded into league decisions with a union. It cannot
be said that any non-team sport league action is done unilaterally within the
organization because the athlete and league must interact with each other.
In a way, non-team-sport athletes are like their own individual teams, and
according to American Needle that would make non-team sport leagues vulnerable to § 1 scrutiny.
Proponents may further claim that when a non-team sport league creates a rule, they are acting independently of the athletes and are not working
directly with them to create an anticompetitive rule. This idea, however,
ignores the fact that athletes still have to contract with a non-team sport
league in order to participate.222 When athletes contract with a non-team
sport league, it is presumed they agree to follow the rules, even if they are
anticompetitive.223 A plaintiff only has to allege that a potential conspiracy
has resulted in anticompetitive conduct, but does not have to show that the
220
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parties intended to restrain trade.224 Furthermore, the agreement only has to
reduce the number of independent actors in the market.225 Therefore, even
though the USATF’s Statement has been around a long time, that does not
mean the governing body is free from § 1 scrutiny because the governing
body is forcing an agreement that reduces the number of independent economic actors.
Sports have always served as a unique realm for antitrust law, and
therefore they require a distinctive approach to handling antitrust issues.226
The conclusion of this Note, arguing that non-team sport leagues are not a
single entity when contracting with their athletes, is legally sound after the
broader American Needle decision.227 This view ensures that athletes have
some sort of protection absent a union. Finally, at the very least, such an
interpretation would encourage non-team sport governing bodies to work
more closely with their athletes to resolve issues, as is the case in the realm
of team sports.
V. Conclusion
Because non-team sport leagues are only comprised of athletes and a
governing body, as opposed to individually owned teams, they have a strong
argument for being considered single entities.228 However, treating these
leagues as a single entity equates to putting a wolf in sheep’s clothing; it
would leave the non-unionized athletes vulnerable to questionable anti-competitive practices. For that reason, the single-entity defense should be tailored so that it does not apply to disputes between non-team-sport athletes
and their governing body. The general purpose of the single-entity defense
was to ensure that singular business decisions would not be scrutinized each
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time a choice was made.229 Considering the unique relationship between
athletes and governing bodies in non-team sports, this acumen is much
more difficult to handle. Athletes have limited options in how they benefit
financially through their athletic ability,230 and allowing a governing body
to be considered a single entity unable to conspire does more harm than
good. By eliminating the defense from athlete disputes, cooperation between
the two sides is encouraged and a safety net is provided to athletes. With the
defense, there is just an unnecessary hurdle to the finish line.
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